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Decade Under Archbishop Boland Was One of Growth
Details Pages 4-5
FOR HIS ANNIVERSARY - The Serro Clubs of the Arch-
diocese of Newark paid tribute to Archbishop Boland
on the lOth anniversary of his installation as Archbishop
Boland of Newark Jon. 14 at the Mayfair Farms. West
Orange. He is shown above with the five club presidents.
loft to right, Thomas J. Mahon of Bergen East, Malachi
O'Connor of Montclair, Fred P. Paters of the Oranges,
Frank Houck of Bloomfield and Joseph F. Naab of Ridge-
wood. For pictures and articles on the Archbishop's 10-
year reign see pages 4 and 5.
Negro Mother Explains:
'We Don’t Want to Mix Socially...'
CHICAGO (RNS) - For the
first time in this city, a large-
scale visit of white persons to
Negro homes was conducted
under intcrrcligious auspices.
This "pilgrimage ol under-
standing." sponsored jointly
by Protestants. Catholics and
Jews, was made by about
1,500 whites, many of them
married couples, to the homos
of some 450 Negro families.
The visitors and their hosts
talked about common prob-
lems with children, jobs and
homes and took the first steps
toward establishing personal
relationships across the bar-
rier of race.
Of three typical visits, one
was in a segregated neighbor-
hood on the city’s South Side,
another in one of the few
"white'* suburbs where Ne-
groes live, and the third in an
experimental integrated com-
munity in the city.
IN THE FIRST, a young
Negro acbool teacher esplain
ed to hit guests, some of whom
SUSSttrfiMB
ed the “American dream.'*
*’A white boy — he grows up
with the idea he can become a
millionaire, he can do any-
thing," John Bean said.
"But a Negro doesn’t feel
he’s part of any of this. I go
downtown. I see all the won-
derful creative things our
economy builds. Something
just tells me that none of this
Is for me. A Negro doesn’t
feel he’s part of the American
dream."
Bean's wife. Lovetts, a first
grade teacher, talked about
how sh« hoped to be abia to
explain racial prejudice to
their 2-1/2 year-old daughter
without demonstrating any
prejudice herself.
Mrs Bean also told ' the
guests, who included a Metho-
dist minister and his wife, a
Jewish couple and a Catholic
Sister, why she had no Interest
in moving into a white neigh-
bo* hood
"A lot of people seem to
think we re sitting her* Just
waiting to move into white
iii aaid. "I
W—Mg! want t# |
wouldn’t have any Meads
tbera." -
“But I’d like to have the
right to live then If my work
shawM take me them
that’s the thing," she added.
IN THE NEGRO home m
the white suburb, AR. Sum-
mons. a prosperous chemical
engineer who operates a metal
plating factory, said that the
neighborhood wax about So*i
Negro and 3TV white when tus
family moved In.
"Now R's about 75 23." he
said. "We don’t want to live m
an all-Negro neighborhood.”
"We Just want to be accept-
ed as full ettitens. as Ameri-
cans.” his wife said. ”We don’t
necessarily warn to mix so-
cially." she added. "I don't
want my son to marry a Cau-
casian girl."
After talking about their 16-
year old son Archie and shar-
ing common experiences with
the other parents is the group.
Simmons said:
"He hasa t had any trouble
with discrimination ret. He's
a football player and a wres-
ti*f- *nd ho com where the
others go.”
ANOTHER GROAT * .
pleasant apartment at (he
Late Meadow* esseruaeMml
tele grated comm unity eon«.t
•and of the ftwests - four white
couplet and a priest —andthe
Negro host*, the Paul Tatars
They exchanged views on a
witle variety of topics the
take Meadows experiment,
job discrimination, politics,
the Illinois Public Aid Com-
mtsstoo birth control contro-
versy, high school dropouts,
and the Ji*de»oOm»li»n con-
cept of love and respect for
alt persons
Twine explained that at fust
the privately owned Meadows
bousing project was Ne-
gro.
But a controlled occupan-
cy policy has changed and
kept the ratio at about t*%
Negro and *o*l white be re-
vested.
One of the white visitor* not-
ed that hu company is among
a growing number of "equal
opportunity employers’* who
have found that it it "good
bustoeu to hire Negroes ”
Bui Twine, a Catholic, said
stttt
f
Jttw l ßlo
of>*’artunU *
“J ritejway from anything
cauro aid ad raae reU lam*
"Wtel we'v* cm «o tek <fe
vtlop a climate of arcwptomw
became it’s the right thaac to
do.**
Msgr. McWilliams to Preach
Archbishop Will Preside
At Investiture Ceremony
NEWARK Archbishop Bo-
land will preside at investiture
ceremonies at 3:30 p m Jan.
20 in Sacred Heart Cathedral
for 34 priests of the Newark
Archdiocese.
Twenty-two priests will
be invested as domestic prel-
ates, with the title of Right
Reverend Monsignor, and 12
as papal chamberlains, with
the title of Very Reverend
Monsignor.
A sermon will be given by
Msgr. Leroy McWilliams, pas-
tor of Queen of Peace, North
Arlington, followed by Solemn
Pontifical Benediction offered
by Archbishop Boland.
THE PROGRAM wlQ begin
with a procession, .with each
of the priests being honored
vested in purple cassock, sash
and biretta. Each of the do-
mestic prelates will carry a
rochet and mantctlctta — gar-
ments of their office — folded
over (heir left arm. Tboae to
be invested as papal chamber-
lains will carry the cloak
which la symbolic of their of-
fice. the mantellooe.
The prelates and chamber-
lains will proceed Individually
to the throne of the Archbish-
op. who will assist each in
donning his new garment. The
sermon and Benediction will
follow with the 34 montignori
seated tn the sanctuary.
THOSE TO BE invested as
domestic prelates are the Rt.
Rev. Msgr*. Walter C Jar-
vais, Wiiiiam F, Furlong,
George W. Shea. John A.
Karolcwski. John P. Wcigand.
Michael A. Magnier, Lester
A. Quinn. Thomas J. Duffy,
Joseph If. Murphy,' Adrain
A. Maine. Richard P,. O’-
Brien. Harold V. Fitxpatrick.
V. Laurence Cardellicchio.
Charles E. LUlis, Daniel J.
O’Reilly. Daniel J. Collins, Al-
bert P. Mooney. Francis A.
Fox. Joseph A. Smolco, Thom-
as J. Donnelly. Anthony J.
Connell and Hugh J. Fitzsim-
mons.
THE PAPAL chamberlains
are Very Rev. Msgrs. James
A. Stone. Paul E. Lang. Pat-
rick J. Trainor, William N.
Field. Joseph C. Manx. Joseph
J. Pmzdxiecki, John F.
O'Brien. Roger A. Reynolds,
John P. Davis, Edward J.
Fleming, William F. Hogan
and John 31. Mahon.
The rank of domestic prelate
Is conferred on priests as a
recognition of merit, counting
them as members of the papal
household although not actual-
ly residing in Rome. Papal
chamberlains are appointed as
rewards of priestly merit.
BISHOP'S GREETING - Bishop McNulty has a worm greet-
ing for Joseph Waliko, 6, of Paterson, during vesper ser-
ice in St. John's Cathedral conducted by the diocesan Holy
Name Society. Msgr. Joseph M. O'Sullivan, diocesan Holy
Name director, center, introduced youngster to the Bishop.
Young Joseph is a nephew of Rev. Stanislaus Zawistowski
f St. Paul's, Prospect Park.
Housing, Film
Bills Introduced
TRENTON - A bill was in
troduced in the New Jersey
Assembly this week which
would forbid discrimination in
the renting of private housing
units.
Exempt from the bIU would
be two-family dwellings, in
which the owner occupies the
other floor, and one-family
homes, in which rooms are
rented out. A similar bill pass-
ed the Assembly Ijsst year,
bul was killed in the Senate.
Also introduced at the Jan.
14 session was a bill calling
for a state motion picture re-
view board whioji would classi-
fy films. The bill also would
make it mandatory for Iho
classification to be displayed
on theater marquees. 7
Montclair
To Appeal
On Zoning
MONTCLAIR - The Mont
clatr Town Commission last
week voted to appeal it* zoo
Ing esse involving st. Cat
sian’s School. Upper Mont-
clair. to the New Jersey. Su-
preme Court.
The case is based on a lim-
itation of enrollment imposed
on St Catalan's when it
opened 10 years ago. In a re-
cent Superior Court decision.
Montclair was turned down on
rvery point, ita zoning law
being found to discriminate
between public and private,
non-profit schools In violation
of a 1962 New Jersey law.
The appeal to the Supreme
Court will be based on the con-
stitutionality of this law. which
was upheld by the Supenr
Court, but which the town
questions. The vote to make
the appeal was 4-1 with Com-
missioner Angelo Fortunafo
the lone dissenter.
Cardinal Bea Lists
‘Right to Worship’
As Council Topic
ROME (NC>—The Secretar-
iat* for Promoting Christian
Unity will submit to the next
session of the ecumenical
council a document which
would proclaim the Catholic
Church's belief in freedom of
conscience and worship, Au-
gustin Cardinal Bea revealed
here.
Cardinal Bea, president
of the secretariat, said the doc-
ument witt uphold every man’s
right to follow the dictates of
his conscience and his right to
worship as he chooses without
interference by the state.
THE CARDINAL was ad-
dressing the eighth annual
"Agape (lovefeaxt) of Broth-
erhood’’ sponsored by Rome's
Pro Deo University. The ban-
quet brought together more
than 500 persons from 21 faiths
and 69 nations.
Cardinal Bea characterized
the wars of religion of past
centuries ss “another error of
-7, r ;.i..y.i,... . IT
the misunderstood love of
truth.” During them, he said,
“men tried to Impose by
force and in the name of truth
certain convictions on other
men, forgetting the notes*
fundamental value of the love
of truth man’s freedom, that
Is.”
He continued:
"ONE SHOULD always un-
derstand another man’s point
of view. This means putting
oneself in his place and see-
ing things from the position
from which he sees them. One
should also realize that reality
has a thousand different as-
pects, a thousand different fa-
ccta, whereas the individual,
even when very gifted and In-
telligent, aeea only one or a
few.
“Lovp of truth cautions us
to bear, fa mind the limits-
tlona of our knowledge and
also to recognize the aspect of
truth which Jfthers see ... *1
2,000 Expected to Attend
Dual Consecration Jan. 24
NEWARK—Consecration cer-
emonies will be held at 10:30
a.m. Jan. 24 in Sacred Heart
Cathedral for Biabops*lect
John J. Dougherty and Joseph
A. Costello. A crowd of 2.000 is
expected, including seven
Archbishops and 57 Bishops.
ARCHBISHOP Boland will
be the coosecrator and Bish-
ops McNulty and Stanton will
be co-consecrators at the cer-
emonies which will formally
elevate the two priest* to tii«r
new positions as Auxiliary
Bishops of Newark
Buhop elect Dougherty, the
president of Seton Hall Uni-
versity. will he consecrated
Titular Bishop of Cotcnna. and
Bishop-elect Cortelly. the vice-
chancellor of the archdiocese,
will become Titular Bishop of
Cboma
THE SPEAKER at the ca
thedral ceremony will be
Bishop Walter W Curtis of
Bridgeport, former Auxiliary
Bishop of Newark An ABC TY
unit will tape part of the cere-
mony with the cooperation of
the radio-TV department of the
National Council of Catholic
Men
A luncheon m tenor of the
new Bishop* will be held at
Ite Robert Treat Hotel
Arthhwhapa from distent
Iteste whojwttnMeed Ite eg*.
fhmtto Ran*, and Aithbtatep
John P. Cody a i Now Or-
teete. The tot of Buhop*
setedwied to atteart include*
mttofonary Bishop Vincent
McCauley. CS C
. of Fort Pm-
lat. Uganda.
BISHOP ELECT Dougherty.
55. was bora in Jersey City
He attended St Aloyuut
School. St. Peter's Prep and
Jvrtoo Hall College before ct»
trring Immaculate Conception
Seminary in Darlington He
completed studies at the North
American College. Rome, and
was ordained in 1903
He was a professor at Dar-
linotco ,for 2S. year* and was
active in radio TV work. He
was made a papal chamber-
lain tn 1«54 and in IX*. on hts
2Mh anniversary ax a priest.
ws» cte.atrd to the rank of
domestic prelate. He became
president of Scion Hall m 1959.
BISHOP ELECT Costello
was born in Newark 47 years
ago. He was graduated from
St. Michael's School and St.
Benedict’s Prep before contin-
uing his studies at Seton Hall
and then at Immaculate Con-
ception Seminary. Ordained in
19U, be was an assistant at
St. Bridget’s. Jersey City, for
15 year* before becoming as-
sistant chancellor in 1956.
He was named a papal
chamberlain in 1956 and in
the following year was ap-
pointed vie* chancellor.
See editorial Pag* A,
feature story Page 9,
list of Bishops attending
Pogo IP.
PORTRAIT PRESENTAION - State Assemblyman J. Arnold Bressler (center) presents
a portrait to Bishop elect John J. Dougherty, president of Seton Hall University, to
mark his elevation to Auxiliary Bishop of Newark. Rev. Clement A. Ockay. executive dean
of Seton Holl, was present for the presentation at the South Orange campus.
Local Celebrations Planned
Canonization Due Jan. 20
For 81. Vincent Pallotti
NEWARK—LocaI parishes of
Uie Society for the Catholic
Apottolate the Pallottine
Father* »re holding special
ceremonies this week to mark
th* forthcoming canonisation of
the congregation's founder.
Blessed Vincent Pallotti. The
ranoatiititoa will be held Sun-
day, Jan. JO, making the 19th-
century Italian ptiext the fifth
person to be declared s saint
within a year.
IN NEWARK, a solemn tri-
duum will be beM at St. Phil-
ip Neri Church, 12 Court
House Place, Jan 17, 18 and
19 Mats will he held each day
at 12:10 p.m. with a sermon by
Rev. Michael A. Futoo, admin-
istrator at St. Rocco’t,
A triduum has been held at
Our Lady of Grace. Fair-
view, with Masses each day
and services tn the evening. -A
Solemn High Mass will be
held at 12:13 p m. Jan. 20. the
day of the canonization
A Solemn High Mast is also
planned Jan. 20 at St Rocco’s.
Union City, at It a m. A tri-
duum has been observed there
the last three Tuesday eve-
ning*. when a novena has been
regularly scheduled.
Holy Rosary Academy in
Union City, operated by the
Pallottine Sisters, began a tri-
duum tor its high school girls
Jan. 16. Rev. Charles McCar-
thy. chaplain. wiU offer a
High Mas* Jan. 20 tor the Sis-
ters of the academy. On Tues-
day, Jan. 22, Blessed Vincent's
feast day. Rev. Richard Kugcl-
man. C.P., will be celebrant at
a High Mass for the student
body.
Following the Mass. 80 high
school girls will be inducted
into the congregation’s lay
apostolat* group.
BLESSED VINCENT was
born In Rome April 21, 1795.
Ordained May 16, ISIS, be waa
a professor at the Roman Uni-
versity and worked extensively
with the poor.
His work with the Catholic
Apostola'.e consumed greater
amounts of his time until Jan-
uary, ISIS, when he first
thought of founding an organ-
ized society. The Society of the
Catholic Apostolate received
papal approval July U. 1836.
with 15 charter members. To-
day it numbers 200,000 priests.
Sisters, Brothers and lay peo-
ple. He died Jan. 22, 1850.
Elevated to sainthood last
year were St 3!artin de Por-
res, St. Pierre Jttiien Eymard.
St. Francisco 3taxia Croese of
Camporosso. and St. Antonio
Maria Pucci.
See Poge 9 for o
biography of th* new soint
Restricted Federal School Aid
Seen Violating Constitution
CHICAGO (NC)—A Catholic
law school dean argued here
that the Constitution's l>an on
an established religion would
be violated by federal aid to
public schools only.
Rev. Robert F. Drtnan, S.J.,
dean of the Boston College law
school, stressed that the pub-
lic schools' policy of silence on
religion amounts to "an offi-
cial establishment of secular
values."
HENCE, FATHER Drinan
concluded, “the granting of
funds only to the public
school is a violation of the es-
tablishment clause [of the
Constitution] because such a
policy endorses and prefers
one educational and philo-
sophical orthodoxy over all
others.”
“This is the very essence of
the Catholic case" for federal
aid to non-public schools
said fa an address at a sym-
posium on Church-State prob-
lems sponsored by the Univer-
sity of Chicago law school.
THE JESUIT educator em-
phasized the "quasi-public”
nature of non-public
but noted that this fact h/s
yet to be specifically spelled
out fa U. S. public policy or
court decisions.
He pointed out that some
six million students about
12% of the total U. S> school
enrollment attend Catholic
schools and commented:
"Any program designed to
elevate the nation's standards
of educational excellence
which ignores the 12% of the
nation’s school children enroll-
ed in non-public schools is
neglecting in a serious man-
ner a significant element in
the population."
HE OUTLINED three "ab-
solutes” with regard to reli-
gion and education which he
aaid have emerged from re-
cent U. S. Supreme Court rul-
ings in Church-State cases:
"(1) The benefits of public
welfare legislation may not be
granted or denied to citizens
because of their religious faith
or their lack of it.
"(2) If the state, in the pur-
suit of a legitimate public
purpose, selects means to
achieve this purpose which
have an incidental effect of
assisting religion, such means
are not thereby unconstitution-
al.
"(3) No sectarian teaching
or religious practice may be
constitutionally permuted on
the premises of a tax-support-
ed school even If student
and teacher participation is on
a truly voluntary basis."
On the Inside
. . .
POVERTY, TOO, was present at the
Vatican Council. See Bishop
Sheen’s column on Page 7
THEY BUILD a five-story apartment In
a week in Russia, reports youth
leader Richard O’Neill on .Pago 9
A JAPANESE CONVERT teUs how a
war-time assignment deepened his
faith Page 2
Faith Strengthened Japanese Officer
'I Feared Death ...as I Never Had Before'
Uwiru jmiff
The author of tbit article is a con •
vart ami former officer of the Japanese
Imperial Army now serving with bit
wife as a lay missionary at the TahaJa
Catholic Mission in Japan. He relates
bow bis faiib was botn in stark lone-
finest as bef knelt before the cremated
remains of bis grandfather ami nur-
tmrei in the havoc of war as be crawl-
*i through froze* terrain sender en-
emy gunfire.
By AUGUSTINE AOYANAGI
It took the war in China to make
me realUe the power of Catholieism in
.h man's life.
At 28 I was in the U6(h Regiment
of the 13th Division Army. Feb. 11,
jlSMO, had been a tough day. leaving us
In body and Spirit. With
•gdghtfall came a terse order from the
Regimental commander:
Z; “Captain Aoyanagi, take two NCO's
Jtnd two soldiers and infiltrate into the
2inemy lines. Find out tbeir numbers
■J»nd locate their gun emplacements."
THE CHINESE were up In the
mountains, less than a mile away. Dur-
ing the day we had advanced but lost
over half our men. W'e were now re-
uuced to about 200. How strong was
<he enemy? I had to find out. So we
crawled out into the darkness of that
bitter wintrynight like hunted animals.
I feared death that night as 1 nev-
er had before. During the day, soldiers
had died all around me but I was too
busy, too keyed up to be affected. Now.
exhausted, cold, crawling towards a
trap, fear coursed through me. Hie
Joy. the peace of Easter 19M in Tam-
atscuri church were so far away.
IT WAS A JOY that had begun In
the stark looeliness of death and sor-
row with the death of my grandfather.
To me, IS years old, it had been a pro-
found shock. He was cremated and I
used to kneel before our Buddhist fam-
ily altar, mesmerised by the small urn
bolding his ashes.
What is life - life that ends like
this box of ashes? The only answer my
Buddhist parents could give was a
shrug, a stoic face.
Perhaps that Catholic church had a
better answer. 1 used to pass it often
and the ilgn out front said: "Catechism
for men, Thursday nights 7 u.m." 1
was 18 before I accepted the Invita-
tion. It was 1930 yot I remember that
Thursday night as if It were last night.
IT WAS JANUARY and very cold
and dark as I stepped into the grounds
of Tamatscuri church In Osaka. I
turned left instead of right. I ended up
in a garden and couldn’t see a thing.
I was not so sure I was glad 1 came
now to this headquarters of the "for-
eign religion."
Good grief1 Something walked,
towards me like a ghoul out of a child-
hood ghost story, all shrouded in black.
I retained just enough self-possession to
ask where the catechism class was be-
ing held. A light snapped on and I
gazed unsteadily at a nun. This Cath-
olic church was a scary place!
FATHER FURUYA was the cate-
chism teacher. There was something in
him that appealed to me immediately.
One sensed an optimism, a warmth*
of soul. I studied in earnest Ami a
month later, just to be thorough. 1 en-
rolled in the Methodist mission school.
For half a year I studied catechism
with Father Furuya every Thursday,
attended Sunday Mass and spent Sun-
day cvonlng at the Methodist service
and Bible class.
By summer. I decided I hsd given
Protestantism a fair trial and left. No
doubt there was much good in that
church which l failed to see because
of my immaturity.
Father Furuya taught me cate-
chism for six wonderful months and
then was sent to France. Under another
priest 1 finished the course. But I did
not ask for Baptism. 1 now believed
Catholicism to be true but . . . The
brash teenager did not fancy a life
spent under Catholicism's stern morals
and discipline! I cessed attending Mass
regularly.
WE MOVED TO another house and
I called to give the local church a look
over. I was in a quandary. The sound-
ness of its teaching, the quality of its
believers, attracted my heart to Cathol-
icism. Yet its demands of sacrifice,
obedience! I feared to take the plunge.
We moved back again near Tams-
tscurl church. The pastor was now a
young Japanese priest 1 had known in
the days of my first fervor. I made
an appointment with him and opened
my heart. I left him resolved to bo
“baptized into Christ."
Father Miyakada gave me a pro-
gram of preparation, plenty of prayer
and reading. I presented myself be-
fore him in Holy Week, 1934. for a
short examination on my belief and
motives. On Raster Sunday I was bap-
tised Augustine.
I FOUND A job with the Mainichi
newspaper in Osaka. Then came the
shock of Feb. 28, 1938. Out of the blue
(as far as most of us were concerned)
young army zealots assassinated a
group of politicians who opposed their
war theories. Though "people in the
street" did not realize it at first, the
army was in control of Japan from the
day of that bloodbath.
On July 7. 1938, the China War be-
gan. in January, 1938. 1 was told to
report to Sendai for army training.
The 10 months' training was a shock.
Being abused, lashed with a sergeant's
belt, face-slapped, rifle-butted, kicked,
were considered part of our training.
- Among 1.800 soldiers I was the only
Christian. At no time during the train-
ing course was I able to attend Mass.
But sometimes there were free hours
on a Sunday afternoon when I slipped
off, cut through back streets and en-
tered the church. If the German priest
was at home I would take off my bay-
onet and go Into the confessional to re-
ceive the sacrament of peace.
1 LEFT THE training unit as a
sergeant and returned home, feeling
like a released prisoner. But not for
long! On Aug 23. IKO. 1 received a
letter ordering me north, and three
days later was In my second lieuten-
ant's uniform on a train bound for the
embarkation port of Hiroshima.
1 had to leave for China without
seeing any of my family. 1 had a good
talk with Father Miyakada. however,
before I reported. Asa Japanese, he
knew ooe special temptation that might
come my way at the (root
"If you're taken prisoner, that's no
disgrace But it would be a disgrace
II you. a Christian, committed suicide,"
he said. The army still taught the old
"harakiri" tradition. Asa parting gift
Father gave me a beautiful medal of
Our Lady. 1 wore it around my neck
Jill through the war. That medal was to
lose Its gilt in the hard years ahead
but it never lost its beauty as far as I
was concerned.
The death of my grandfather had
brought me to study Christianity. Now
death’s constant closeness was tq keep
me up to the practice of the Filth. I
never, had a single chance of going to
confession during my two years in
Chins.
THEN CAME that command to get
behind the Chinese lines. As 1 listened
to the instructions the chill of fear
gripped my soul and body, Death hsd
long been in sight. Now It turned its
gare directly on me and seemed about
to strike. I tried to calm myself to
make an set of "perfect contrition."
From my heart f asked His forgive-
ness ami I prayed for the strength to
fulfill my duty ss a soldier. Then ss I
crawled along In the wretched dark-
ness, 1 found that my fear of death had
gone
Several hours later we were Inching
bock with the Information. Maybe be-
cause success made me careless, may-
be because my limbs shivered with
cold. I dislodged a rock. A brass band
could not have made more noise!
A Chinese mschuiegun opened up
and a bullet torr through the flesh of
ray left Ihigh. That bullef wduM wil
a blessing My comrades dragged me to
safety. 1 was hospitalized aad sent bark
to Japan The wound was to heal per-
fectly but I was to spend the rest of
the war in Japan
MV MOTHER met me at the sta-
tion though It was late at night. What
a reunion'
As soon as I was up next morning
I set off for that landmark of my
youth. Tamatscuri church
Mass was over but .Esther Mlyaks-
tto was only too happy to let me ap-
proaefa Christ in the sacrament of for-
giveness My nation was to enter an
all-out war lhat led only to chaos But
! bad Uttcrnal peace
Laymen Discuss
Funds From Pulpit
NORTH BAY. Out. (NC)
Laymen have ascended the
pulpit on recent Sundays in the
Procathedral of the Assump-
tion ben and explained the
parish finance plans. *
The departure from custo-
mary procedure was taken by
Ree. B.r. Pappin on the
cround the laymenwere belter
qualified then priests te make
the explanations. The laymen
an mernben of the pariah ft.
nance management com-
mittee.
Congress in Session
Federal Aid and Obscenity
Figure in New Proposals
WASHINGTON—-A bin which
would give every school child
a federal grant which could
be spent at any school,* public
or private, is among several
bills an church-related topics
introduced In the new |Sth
Congress Others Involve the
problem of obscenity, school
prayer and Bible readme, lax
exemptions and legal holidays
THE SCHOOL grant pro
posal wav introduced by Ren.
Jan.es J. Delaney of New
York and is identical to a
measure be sponsored in Use
last Congress It provides that
a flat 120 be gum to ea.-h
grade or high school pupil
The program would coat It 7
billion o»cr a two-year period
Known as the "Junior G I.
Bill" because of IU similarity
to the law which, permitted
millions of veterans to attend
colleges of their choice after
World War 11 and the Korean
War was first introduced in
1962 by Delaney. It died with-
out committee bearings.
Strong organized support for
the proposal hat come from
Citizens fur Educational Free-
dom, an association devoted
to protecting the rights of pn
sate school pupils.
REP. GLENN Cunningham
of Nebraska sponsored two
measures dealing with obscen-
ity. One would establish a
'Commission on Noxious and
Obscene Matters and Mate-
rials" to study the problem;
the second would allow a citi-
zen who receives unsolicited
obscene matter on communist
propaganda In the mall to no-
tify his postmsster that future
mail from the sender would
be uqjeelcomr. The Post Of-
fice wo-ilrt then notify the
mailer, whose bulk mailing
pn v lieges would be revoked if
additional mall were seat to
the resident In question. A
similar bill wai introduced by
Rep Morris K. UdaU of Art-
sons
A bill advanced by Hep
Peter Rodino of New Jersey
was referred to the House Ju
diciary Committee. It would
strengthen criminal penalise i
for mailing, importing or
transporting obscene matter.
Another New Jersey legisla
tor, Rep. Frank C. Ounces
Jr . Introduced a resohiuon to
cell a conference of federal,
state and local official* aed
representatives of public and
private groups to study tneth
ods of combating traffic of ob-
scene material.
KIX CONGRESSMEN pro-
posed Constitutional amend-
ments to continuo public
school prayer sod Bible read-
ing. All were referred to the
Judiciary Committee. Dozens
of bills and resolutions aimed
at guaranteeing continued pub-
lic school prayer were Intro-
duced to the last session, fol-
lowing the UR. Supreme
Court's ruling against the New
York Regents' prayer. None
was enacted.
Rep. Vernon W. Thomson of
Wisconsin introduced a bill to
provide an exemption from
the manufacturers' excise-tax
on business machines pur-
chased for the exclusive use
of a church or “a convention
or association of churches."
Rep. Rodino introduced leg-
islation which would declare
Columbus Day, Oct. li, a le-
gal holiday.
Aid Latin America
OTTAWA (NC) - There are
1,264 Canadian missionaries,
including 417 priests, now
working in nations of Latin
America.
Form Slate
Conference
LANSING. Mich (VC) _ A
Muhttan Catholic Conference
htt beta established by lb*
Catholic Archbuhop awl Bish-
op* of Michigan and will begin
operation* l>b. i «uh bead-
quarter* here
Francis J. Cam n. farmer
nrculnre director of Michigan
Catholic Chantiea, ha* been
named etecuuve director el
the new conference, which
parallel! atmilar Catholic coo
(rrcncea in aeveral other
atate*.
rr n KxrxcrsD that the
cooler race wlfl Include depart-
ment* In the field a of educa-
tion. health and boepttala. ao-
rtal action and poblac Infor-
mation Clergy and lay apeelaL
UU in theae tieidr will aerte
the agency on a voluntary
bad*.
Arrhblahop John T Deardep
of Detroit laid the conference
will be "a vehicle which will
allow lay leader* to worh more
directly with the BUbope In
area* in which the Church ha*
a vitol Internt
”
He said the agency win al*o
enable the Church to "act and
•peak more effectively on fun-
damental luuet, aad we win
be better able now to cooault
and explore with other reli-
gious group* solutions to pres-
sing social and moral prob-
lem i"
Divorce Aid
Plan Shelved
CHICAGO (RNS) — The D-
Laois Public Aid Commission
ha* tabled indefinitely a pro-
posal that It help finance div-
orce* for certain welfare
client*.
A* proposed, the aid would
have been limited to man and
women living together who
could not afford divorces from
their legal mates.
The recommendation bad
been assailed by Catholic
members of the commission.
One Catholic member, James
M. Cleary, resigned recently.
People in the Week’s News
WllUam Cardinal Godfrey of
pltaWor treatment of an un-
Rev. Bernard Nolker,
C.SS.R., so, a native of Balti-
more who has been a mission-
ary in Brasil for 23 yfears, has
been named first Bishop of the
new Brasilian Diocese of Par-
anagua.
Rev. • Theodore V. Purcell,
S-J-, a writer on labor-man-
agement relations, has been
named acting director of the
Institute of Socisl Order at St.
Louis University, succeeding
Rev. Leo C. Brown, SJ.. who
is editing the social science
section of the new Catholic En-
cyclopedia.
Francis Csrdinal Spellman
of New York has sent 11,000
as a contribution to aid
Korea's Boys Town.
Archbishop Emanual Maba-
thoana, 0.M.1., of Maseru.
Basutoland, has been named a
Commander ol the Order of
the British Empire by Queen
Elizabeth
Augustin Cardinal Bea, S.J.,
president of the Vatican Sec-
retariat for Promoting Chris
tian Unity, will be guest of
honor at a convocation March
is planned March 28 at Boston
College.
Bert M. Walz, 71, executive
secretary of the Madison,
Wise., Holy Name Union, has
l*en named 1963 winner, of the
Vereelli Medal, given annual-
ly by the Holy Name Society
for outstanding contributions
to the development of the or-
ganization
Archbishop Joseph P. liar
ley of St. Augustine. Fla., has
been named by President Ken
nedy to a six-man commission
to prepare for the 400th anm
versary of the founding of the
city.
Archbishop Antonio Del Gui-
dice, newly-appointedApoatolic
Delegate to Korea, arrived In
peoul to take up his duties.
Msgr. William J. McDonald,
rector of the Catholic Univer-
sity of America, has been
named an expert for the Sec-
ond Vatican Council.
Rev. John G. Weber, execu-
tive secretary of the National
Catholic Rural Life Conference,
Des Moines, has been named a
papal chamberlain with the
title of Very Reverend Mon-
signor.
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QUALITY
is
never out of
style.
CATERING
tommd iiTtaim ./ Mum L Horn
SERVICE
V YEARS OF CAUSING "KNOW HOW"
W«r Orange, New Jener REdwood 1-4JOO
FI Eg
IST
j[)any time you needcash(i[
**<T
PERSONAL LOAN
When financial emergencies find you short of cash, come to The
Trust Company of New Jersey - any office - or phone OLdfield 3-4100
to apply for a loan. Get up to $2500. Take up to 2 years to pay. Life
L n.?u, £noe ,nc,ud« d at no additional cost! You needn’t be ■ depositor.
All offices open Monday evenings 6 to 8 P.M.
m Trust Company
of New Jersey
Jersey City
Hoboken
Weehawken
Union City
West New York
Secaucus
Mtmbtr F(d*r«l D«PMIt
InsuuAct Corporation
Joseph E. Waldron & Son
(Original Church Accountants)
REVEREND PASTORS and
ADMINISTRATORS
Lot ut proparo your 1962 Chancory
Statement and Government Tax Form*
WILLIAM A. WALDRON, THOMAS P. CRAFT
Manager Aataciata
Writ# or call collact
Joseph E. Waldron & Son
I) RICHELIEU FL, NEWARK 0, N.J.
Area Coda 201 - fStax 3-6087
K
C
0mells
Make Your
Reservations
NOW
for
Communion Braltfasts,
Partita, I-Aum
and o thor
Group Affair*
Special
BANQUET
ROOM
Fnililiit
of fboto
RESTAURANTS
LONG ISLAND
141-57 Northern Bird,
(•t Persons Bird.) Flushing
INdependenco 1-9713
Roosevelt Field
Shopping Center
Gordon City
Phono: Pioneer 7-7564
NEW JERSEY
Gordon State Maze
Paramus
Phone: Diamond 3-3633
Asl for the Monster He eill be
piioiedtopre«.oe complete oaten»
"The Pubi>c Appreciates Quelity"
HU 4-7200
Tfamtl
•0 »*« AVI
HIWa«A, nj. fit
COMPLETE BANQUET FACILITIES
Fit* sir conditioned banquet
rooms irrt ing 30*450 / tenant.
OUTSIDE CATERING
From 10 to Urge it number
DINING ROOM
Open Fiery Day for
LUNCH end DINNER
immediately
N O WA IT I N G 1
AT ON c E !
AUTOMATICALLY
your money earns good old fashioned dividends
UtO
AHS^U
FROM DM OF DEPOSIT
Hi**************;}..!
Why you should save
mt Thm Provident
B* • prw<J*<u Uv*r . . . comport l You'll ih Pro> dent |
t l '* only u»iji bank m Hudton County v*n.*r* you earn
from fK* vror day of d*Poi.!-|h* highest savings ban. rat* paid
i« J*r»ey And your sa.rgj ar« safer. too Never in Provident*
•onj history (smca 1839) have <*» e,«r misiad a dividend
B**in your savings account at Provident today
I «w*r? tocatvjnj
* «niT cm
• ■m«rw tri tat Sstrn DRIVE IN
SSfg*OO
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BY
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HUDSON LAAq
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BOTH WAYS!
-
• *mt« !•*•« Orem* Iwmc'C»»
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tacvxritrt
tut
WOVIOENT INSTITUTION FOR SAVINGS in Jersey City—Oept *i <<
wathutgiea and Tory Streets. )tn«y City H J
*
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5 s?***?* '* *’ —-I® own an account in in* ram* of
Mr./HrwUiu - -
HUNT HAMf
*OO*ESS
C,TY .ZONE STATE
(Um ••(ittaraa mail when M n«ir<| tuM
ROME devotionalJourney's and for moat Catholk pilgrims, but the
way between may lead through the Holy Land, Paris, Lourdes, Fatima, Vn~k, or
even Hawaii’s Molokai. Before you make your vacation phone for 1968, let this
experienced travel office show you, through free, no obligation, illustrated book-
lets, how you can visit the shrine of your favorite devotion economically, swiftiv
comfortably. “* * ——Send this coupon to
CATHOLIC TRAVEL OFFICE,
Dupont Circle feldg., Washington 6,
D. C.,,. If it's a Catholic ahrine,
’ CTO’s Mr. Hodgson has been there.
_
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To Free Cubans
Cardinal Cushing
Raised $1 Million
BOSTON (RNS) _ Richard
Cardinal Cushing of Boston
identified himself here as the
“mysterious donor" of $1 mil-
lion in the crucial pre-Christ-
mas negotiations for the re-
turn of Cuban prisoners seised
in the ill-fated "Bay of Pigs"
invasion of April. 1961.
Cardinal Cushing declared:
“1 alone am responsible for
the collection of this extraor-
dinary sum.. The credit, how-
ever. belongs to my co-work-
ers and benefactors in the
United States and Latin Amer-
ica who have supported my
apostolic works in the most
crucial areas of the Western
Hemisphere."
ASSERTING that "the most
effective bond of unity capa-
ble of uniting the multitudes
o( Latin America against the
advance of communism is
their common Catholic faith,”
the Cardinal added:
"It is appropriate and
fitting, therefore, for a Catho-
lic prelate of the United
States to have a part in the
liberation of the ‘Cuban Free-
dom Fighters’ who love their
country and the faith of their
fathers."
Cardinal Cushing revealed
that his "co-workers and ben-
efactors" in raising the Cuban
ransom money were among
those who have aided him In
supporting the work of the
Missionary Society of St.
James the Apostle which he
established for the Latin
American missions in 1938.
"Through - this missionary
society." the Cardinal said, “I
have also collected and allo-
cated over $1 million dollars
annually to Bishops in Latin
America for schools, churches,
modem seminaries for the
training of future native
priests and other good works
which would help our mission-
aries to be xealous apostles of
Christ and ambassadors of
goodwill for the United
States."
POSTER DISMAY - Seminarians at Atonement Seminary in Washington. D.C.. display
posters which they have prepared for observance of the Chair of Unify Octave Jon. 18-
25. The Unity Octave, during which Catholics around the world join several non-Cath-
olic groups to pray for Christion unity, was started in 1908 by Rev. Paul James Fran-
cis, S.A., founder of the Society of the Atonement.
Order Rest
For Cardinal
MONTREAL, Quc. (NC) -
Paul Emile Cardinal Lcgcr of
Montreal. 59. “is suffering
from coronary Insufficiency
which is not of a serious na-
ture," hia physicians have de-
termined.
The Cardinal has been a pa-
tient at Hotel Dieu Hospital
here since Jan. 7. A bulletin
issued by his physicians said
"to avoid any aggravation of
his condition, he must for an
indefinite period of time com-
ply with the elementary rules
of prudence required in cases
of coronary pathology." •
A Montreal heart specialist
said "coronary insufficiency”
is "simply a diminished blood
supply to the heart muscle."
The “prudence required” in
such cases meant a treatment
which is "moderation tn
everything, for example, walk-
ing slowly up a flight of stairs
instead of running." he said.
Priests to Hear
Talks on Psalms
PATERSON A series of
talks on the psalms of the
.breviary will be given for
priests of the Paterson Dio-
cese during Holy Hours on the
five Mondays of Lent,
Rev James Turro. professor
of Sacred Scripture at Im-
maculate Conception Semi-
nary. will speak at each of
the Lenten programs, which
will be held from J-t p.m.
March 4. it. 18 and 23 and
April 1 ui St Philip s, Clifton.
Titles of his talks are
"Psalms Window on the
World.” “Psalms Remem-
brance of Things Past."
"Psalms Prayer for the
Church," "Psalms Prayer
of the Humble Man,” and
"Psalms Prayer for Today
ami its Needs "
All of the jso psalms tn the
Bible are ordinarily included
in a week's recitation of the
breviary by the priest
Bishop to Bless
Fund Workers
POMPTON PLAlNS— Bishop
McNulty will bless campaign
workers at 4 p m. Jan. 20 as
the Miss-on of Our Lady of
Good Counsel prepare* to hold
ita first fund drive. The cere-
mony will take place tn Holy
&pmt Church. Pequanoock.
Hev Daniel VerchioUo, ad-
ministrator. said the one-day
drive will be held the follow.
Mtt Sunday. Jan. Tit Prank
McCabe and John Grannand
are to chairmen The Ottoman,
fouedad last September, re-
cently acquired an Itacre
tract here Father VerchioUo
aaid a school ml approximately
18 classrooms will be the first
budding constructed Future
plans rail for a content,
church and rectory.
Masses for the mission's 300
families tn Pomptan Plains
and Riverdale are temporarily
being said in Pequannock
Township High School.
Hohokus Trial
Set Hack Again
HOHOKUS Another post-
ponement of the trial involving
the toning restriction imposed
by the Borough of Hohokus on
land owned by the Archdiocese
of Newark here was granted
Jan 14 by Judge Charles W.
Broadhurst.
No new date for the trial
has been set by Judge Broad-
hurst, The land involved tn the
site la in the northeast corner
of the borough at MiU and
Wearimus Rds
FIRST MEMBER of the
US. Hierarchy to die was
Bishop Luke Concannon. 0.P.,
of New York, in 1810.*
Protestant Educator
Urges Tax Credit
ATLANTIC CITY - The
proposal fqr a flat tax credit
of 8300 a year for individuals
or corporations donating this
money to colleges and univer-
sities was made to the fifth
annual meeting of the Council
of Protestant Colleges and
Universities here this week.
Dr. Landrum R. Bolling,
president of Earlham College,
Richmond, Ind., said (hat such
a deduction could produce
substantially ail the additional
funds our colleges and uni-
versities could effectively
use. It would be in addition
to the present deductions
now allowed for such dona-
tions, but would be subtract-
ed from the income tax due,
rather than from total income.
IN ANOTHER speech at the
convention. Dr. John Bennett,
dean of Union Theological
Seminary, New York, warned
that the minority who seek,
"freedom from religion" in
this country are now be-
ginning to crowd those who
seek freedom of religion.
He criticized the concept of
the wall of separation between
Church and State and said
that if the state were to aid
private colleges, but exclude
those with church affiliations
because of the Church-State
question, the church-related
colleges would be punished.
"This would be an intoler-
able discrimination," he said
and added that most church
colleges would have to break
this relationship in order to
get the funds to stay alive. He
tailed generally for coopera-
tion in the higher education
effort by Church and State.
THE NAME Magi is of .In-
do-European origin and means
great or illustrious.
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Op#n 9:30 to 9:30, Sot. to 6
HUFFMAN & BOYLE'S Semi-Annual
Heme Furnishings and Carpet
CLEARANCE
10 to 50% oft
4
BfMllfullvtltln)So cor (umbiiinp from wmr of Amrrtr*'i
I inrat maker* are Sale-Priced at Huff man A !1,.«b- )U .|
toicr yearly! Our Semi-Annual Clear ante include* floor
•ampK odd lot, diarontiaurd. oar aod frw-of«4Uad fur.
nilut* aod floor Mtrriap. Modem. Traditional. Colonial.
Provincial, Contemporary. A!1 item* am subject to prior
aate. ami w* moat aak that deli.rry he arerptrd oithin
30 day*. Iluffmaa A Boyle'* regular budget term* up to
IS ntooth* are alao available? You raj fumidi a room,
• complete borne, at outstanding anting*! At aU 6 atorea!
Thurs., Fri., Sat., Jan. 17,18,19
Bedrooms, Dining Rooms, Sofas, Chairs, Sectionals.
Desks, Consoles, Breakfronts, Alaltresses and Boxsprings,
Hide-a-Beds, Divans, Studios,. Sleepers, Broadloom,
Rugs, Dinettes, Tables, Commodes, Lamps, Mirrors, Gifts.
Typical Bedding Buys
Re*. SALK
At 117-Yr-old maker ANNIVERSARY
matter or* or boxtpring*, twin or full.
MISMATCHED ticking*
49.95
Ea.
39.95
Ea.
-» 29 NATURAL POSTURE mattrraara or
hoxapring* by Cbat. P. Rogrr*. In twin
»izr* only ■
40 RANDOLPH medium-firm mattrraar* 44.95
or boxaprlngs in twin or fuU sue Ea.
30 117~Yr.-old makrr LADY
firm mattrraar* in twin or full tuea, 59-95
in MISMATCHED ticking* Ea.
32 117-Yr-old maker FIRST LADY 837-
coil extra firm mattrr-* or lioxapring. 69.95
Twin, full lire in quilted, tufted model*. Ea.
37 Simmon* FASHION HOUSE 312-
coil extra-firm mature** or box*pring in 59.95
twin or full Ea.
54 Shifman CAMBRIDGE Sanotufted
extra*vnluc mattrr** or box*pring in 79.95
twin or full *ize*. Save! Ea.
43 SeU 117-Yr-old maker LOVELY
LADY pure (not mixed) hair-top mat- 139.95
trr** AND hoxapring Set
25 Set* 117-Yr-old maker 837 pocketed 1
coil LADY PATRICIA twin, full mat-
tre*. and box.pring*. WHILE THEY LAST .
43 SETS B. F- Goodrich 100% foam rub-
ber firm ntatlrcM & hoxapring in twin 99.95
or full *ixc*. Value!. .... ■■ Set
16 117-Yr.-old maker qnilt-top over Vi"
Polyfoam SOPHISTICATE twin or 79.95
full mattress or boxtpring # Ea.
29.
la.
34.
Ca.
37.
Ea.
39.
Ea.
55.
Eh.
89.
Set
77.
S«t
69.
Sc*
mAh
Is:
Typical Broadloom Buys!
Budget your purchaM if you uiishI Vtm our 90-Day
No Carrying Chargo Plan (Small Semico Chargo) or
our Extended 18-Month Plan, fully inturod for your
-
18 Short Roll* and Balance* of 100%
tool “Ability” broadloom by famou*
Roxbury. Contemporary and Tex-
tured. 25 to 50 *q. yd*., all width*.
Stunning color*! Reg. 14.95.
SALE $9.95 tq- yd.
425 Sq. Yds. of “501" Continuous
Filament Nylon by famed Bigelow.
Wide choice of (tunning color*! In
\Z and 15' width*. Rare buy.
Reg. 9.95. SALE $7 tq. yd.
740 Sq. Yds. high-pile. Woven of
the finest imported 100% wool.
'‘Glenhaven" plain Velvet pile.
Full cotton backing .Regularly 14.95.
SALE $ll sq. yd.
510 Sq. Yds. Cabin Crafts “501"
plain Velvet broadloom. pile.
A beautiful carpet I Ih a wide assort-
ment of colors. Regularly 15.95.
SALE $ll sq* H*
: V- .- >•. ■
'/Ur
}wmmA
ROOM SIZE RUGS. Roll balance*
from IS famou* mill*. Aborted 100%
wool broadloom* from our own Cut
Order Department. Value* to 10.95
•q- yd. SALE 50% OFF
400 Sq. Yds. Lee* Wilton Figured
in Chestnut, Gold, Green .12' wide.
Save $3.45 per »q. yd. on this rare
Broadloom Special. Regularly 12.95.
SALE $7.50 sq. yd.
% • _
840 Sq. Yds. 100% Wool & Nylons.
Choice of width*. Roth Textured and
decorator-color broadloom*. Regular
9.95 Value. SALE $6 sq. yd.
IMPORTED HAND-HOOKED RUGS
100% Wool! Alto Colonial braided
rug*. 27x48" to 10x14' site*.
SAVE 20% TO 35%
‘
SPRINGFIELD
24.
9-4300
ORANGE
Central
OR 7-1000
■jiy
POMPTON PLAINS
Rt. 23,
TE 5-3400 1
KJ
XJWJFIMLAX
■-<
RAMSEY
Inter,tete Ctr
EATONTOWN
Rt. 35 Circle,
LI 2-1010
HACKENSACK
Rt. 4.
ni 3-4300 DA 7-4300
COMPLETE
>v
Teen, Crwij*r by elr or
*ea anywhere i„ the
world.
U»o the experience aid
reliability of Now Jor-
toy't oldest nd most re-
lioblo Travel Ageocy—-
tbo ceeveoiooce of oeo
stop trovel service.
CoII or write
Jerome J. Stanley
* CHURCH GOODS *
116 WASHINGTON ST- ■
MA 2 5071 NEWAPK n J
New Course in
READING
SPECIAL and
CORRECTIVE
' Don Bosco
Diagnostic Center
Franklin Turnpike,
Ramsey, N.J.
Registration Friday
JANUARY 25
In the library
For information coll
NOrth 4-5008
(Evening Hours)
It's a Fact ...
You Can’t Beat Oritani Savings For...
• Earnings Always High!
• Safety Insured by a
permanent agency of the
United States Government!
• Availability Your savings
awoys ready for your use!
• Convenience 7 officials to
serve you close to your
work or home.
"WHERE YOU SAVE . . . DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE"
u/a*u
740 And.rton Am. CMftide Perk • 17 Sheridan
Am. k»-M»-Kiri • 15} Stood An, PaUtadat Park
• Cardan Stain Plata, Poromvt • 400 Stood Ave„
Rrdaf field • Coder lane A lerth An. Teaneck.
AND lOAN ASSOCIATION
•niCli HI MAIM ST,
FOR
THE
FINEST
IN Mainoiicis
C
JEWELERS
AND
'SILVERSMITHS
SINCE 1908
ZsyjZ- X c do
NEWARK MILLBURN
18*5-91 Murkt'i SirtM’i 2b5-67 Millbufft Avenwt*
MAfkef 3-2770 DRoxel 6-7100
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During Past Decade
Past
,
Present
, Future-
AllHave Had Their Place
NEWARK A time of
growth, a time of change, a
time of reflection on the past,
service for the present and
planning for the future: this
has been the decade during
which Archbishop Boland has
governed the Archdiocese of
Newark, fourth largest in the
United States.
THERE WERE a little more
than a million Catholics liv-
ing in the archdiocese 10 years
ago and there are now around
1.5 million. But this does not
begin to tell the story of the
organizational problems in an
area where hundreds of thou-
sands migrated from the cities
to suburban areas during the
same period.
To meet the rapid growth
of the suburbs, 25 new par-
ishes were created, most of
them in the outlying areas of
Bergen. Essex and Unha
counties. To provide areas of
worship In both old and new
parishes, about 40 churches
were erected, older ones were
enlarged or renovated. School
auditoriums also helped to
provide for the overflow.
THE DECADE was marked
with celebrations of major
anniversaries. In 1933, the
Archdiocese was marking
the 100th anniversary of the
founding of the Diocese of
Newark and, when that year's
celebration ended in 1954, it
was marked by the dedication
of Sacred Heart Cathedral, the
last great project of the late
Archbishop Walsh.
Since then. In addition to the
countless anniversaries of in-
dividual parishes, the arch-
diocese has observed the cen-
tennials of Seton Hall Uni-
versity, of the Sisters of
Charity and Passkmists In
New Jersey and of Immacu-
tilate Conception Seminary,
whose centemflal year closed
last December.
Archbishop Boland himself
marked the Lourdes centen-
nial in 1958 by leading *
pilgrimage to the French
shrine.
THE LOOK TO the future
came in December. IMO, when
the Archbishop announced
Plana for Ike Arcbdioenaan
Development Campaign. In
the nest few months, thou-
sands of volunteer workers
collected pledges for 531 mil-
lion towards anew seminary
addition, four homes for the
aged and eight high school]
Now, just two years after
the campaign was launched,
four of the high school] are
already open, two more will
open next September and a
third is scheduled to open in
1964. Of the pledged figure,
well over half has been re-
deemed, the current figure be-
ing t17.405.0M}.
To meet the expanding
school aystem. several orders
of Brother* and Sisters have
been introduced to the arch-
diocese (see story on educa-
tion )
UVE ORDERS of priests
are also new to tbr arch-
diocese during the past 10
years: the Sons of the Sacred
Heart (Verona fathers>. who
opened a residence in Want-
ctatr; the Franciscan fathers
of Charity (Bigi father*), who
took over Holy Rosary parish,
Newark; the PJ M E Mis-
sionaries of SS. Peter and
Paul, who opened Queen of
the Missions Seminary. Oak-
land; and the Vacationist
fathers and the It •cotter i
Aufusiinians. who are working
with the Spanish speaking.
The building program of the
diocese has also included over
50 new convents for the teach-
ing Sisters, with others being
expanded or renovated, sod
over 30 rectories for parish
priests, plus several resi-
dence* for the teaching
Brother*
CAMPAIGN PLANS - One of the most far-reaching projects ever undertoken in New-
ark was the Archdiocesan Development Campaign to erect new seminary building,
high schools and homes for the aged. Here the Archbishop is shown in 1961 with the
campaign coordinator, the late Msgr. Patrick J. Moloney.
Vocations Were a Key Interest
NEWARK—A little over a
year after his installation.
Archbishop Boland organized
the Apostolate for Vocations in
the Archdiocese of Newark to
stimulate interest in sacerdo-
tal vocations.
This step in March, 1954,
was followed four months later
by his approval of the first
Serra Club in the archdiocese
(there are.now five). Serra is
an international organization
of' professional and business
men having as its primary
purpose the fostering of voca-
tions to the priesthood.
In April, 1958, the Arch-
bishop issued a pastoral letter
asking Catholics to join the
work of the Apostolate for Vo-
cations. During his visit to
Rome in 1959, the Archbishop
was informed that the Aposto-
lata for Vocations had been ag-
gregated to the Pontifical
Work for Priestly Vocations,
established by Pope Pius XU
in 1941.
THROUGH THESE actions.
Archbishop Boland demon-
strated his intense interest in
protecting, promoting and
helping vocations. As Arch-
bishop. he has himself ordain-
ed almost 300 priests, the
great majority of them for
the Archdiocese of Newark.
The number of . secular
priests serving the archdiocese
hat risen from 008 to 813 in the
past 10 years. Thera have been
300 graduates of Immaculate
Conception Seminary ordained
in that time, all but one class
(the 35 ordained by Bishop
Stanton In 1950) by the Arch-
bishop's own hand. Other
Priests now serving the arch-
diocese were ordained follow-
ing studies in Rome or at Lou-
vain.
There were 252 seminarians
enrolled here and abroad for
the archdiocese u> 1953 and
present figure] show a total of
443 studying either at the mi-
nor seminary at Seton Hall
University, at Immaculate
Conception Seminary or
abroad in Rome. Louvain or at
the Caniaianum of the Society
of Jesus in Innsbruck, Aus-
tria, to which the first group
cf three seminarian* went last
year.
The ordinandi for the
archdiocese, of course, repre-
sent only a fraction of the
number of young men and
women from the area who
have entered religious life dur-
ing the past decade. The num-
ber at teaching Sisters in the
archdiocese swelled from 2,096
in 1953 to 1,306 this year and
moat of the new ooes were re-
cruited from our own schools.
Others have gone to serve in
morn distant fields.
DEGREE FOR CARDINAL - It was a double pleasure for the Archbishop when he went to
Seton Hall University in June, 1959, to confer an honorary degree on Alfredo Cardi-
nal Ottavianl, a close personal friend and head of the Sacred Congregation of the Holy
Office. The Archbishop is a staunch supporter of Seton Hall.
Decade Was Marked
By School Progress
By ED GRANT
NEWARK - If there has
been one dominant theme in
the 10 years which Archbishop
Boland has spent directing the
spiritual life of the million and
a half Catholics who reside in
the Archdiocese of Newark, it
has been education.
Catholic education on all
levels from primary grades
through medical school, in
Catholic schools and in Con-
fraternity of Christian Doc-
trine classes, for the gifted,
average and handicapped
child has been a preoccupa-
tion of an Archbishop who
himself was a classroom
teacher and seminary rector.
THE FIGURES on the in-
crease in Catholic education
can form a framework: 52
elementary schoola founded, U
high schools established, 17
new buildings and many
smaller additions for existing
elementary schools. 18 new
buildings for existing high
schools, expansion of all three
Catholic college plants, the
opening of Seton Hail Medical
School.
Then there are the enroll-
ment figures: a rise In ele-
mentary school registration
from 93,718 to 147.238, in high
school from 12,369 to 24.253
and in college from 7.882 to
12.004. CCD enrollment leaped
from 47,318 to 130.037. so that
the total of elementary and
high school students receiving
Catholic in it ruction is over
3W.000.
lt) HANDLE this extra bur-
den of instruction, there has
been an increase in teaching
Sisters from >,OM to 2,500 and
in teaching Brothers from five
to 180. But the greatest in-
crease has come in lay teach-
ers, from 1,003 to 1,851,
Most of the new Religious
hake come from th* long-es-
tablished bouses of the area:
the Sisters of Charity. Domini-
cans of Caldwell, Sisters of St.
Joseph of Ntxark, Feliciana
and Filipplnit. But new habits
have also appeared in the
classrooms: The Franciscan
Capuchin Staters of the Infant
Jesus in Newark. Emerson
sod Hoboken; the Congrega-
tion of Notre Dame in Short
Hills and the Daughters of
Mary Help of Christiana in
Elizabeth.
THE GREAT CHANGE has
been the influx of Brothers to
supplement the small band of
Christian Brother* who have
taught so long si St. John *
School, Orange, where Arch-
bishop Boland had been
among their pupil*.
The same order ‘sent
Brothers to teach the boys at
St. Joseph's, West New York,
and Queen of Peace. North
Arlington, both of which
changed from coeducational to
ro-imtitutional schools in the
past decade
Marist Brother* came to
epeo Manat High. Bayonne, in
1*54 and then to serve at two
of the new archdiocesan
schools. Christian Brothers ol
Ireland opened Bergen 1 Cath-
olic in 1959 and were installed
at Essex Catholic two years
later.
On the grammar school
level, Franciscan Brothers of
the Poor came to Emerson,
Xaverian Brothers to OradelJ
and Holy Cross Brothers to
Hillsdale,
WHILE NO PHASE of edu-
cation has been neglected,
secondary school instruction
has received major attention
from the Archbishop. St. An-
thony's, Jersey City, and St.
Mary's. Jersey City, opened
new parochial high school*, as
did St. Franct* Xavier, New-
ark, in the period before the
opening of Essex Catholic.
Marist and Bergen Cath-
olic joined the older private
schools of the archdiocese,
many of which enlarged
their enrollmenU (particularly
Don Botco, Ramsey, and Im-
maculate Conception, Lodi).
The parishes of East Orange
joined in supporting East Or-
ange Catholic (for girta) which
opened in 1958
In December. 1960, Arch-
bishop Boland gave ihe great
impetus in the drive for new
high school classroom* by an
ocuncing th* Arvhdiocesan De-
velopment Campaign, which
also embraced plans for
home* for the aged and the
seminary. Under this plan,
four schools have already
opened Roselle Catholic. 1m
maculate Heart of Mary
in Washington Township, Un-
ion Catholic in Scotch Plains
and St. Joseph’s in Park
Ridge, while others have be«n
announced for Jersey City,
Clark and Paramus. •
TO MEteT THE need for
more ccntraiised administra-
tion of New Jerscy'a largest
single school system, the
Archbishop in 1959 appointed
Msgr. Joseph P. Tuite. as su-
perintendent of schoola aod
also named three assistant su-
perintendents It is the work
of Msgr. Tuite to coordinate
the programs of the almost
300 schools under hi« charge.
One major program has been
the entrance exam for arch-
diocesan high schools, which
hss eased the problem of
channeling eighth-grader* to
their selected school since i960.
Msgr. Tuite's office has also
directed itself to such tasks
as aiding schools to find
qualified lay teachers, assist-
ing in the professionalizing of
their staffs through regular
meetings, curriculum studies
and teachers' institutes.
A similar program of up-
grading instruction has taken
place in the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine under the
direction of Msgr Roger A
Reynold) Regular teacher
training classes in both doc-
trine and methods are held
cacti year and certificates is-
sued to those who compiele the
course*.
ON THE LEVEL of higher
education, the opening of
Seton Hall -Medical School in
1936 overshadowed even the
almost 100% increase In en-
rollment at Seton Hail, St.
Peter’s and Caldwell. It was
the first time New Jersey had
a four-year medical school
within its borders. Archbishop
Boland himself assumed the
post as president of the school,
which will graduate its fourth
class this year.
Seton Hall also dedicated a
science hall and dormitory in
1954 and is now finishing a
large student center on the
South Orange campus. The de-
cade also saw the school con-
centrate its University College
at its midtown Newark build-
ing and move the graduate
school to South Orange. En-
rollment has jumped to 9,087.
Though the smallest of
the archdiocese's three col-
leges, Caldwell saw the great-
est physical expansion in the
past decade. A science hall
and dormitory were dedicated
in 1954, a dormitory and class-
room-laboratory building in
1961 and a science wing in
1962
The enrollment was in-
creased four fold, from 175 to
701.
St Peier's added Dinneen
Hall, a classroom and office
budding, in 1937 and a faculty
residence in 1939 and now is
planning anew library. The
Jesuit school has seen its en-
rollment leap from 1,6t>0 to
2416 in 10 years
Since 1954
212 Papal Honors
To Priests, Laymen
NEWARK Papa! honor*
h»»e come to M laymen in the
Archdiocese of Newark during
the to years of Arehhtsiym
Roland's reign, while 124 hoo
ors have been distributed
among almost that many
pv tests of the archdiocese
tSome hate been honored
mace than once).
The announcement of honors
came following Urn Archbtah-
op‘» Visit* to Rome in 1334,
I*so- !*» and 1842 Two of
these trip* were the required
ad limtna (to the threshold) re-
ports to the Pope on the arch-
diocese. one was during a pit.
grimace in the year of the
lawxrde* centennial and the
other the recent attendance at
the first session of the Vatican
Council
IN I*sl. FIVE priests re
cetvcd the rank of prothono-
tary apostolic the late Msgr
Matthias A, Thimmei. pastor
of St. Peter’s. Newark; the
late Msgr. Thomas F. Morris-
sey. pastor of Madonna. Fort
Lee; Msgr. Paul G. Knappen.
pastor of St. Caatmlr's. New-
ark; Msgr Henry J. Walter-
son. pastor of Holy Trinity.
Westfield, and Msgr. James A.
Hughes, vicar general. There
were also 24 domestic prel-
ates named that year. 13 pap-
al chamberlains and 29 hity
honored.
Msgr. James J. Owens, pas-
tor ol St. Mary't, Nuticy, wxs
named a protboooUry aposto-
lic in 1958, shortly after the
celebration of his 50th anniver-
sary of ordination.
A total of three do-
mestic prelates were named
that year, seven papal chkm-
berlains and one member of
the laity wa* honored
The 1933 U»t included three
named at protboooUry aposto-
lic* Msgr Michael J. Muiii-
san. paitor of St Henry ».
Bayonne. V*gr Anthony Di-
Luea. pastor of Holy Family.
Nutley. and Msgr Joseph M.
Kelly, pastor of St. Peter's.
Beilr ville
TWro were 39 domestic
prelate*. Mx papal chamber
tsins and 35 laymen to com-
plete the honors that year.
LN THE PERIOD between
IPS6 and 1*42. two priests of
the archdiocese who had sew-
ed us the Apottoisr Delegation
tn Washington. DC
.
were hon-
ored. Msgr John J Cain be-
ing named a domestic prel-
ate and Msgr. Haroid P. Dar
ey a papal chamberlain A
priest of the Vienna diocese
attached to Seton Hail t'niver
sity. Msgr. John M. Oester-
rricher, was named a papal
chamberlain in IMO
The latest announcement of
honor* came only recently as
Arrhbubop Boland returned
from the first session of the
council.
It included 22 domes-
tic prelates. 13 papal chamber-
taina, 23 laity and the follow-
ing protboooUry apostolic*
M*gr. Peter Kurt, pastor of
St Venantius. Orange; Msgr.
Alois Auth. pastor of SL Nicho-
las, Jersey City; Msgr. Robert
G. Fitzpatrick, pastor of Cor-
pus ChrisU, Hasbrouck
Heights; Msgr. John J. Clark,
pastor of St. Matthew's, Ridge-
field. and Msgr. James F.
Looney, chancellor and admin-
istrator of St Patrick's Pro-
Cathedral. Newark.
Hospitals Expand
Plants
, Services
NEWARK Expansion of
services in both quantity and
quality has been the story of
the nine Catholic hospitals of,
the Archdiocese of Newark
during,the reign of Archbishop
Boland.
The attention which the
Archbishop has personally giv-
en. through hit director of hos-
pitals. Msgr. Thomas J.
Conroy, to this vital temporal
service of Uio Church is indi-
cated by the dedication of the
new seven-story Archbishop
Boland Diagnostic and Re-
search Center at St. Michael's
Hospitsl. That dedication was
in 1958.
MAJOR EXPANSION of the
physical plant hai also taken
place at St. James, Newark (a
new $5 million hospital); St.
Elizabeth's, Elizabeth (a
medical education center and
anew wing, to be dedicated
Ihia year, with 150 beds); St.
Mary’a, Hoboken (new mater-
nity wing and doctor’s rest-
dence);
Holy Name, Teaneck (new
wing and Slaters’ residence at
a cost of $3 million); St. Vin-
cent's, Montclair (new wing
with 71 beds and new nursery,
with a nurse*’ home now be-
Ing completed); St. Francis,
Jersey City (nurses' residence
aod school for 70 students) and
Alcxian 'Brothers. Elizabeth
(five-story addition with 28
beds).
The administration of two
hospitals also changed during
this period. The Sisters of St.
Joseph of Newark took over
St. James, while the Felician
Sisters have moved into St-
Mary’s, Orange.
ALL OF THE most modern
techniques of patient care
have been adopted by the nine
hoapiuis, including Intensive
care units, radiological treat-
ment centers and automated
dispensaries for drugs and
medicine*. St. Michael's has
pioneered in the techniques of
cardiac surgery and therapyin
ii-v new Dr. Antonius Cardiac
Pavilion.
Though there has been no
major increase in bed capacity
—2.202 in 1953 to about 2430
in 1963 the number of pa-
tiepts treated annually has ris-
en sharply from 115,647 to Ml,.
284. And where only 412 nurses
were being trained 10
years ago, there are now
550 enrolled.
WITH HIS PREDECESSOR - This photograph of the Archbishop was token when he
visited Rome with the man he was to succeed in the Nework See, Archbishop Thomas
J. Walsh.
Archdiocese Has Coped
With Immigration Problem
NEWARK - In Addition to
the modern problem» oI edu-
cation and eapansiou which
have confronted Archbishop
Boland in hi* 10 years a* bead
of the Newark Archdiocese,
there hat also been that age-
old concern of the Church in
the United States: immigra-
tion
Whether it has been the
Puerto Rican coming to these
shores tor a better life or the
refugee* from Hungary or Cu-
ba fleeing the tyranny of com-
munism. the archdiocese has
played its role in greeting the
newcomer and helping him be-
come adjusted to his new
home.
IN THE CASK of the Puerto
Ricans, more than 40,000 of
whom have settled in our cities
over the past decade, the con-
tacts have been made through
parishes or special missions
set up to deal with the ques-
tion in such cities as Newark,
Elisabeth, Jersey City, Hobo-
ken. West New York and Un-
ion City.
The archdiocese has long had
two Spanish parishes in New-
ark and Elizabeth and added
to them have been Spanish-
speaking priests assigned to al-
most a dozen parishes. The
Archbishop sent two priests,
Rev. Thomas W. Heck and
Rev, Michael J. Fckctic, for
special training in Puerto Rico
before assigning them to this
work in Newark and Union
City, respectively.
The religious orders of the
archdiocese have also been
deeply involved from the be-
ginning of the Puerto Rican
npostolatc. Jesuits in Jersey
City, Passionlsts in Union City,
Franciscans in Hoboken pio-
neered in the work. Sisters of
Charity who had worked In
Puerto Rican missions were
providentially able to assist the
people through knowledge of
their tongue.
In the past year, two orders
new to the archdiocese, the
Vocationist Fathers and Recol-
lect Augustintans. have come
to Newark to make themselves
available to parishes needing
Spanish-speaking priests for
confessions, preaching and in-
structions! work.
OVER 7.MS REFUGEES
from communism have been
settled in North Jersey in the
past decade through the direct
assistance of Associated Catho-
lic Charities. The largest sin-
gle batch (us been from Cuba,
with 3,1*0 individuals from t
865 families settled since Cas
tro's takeover began to driv*
people from the Caribbean U
land
In 1936-37. some 1.235 refu
gees of the tragic Hungaiiai
revolution found shelter here.
Another 2.816 from Europe ant 1
Indonesia have been taker,
care of through the 10-year
period as Congressional laws
have eased their entry into the
nation.
LEADING THE HOLY NAME - The Archbishop seldom
misses an opportunity to mingle with his people. Here
he leads the annual Holy Name parade down Broad St.
in Newark prior lo reviewing the marchers from a stand
in Lincoln Park.
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New OnesFormed, Old Ones Invigorated
Organizations Joined in Growth
NEWARK—A shepherd bur-
dened with the temporal and
spiritual care of s million and
a half souls has need of a
(treat many strong arms to as-
sist in his work, and Archbish-
op Boland has both formed
new organizations and ex-
panded old ones in his guid-
ance of the Archdiocese of
Newark.
CHIEF AMONG the organi-
sations of the archdiocese in
the multiplicity of good works
that it performs is the Mt.
Carmel Guild. Founded by the.
late Archbishop Walsh, pri-
marily as a relief agency, it
was reorganized in 1954 under
Msgr. Joseph A. Dooling and
has since undertaken work for
the blind, the deaf and the
handicapped, as well as con-
tinuing in its earlier channels.
Its special education pro-
gram. closely linked with the
archdiocesan school system,
provides for children afflicted
with hearing and speech prob-
lems at four centers; for the
educable retarded at seven
centers and for blind children
with an integrated program
through three itinerant teach-
ers. It also provides psycholog-
ical services for parochial
schools.
The Mt. Carmel Guild name
Is also attached to the Social
Service Center in Newark,
where castoff clothing and
furniture is collected, repaired
and then sold to aid the home-
less men living there.
ANOTHER ORGANIZATION
whose sen-ices reach into all
areas of the archdiocese is As-
sociated Catholic Charities,
now under the direction of
Msgr. Patrick J. Trainor, act-
ing for Msgr. Ralph J. Glover.
A great deal of the work
dorib by this agency fails into
the confidential category. It
includes care of unwed moth-
ers, placing of children for
adoption, assisting families
with financial or personal
problems. Shelters for unwed
mothers have been opened in
the past two years in Eliza-
beth and Newark.
It was Catholic Charities
which took over the work of
the resettlement program of
refugees in the archdiocese
after World War 11. The pro-
gram has aided Hungarian and
Cuban refugees.
ANOTHER “old” organiza-
tion revitalized under Arch-
bishop Boland has been the
Family Life Apostolate (for-
merly Cana). The Archbishop
appointed Rev. James F.
Johnson to head this work in
1959 and last year named five
priests to assist him. Annual
holy hours at Sacred Heart
Cathedral, at which golden
and silver anniversary couples
have been blessed by the
Archbishop, have given a per-
sonal emphasis to his interest
in this apostolate
The Legion of Decency has
alao taken new forma in the
past decade In ita positive at-
tempts to encourage the pro-
motion of wholesome literature
and motion pictures The lat-
est step is the acquisition of a
“bookmobile.”
Serra Intcraaticaal was one
of the first of the new organi-
zatioas brought into the arch-
diocese by Archbishop Boland,
shortly after be had formed
the Apostolate for Vocations.
Here, too, an annual holy hour
honoring the parents oJ
priests. Brothers and Sisters
has enabled him to give per-
sonal approval to the work of
this group.
THE PROBLEM of fanning
sn active and strong lay voice
in the diocese, which could
be heard on the many issues
confronting the Church In this
country, has been solved by es-
tablishneni of Archdiocesan
Councils of Men and Women.
The cooperation of the ACCM
and ACCW with the old-line
parish and fraternal societies
enables many small voices to
be welded together into ooe
strung ooe.
Amalgamation of this sort
has also affected the leading
spiritual society for laymen,
the Sodality, which was estab-
lished on sn arrbdiorctan ba-
sts in IBM. Only two years
tater. the Archdiocese of New-
ark played host to the World
Sodality Congress at Seton
Hall. Priests from the archdio-
cese hold leading national po-
sitions In Oita apostolate.
THE BUSINEBB side of
archdiocesan work haa also
aeon great strides under Arch-
bishop Boland. Among these
was the establishment of Co-
operative Supply Services,
which has enabled archdloces-
an and parish institutions to
save millions of dollar* on
their purchase of equipment
for schools, churches, rector-
ies and convents.
Despite the Increase in Cath-
olic college facilities in the dio-
cese, more and more Catholic
youngsters am attending the
expanded public and private
secular college* and universi-
ties of North Jersey. The New-
man Clubs are now a part of
almost every ooe of these
campuses and an annual New-
man Institute has been run at
Seton Hall University In June
since 1981 to give these stu-
dents a chance to try life on a
Catholic campus for a week.
Archbishop Boland has also
established or given his ap-
proval to the formation of sev-
eral guilds with special inter-
ests. such as those for doc-
tor*. lawyers, accountants and
nurse*, the Catholic Institute
of the Press and the Guild of
St. Joseph the Worker, to
which members of both labor
and management belong.
The latter is an offshoot of
the Pope Pius XII Institute of
Social Education, which was
given iu first full time director
to 1960 and which promotes a
variety of programa-lectures.
panel discussions, periods of
recollection to the social
field
Other organizations which
hare flourished under the
Archbishop's direction have
been the Holy Nam# Societies,
the Catholic Youth Organiza-
tion—oow also organized oa
the council level the Apos-
tieship of the Sea. the Com-
mission tor Sacred Music. Boy
Scouting and Girl Scouting, the
Rosary-Altar Society. Kmght*
of Columbus. Catholic Daugh-
ters of America, and the Coun-
cil of Catholic Nurses.
BLESSING TOOLS - Archbishop Boland lent his support to many new activities during
the post 10 years. One of them wot the annual Labor Day Mass in Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral where he is shown blessing typical workingmen's tools in 1959.
AT PRAYER - The Archbishop always found time for
prayer and meditation. This picture shows him at prayer
before the traditional Nativity scene in the chapel of his
home during the Christmas season.
A DECADE AGO - In the left photo the Archbishop is
shown with Archbishop Amleto Giovanni Cicognani, then
Apostolic Delegate and now Cardinal Secretary of State,
prior to his enthronement in the Newark See. At right.
he is pictured with Msgr. James A. Hughes, then chancel-
lor and now vicar general, who made a spiritual presen-
tation on behalf of the priests of the archdiocese to
their new leader.
CONSECRATION - Archbishop Boland has been privileged to see a number of his priests
raised to the episcopate. Here he is shown with Bishop Walter W. Curtis (left) and BishopMartin W. Stanton ofter the first dual consecration in Newark's history.
Priests Sent
To Missions
NEWARK - The vital roo
r*ro which the Archdiocese at
Newest kM always had far
Ifa foreign win torn, hat bin
farai Archbishop
MmTi MCI II MM
a nl 1 mm* hJk :- - M - - —»■’ "*»• « •rrwjr'Cf MB
cfargy km vobuM-rid lor
until in Letts Aantn.
The rlimiz at the mdu
MM UM JfNT ifai Ik* Arch
Mm* ansm—csd tbit three
priests at the irtkdMm*
would Uk* orrr Hot; Family
parish in Coanayaguei*. Hon-
duras. They art Hit. Vincent
J. Pndiri. Rat. Frederick
kl. Eld and H*v Joha J.
lasdrn.
IN KERRI ART. ISM. Rrr.
Martia R Kelly. aa ai tut ant
at St Catharine's. Glen Rock,
volunteered far terrtra with
the Society at St. James sad
was released lor a five-year
period by Archbishop Boland.
He was later K>in*d by Rev.
John F. Me*. Re*. Richard P.
Broiat and Rev. Eugene W
Costello
They Join the hundred* at
priests. Sister* and Brothers
from the archdiocese now
serving religious orders In all
pans at the world.
Support for the missions has
Increased steadily over the
past decade. The Society far
the Propagation at the Faith,
under the direction at
Auxiliary Bishop Martin W.
Stanton, has reported over fio-
mlllion in donations received
io the years US341 and other
monies have been scat pri-
vately to those working the
Oak).
Laity Given
Pensions
NEWARK — In July. ICO.
Archbishop Boland announced
a unique “fringe benefit'' for
all lay employees of the arch-
diocese. Within three months
contracts had been signed put-
ting the pension life insurance
and disability phases Into ef-
fect.
The program was also open-
ed to all |ay employees of re-
ligious orders in the archdio-.
ces* and moat of them took
advantage of the opportunity
to Join it. The program is non-
contributory on the part of the
employees.
UNDER THE PLAN, a pen-
sion is provided in proportion
to maximum salary earnings,
with credits for years, of past
as well as present am) future
service.
Each employee is also cov-
ered by a life insurance policy.
The sickness and accident
clause gives employees a ben-
efit comparable to the provi-
sions of New Jeraey’s Total
Disability Benefit Law. It
gives “off-the-Job" protection
to a maximum of ISO a week
for » weeks in addition to
the “on-the-job" benefit* pro-
vided by the Workmen's Com-
pensation Law.
Archbishop Officiated
At Three Consecrations
NEWARK During his
decide si hesd of the Arch
diocese of Newsrk. Archbish-
op Boland consecrated three
of his priests to serve as
AuxiliaryBishops and later in
stalled two of them as heads
of their own dioceses.
The hit of episcopal "sons”
of th* Archbishop includes the
Ist* Bishop Justin J. McCar-
thy of Camdeo. Bishop Waller
W. Curt ll of Bridgeport and
Auxiliary Bishop Martin W
Stanton of Newark. It win be
uwxeaMd by two on Jam M
wfcta AidMap Bound raw
mcratos Bishop ifact John J.
Dooghcriy and Bishop elect
Joatph A. Costrilo «t Sacred
Heart Cathedral.
ARCHBISHOP BOLAND also
acted as installing prelate
on May ». I*o. when Bishop
James A McNulty succeeded
him a* Bishop of Paterson.
Bishop McNulty had served as
Auxiliary Bishop of Newsrk
since IMT. having been con-
secrated by the Ule Arch
bishop Walsh, following the
appointment of Archbishop Bo
Und to the Paterson See.
U was on March 31. 1951.
that the Apostolic Delegate.
Archbishop Amleto Giovanni
Ctcognani. now a Cardinal and
Papal Secretary of Stole, an-
nounced that Msgr. McCarthy,
pastor of Our Lady of Sorrows,
South Orange, had been named
Auxiliary Bishop of Newark
He waa consecrated June 17,
1954
Bishop McCarthy was
named the second Bishop of
Camden in 1957 and installed
by Archbishop Boland on
March 19 of that year. He was
stricken with a hesrt attack
two days later, but recovered
and served his diocese until
another heart attack resulted
to his death Dec. 38. 1*».
THE APPOINTMENT of
Buhop McCarthy to Camden
•gate toil Newark without an
Auxiliary Bishop On July 3,
Uhl. E was announced that
Msgr Stanton, pastor of St.
Sedan's Church. Jersey CHy.
and director of the Society for
the Propagation of the Faith,
and Msgr. Curtis of Immacu-
late Concept kin Seminary,
Darlington. had both been
named Auxiliary Bishops
The double consecration
ceremony first in the his-
tory of the archdiocese was
held at Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral Sept. 34. 1957. A year
later. Bishop Curtis was
named pastor of Sacred Heart
Church, Bloomfield Both
Auxiliary Bishops remained on
the editorial board of The
Advocate, where they had
served since the paper's in-
ception to 1951.
ALMOST EXACTLY four
years after his consecration as
Bishop, on Sept. 27. 1961,
Bishop Curtis was named to
fill the vacant See of Bridge-
port. Conn. Archbishop Boland
installed him as secood Bish-
op of Bridgeport on Nov. 21.
1961.
Exactly one year after that
installation ceremony, the
news came that two priests
of the Newark Archdioceno
would be raised to the fullness
of the priesthood. On Nov. 31.
1981, the Apostolic Delegate.
Archbishop Egidto Vsgßozst.
announced that Msgr. Costello,
vice-chancellor of the archdio-
eose. and Msgr. Dougherty,
president of Seton Hall Uni-
versity, had been named Aux-
iliary Bishops.
Bishop-elect Dougherty,
widely known for his work in
the communications field, had
been president of Seton Hall
since 1959 and before that wss
professor of Sacred Scripture
at Immaculate Conception
Seminary He is the fifth presi-
dent of Seton Halt to be raised
to the episcopacy.
Bishopelect Costello has
been vice chancellor since 1959
and before that wss an as-
sistant *t St. Bridget's parish,
Jersey City, for 15 years and
an assistant chancellor for
three years.
ON THE LINE - Recognizing the needs of the lay workers of the archdiocese, Arch-
bishop Boland lost year Inaugurated a pension plan. In this picture he signs the appli-
cation for the plan with Phoenix Mutual at the Chancery Office. With him are LyndesB. Stone, president of Phoenix Mutual; Michael P. Coyle, insurance consultant to the
plan, and Rev. Francis J. Houghton, assistant chancellor, who conducted the negotia-
tions for the plan.
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Laying on of Hands
The Feast of St. Timothy has a spe-
cial appropriateness for the consecration
of Auxiliary Bishop-elect Dougherty and
Auxiliary Bishop-elect Costello.
It is the laying on of hands that is
the matter of the Sacrament of Holy Or-
ders both in the ordination of a priest
and the consecration of a Bishop to the
fullness of the priesthood. It is by their
episcopate that they shall be empowered
to ordain other priests and consecrate
other Bishops by the laying on of their
hands.
IT IS IN HIS SECOND letter to St.
Timothy whom St. Paul had ordained a
priest and consecrated a Bishop that St.
Paul wrote the now classic exhortation
to all priests and Bishops: “I admonish
thee to stir up the grace of God which is
in thee by the laying op, of my hands."
(2 T!m.L:6-7)
The grace of God is an invisible
thing. The Church uses the ceremonies,
prayers, and symbolism of her sacraments
to give us some measure of the reality of
that grace. In the very words of the epis-
copal consecration preface, “with us the
reality of the things symbolized means
more than the symbols themselves."
In the course of his consecration each
Bishop-elect will bear the full weight of
the Gospel book upon his neck and shoul-
ders. The ceremony symbolizes the bur-
den he assumes to live out the full teach-
ing of the Gospel of Christ sustained by
the grace he receives in his consecration.
THE TOTAL DEMANDS of a Bish-
op’s life are clearly stated in the prayers
of the consecration rite
“It is the duty of a Bishop to judge,
interpret, consecrate, ordain, offer, Bap-
tize, and Confirm."
“
... Be affable and merciful to the
p00r... and all those in need.”
"... Show in all thingsfidelity, sub-
mission, obedience ... to our Holy Father
Pope John XXIII."
"... Always be given up to divine
affairs."
“Receive the staff of the paatoral of-
fice, so that in the correction of vices
thou mayest be lovingly severe, giving
judgment without wrath, softening the
hearts of thy hearers while fostering vir-
tues, not neglecting strictness of discipline
through love of peace."
"Let them be
. . .
faithful and pru-
dent servants ... May they be untiring in
their solicitude, fervent in spirit; may
they detest pride, cherish humility and
truth,and never desert it, overcome either
by flattery or fear. Let them not put light
for darkness, nor darkness for light; let
them not call evil good, nor good evil. Let
them be servants of the wise and of the
foolish, so that they may gatherfruit from
the progress of all."
CERTAINLY THEIRB is not s life
of present glory, but awesome responsibil-
ity.
We for whom they are made Bishops
find our prayer for them too in the rite
of consecration, "0 Lord ... be Thou
their authority, ba their power, be their
strength. Multiply upon them Thy bless-
ing and Thy grace, so that they may
by Thy gift be capable always of obtain-
ingThy mercy, and by Thy grace be faith-
ful."
For us in turn the consecrating Bish-
ops pray. “Let him who shall bless them,
be filled with blessings."
Paint Their Noses Blue
Holiday hustle and bustle perhaps-
hid the release of the report on teenage
drinking in New York. The saloon-keep-
ers got good news when the committee
voted 6-3 to keep the minimum drinking
age at 18. Neighboring states have a 21
minimum age; they wanted New York to
fall in line and so eliminate the tempta-
tion to teenagers to cross state lines for
drinking purposes.
Is superior New York too proud
to take a cue from its neighbors? Or per-
haps the voice of the liquor lobby speaks
more loudly than the cries of teenagers
injured and dying because of drunken
driving accidents their drink supplied
by New York saloon-keepers.
The report does not deal with New
Jersey’s chief complaint that New York
is an "attractive nuisance" for young Jer-
sey drivers who go there to drink. A min-
imum drinking age of 21 was suggested
for out-of-state visitors; this would obli-
gate bartenders to satisfy themselves of
the identity of teenagers trying to buy
liquor, through drivers’ licenses and other
means. The obvious problems created by
such a procedure would make it worse
than useless. As New Jersey Motor Ve-
hicle Director Parsekian suggested, trans-
border youths should “paint their noses
blue."
New York say's that youthful drinking
is a parental problem, a home problem:
but then, so is narcotics and mugging,
gang wars and juvenile delinquency in
all forms. Home, church,and school would
be only too happy to wipe out these blots
on society, but they need the help of the
law and of strict law enforcement. The
New York report that at 14 or 16. young-
sters of the state have established drink-
ing habits (?) and therefore that a mini-
mum of 18 sufficea for public drinking,
proves that many confused parents need
the support of strong laws that New
York needs a higher minimum drinking
age just for the protection of its own citi-
zens.
Rumor has it that a satisfactory bill
may be introduced In the 1963 New York
State Legislature; but meanwhile, Jersey
parents had best show Increased vigilance
over their youth; the lift—and the soul—-
they save may be that of their own flesh
and blood.
God Help America
They tell an interesting story of Cal
Coolidge who was a man of very few
words. He was a mortal enemy of verbosi-
ty or any facsimile thereof. He once at*
tended a religious service and listened
with rapt attention. When be returned to
his office someone asked him what the
minister had spoken about Cal answered
with one word: “Sin." The questionerwas
not satisfied and pursued the matter
“What did he say about sin?" The answer
came back promptly —and in the "Cool-
idglan” fashion: "He was agin’ It.”
TIMES HAVE CHANGED — learned
men and cultural wizards are coming up
with some strange ideas. Before the news
strike descended upon the metropolitan
area, the New York Times ran a story
with this headline: "Dr. Hook Decries
Laws Against Sin."
The most startling and arresting
charge that Dr. Hook has made sounds
like this: “A democratic community . . .
cannot recognize the category of sin, leg-
islate against it and punish those for
whom the proscribed action is not sin-
ful.”
One is inclined to ask: "Is this a mod-
ern revolt against the Ten Command-
ments? Are people free to take a stand
against the stern precepts that were hand-
ed down on Mt. Sinai —and declare for
themselves some kind of Immunity?" And
these fantastic and dangerous doctrine*
are supposed to be corollaries of the dic-
tum laid down in the Constitution on the
separation of Church and Stata.
Another speaker at the same meet-
ing, Kenneth W. Greenawait, added this
choice morsel of unconstitutional non-
sense: “The child-benefit theory is the
greatest menace to the constitutional doc-
trine of separation between Church and
State." This was aimed primarily at any
attempt that might be made to give any
help whatsoever to the parochial schools
in our nation.
THE FATHERS OF our Country
who wrote the Constitution and coined
the phrase “Separation of Church and
State’’—were all religious men. And these
men would turn in their graves if they
knew how their words were being tor-
tured and twisted in a most unjust man-
ner, to support the protagonists of godless
schools in our country.
Many rigorists in the American Civil
Liberties Union are using our so-called
civil rights to outlaw the Ten Command-
ments and send the Author into exile.
Prayer in the Schools
Very shortly the U. S. Supreme Court
will decide two very important cases
which will have an effect on our national
life. They concern the constitutionality of
reciting the Lord's Prayer and reading
from the Bible in public schools.
■The states involved are Pennsylvania
and Maryland. With the Supreme Court
decision against the New York Regents’
prayer in the background, the nation now
awaits the decision.
THIS DECISION can have a lasting
effect upon the national religious life of
our country.
It is hoped that the Supreme Court
win clarify not only its decision but also
«* reasoning, since there was so much
confusion on the decision in the Regents'
prayer case. That decision led to many
and varied explanations of its meaning.
It even brought about the unique situa-
tion whereby one of the Supreme Court
Justices explained the decision sfter it
had been rendered.
There was so much confusion about
the meaning of the decision that it
brought about much misunderstanding
even among lawyers as well as among
laymen.
The attorney general of Maryland
has urged the attorneys general of the
other states to intervene and "urge on the
Supreme Court the proposition that the
voluntary use of prayer in the nation’s
public schools is not in violation of the
Constitution of the United States."
We look forward to this important
decision with the hope that our Supreme
Court will give God His place in our na-
tional school life.
That All May Be One
Temptation Failing,
Satan Pulls Back
By FRANK J. SHEEP
Ngbatever else the Deri) *u
riming •* la the temptation*,
h# seeded (iMpfritrtjr to find
«rt If tho carpenter was the
Measias destined so bring men
Into * dicta* tuned* er. For
th»! muH mean She overthrow
of th* Princedom of thU
World—(he one comoUSkso to
S*t»!>» pnd* ware hit (*U
from heaven. And ih* Meant*
probably *ll the one who
•houW com* for the crushing
of Satan * head
The flr*t two temptation*
had produced tittle inform*
lion, indeed nothin* directly
heart** on «Hut he meet want-
ed to know Tfc* third tempta-
tion vai a la»t that, for Satan
**» o(taring Him. in return
for adoration, power over aU
the kiacdom* of the world
But thit had already been
promued to the Messiat— All
kings of Ih* earth dial) adore
Him. all nation* thtil sen#
Him" (Psalm LXXI m To
expose the moostrousaesa of
Satan'* offer, the carpenter
had but to »*y that ha e*t
the Met Mat if he «a*.
H£ DID NOT tap It AU th»l
the Deni got era* "Began?.
Satan" followed by a third
tan from Deuteronomy which
•aid that only Cod wa* to be
adored. The teat told him
nothin* be did not already
know about the speaker: It
could have been quoted by
any Jr*
So "the Devil left Him and
behold angel* came and min-
istered to Him." PhysicaUy
thir Lord must have needed
thalr ministration* most ur-
gently. Did He need them spir-
itually and emotionally a* well
—aa He wa* later lo need the
strengthening by an angel in
Gathsemani? What had the
temptations meant to Our
Lord?
The word "tempt" la not
•l»*y* used of an evU person
urging * good one lo do
wrong. When Our Lord quote*
Deuteronomy (VI. ISWThou
ahalt not tempt the Lord thy
God" the verb has some
such meaning aa "try God'*
patience.” The same sense of
trying or testing Is to be found
when Our Lord asks the apos-
tle Philip how they ware to
buy bread in the wilderness
for $.OOO people, and John
comment* that Ha said this
“to try him" (John VI. •); and
■gain (Apocalypse 11. 3):
“Thou haat tried them who
say they are apostles, and are
not, and hast found them
Uars.” In both these texts the
same Creek verb Is used as in
the tempting of Our Lord by-
Satan.
THE THYING or teaUng
may be of the wtU, urging It
to aln. Even then, there it a
difference between the Scrip-
tural use and oure. When we
aay we are tempted, we mean
that our will u attracted. In
Scripture to be tempted meant
that the wUI was subjected to
a test: It did not mean that it
was attracted The temptation
was an action of the tempter,
not aa with us the reaction of
the one tempted.
Was Christ Our Lord tempt-
ed tn our modern *en*e’ The
».01 pels do not t«U us In
t.cthsemant He would cry to
Ha Father "Not my wtU but
thine be done." U He had any
such feeling, ta the desert,
or on the Temple roof, or on
the high mountain, the Gospels
give us no hint of It
Great masters of the spirit-
ual Uf# have written profound-
ly of wnat the temptations
meant tn Our Lord, but such
profundity Is not far us. W*
esn hut read what the Go*pel*
tell os.
THE DEVIL made three
propositions. Our Lord an-
swered with three wholly ap-
propriate text* _ *ll f rom
Deuteronomy. From rod to
rod of the episode, there are
only two words of His own
"Begone, Satan ” They may
have been the cry of on* in
anguish of spirit, tried almost
beyond bearing But in this
contest they do not sound like
that. It l* more as if He
were say mg to Satan ’Tv#
given you your chance. Now
go away
”
The Devil did go away
"mot Us* time • a grim imi#
phrase, that. The Devil came
back when Our Lord'* Passion
was about to begin
January Intentions
The Holy Father'* gener-
al intention for January ta:
That the desire of unity
may lead Protestants to the
knowledge of the Church.
The mission Intention aug-
geated for the Apostlcship
of Prayer by the Pope la:
That the ecumenical coun-
cil may help the work of
the missionaries.
Be Kind to 'K'
Movement On
By LOUIS F. BUDENZ
A surprising amount of ver-
biage it being expended in
this country over the debate
between the Communist par
ties of Soviet Russia and Red
China. Many weird conctosiocu
have alto been drawn from
'his discussion, mod of them
••ding me "be kind to Khns
shchev" moves which are on
in full swing.
The Washington Pott of Jan.
3 devoted six full page* to the
000 item of the attack by the
Peking People's Daily of Dec.
31 on the Italian communists
and Indirectly criticising Khni
shchev. It ta safe to **y that
this newspaper, read by every
Senator and Coogrtssman, has
never given one quarter of
that space to such directive
articles as those in Interna-
tional Affairs and the World
Marxist Review, which lately
advised the comrade* to for-
ward the “anticommunist hys-
teria" cry in 1863.
DREW PEARSON, in the
same on Dec. 31, sug-
gested that we now have a
•conciliatory Khrushchev,"
who seemed bent on "compro-
mis#" with the West so that
he might deal vigorously with
Red China. The Providence
Journal of Jan. 5 proposes that
we consider scrapping Chiang
Kai-shek.
Only ■ few weeks before, on
Dec. S, that newspaper had in
ironic contrast asked iU read-
er* to "reserve judgment on
the Tito trip to Moscow,” Its
argument was that Tito will
perauad# Khrushchev to “com-
munist moderation" toward us
out of his opposition to Red
China.
Our superficial American
sources-of Information in the
main have demonstrated
themselves so Incompetent to
deal with the clever fencing of
Soviet psychological warfare
that we muit now be on our
guard. One of the points which
the press had made Is that the
U.S. Community Party is weak
and decrepit.
IT 18 THIS “poor” party
which The Worker of Dec. 30
announced bad raised $130,000
for that paper within a few
weeks with comparative ease.
The Worker of Dec. 30 also
tells the comrades to go out
into this country snd preach
the "magnanimity" of the
communist Castro in releasing
the Cuban prisoners His pi-
ratical act of ransom is to he
presented as Justifying our es-
tablishing new and "good re-
lations" with the Red dictator.
AU of which reminds us of
the defeat w# have bad in
Cuba, represented tn much of
our press as a victory—name-
ly. that by the second week in
January no Inspections had
had taken place as we had de-
manded la addition. Soviet
Cuba stands out much strong-
er than ever before at a con-
tinuing menace to the U. S.
IN HIS REBUTTAL to the
criticisms of the "Albanian
Tarty," which is In reality an-
swering the Red Chinese lead-
er*, Khrushchev went right to
the point on this score
of Cuba:
"The question arises, how
hsve we retreated?
"Socialist Cuba exists. Cuba
remain* a beacon of the
Marxlst-Leninist idea* In the
Western Hemisphere. The
strength of her revolutionary
example wiU increase. The
United States government un-
dertook on behalf of its coun-
try not to invade Cuba. The
threat of a thermonuclear war
has been averted."
In this address to the Su-
preme Soviet, Khrushchev
goes on to say:
"NOISY STATEMENTS do
not reduce the strength of the
impenaUst forces and Cuba
wtU hardly get any reUef from
this. The Soviet Union acted
differently. It not only exposed
the U. S. imperialist intrigues
agatdst Cuba. It also sent its
weapons to Cuba, sent people
who were ready to lay down
their Uvea in the struggle for
defense of Cuba. And when
Cuba was threatened, our men
were ordered to defend Cuba
against invasion, to fight
shoulder to shoulder with the
Cubans, to stand to death with
the Cuban people."
But the U. S. was taught
''rtssoH," aver* Khrushchev,
by fear of Soviet might. So it
waa that it offered a "mutual-
ly acceptable solution.”
The Inner communist debate
Is merely about how to dis-
patch ua the more quickly. U
Is not inspired, aa many news-
papers imply, by any new love
of Khrushchev for the West.
The Question Box
How Can We Meet
Nice Young Men?
R*v. Leo Farley, S.T.D., and Rev. Robert Hunt, S.T.D., #/
Immaculate Conception Seminary, Darlington, Ranuey, N. J,
are editort of The Quettion Box. Quetlioni may be addretted
to them there for amutert in tbit column, or to Question Box
Editor, The Advocate, 31 Clinton St.-, Newerh 2, N. J.
Q- “We have a problem and
we thought you could help us
solve It through your Question
Box.
“W# are two Catholic wom-
en, age 13, and very much in-
terested in meeting some good
Catholic men. The problem la:
Where do w# find them? Is
there any Catholic adult club
la the archdiocese that we
could Join?
•There are clubs for the
teenagers; clnbt for the en-
gaged; dubs for the married;
but none for the poor single,
lonely yonag women and men.
"People constantly lecture
ns on going out to mingle with
other yonag people. Bnt where
can two single young ladies go
lo socialite without looking
Uke pickups?
“At the present moment the
fntura looks dull; a* Father,
please try lo kelp os."
A. This letter, which. Inci-
dentally, was signed, reveals a
aocio-'religlous problem which
more than a few of our young
adults are facing. To what ex-
tent individual parishes hsve
tackled this problem, we don't
know. Nor are we in a position
to suggest whst can be done or
should be done by way of a
solution.
We are inviting our readers,
therefore, to write and let us
know of the existence of sny
clubs or organisations such it
envisioned by our correspon-
dents We would also appre-
ciate any suggestions or ideas
you msy have relative to this
problem. Your response will
determine how much time and
•pare will be devoted to this
question in a future Question
Box
Q. During the rievstia* at
Mass, half of our coagregstioa
bows Its head, the other half
looks directly at the Sacred
Specie*. Whst Is the proper
posture at this moment?
A. Since the Sacred Species
•re elevated by the cetebrsnt
in order that the Congregation
might look upon them and
adore Our Blessed Savior, sac-
ramentally present, the latter
posture looking directly at
the Sacred Special seems
em locally more sensible.
q. Is B necessary ie strike
•••'• breast when the belts are
no* at Mam?
A. Striking one's breast is a
sign of sorrow and humility
Although it U not forbidden to
stnke one * breast whenever
the bell* are rung during
Mssi, it is not necessary to do
to
The belt* are first rung in
most churches at the Sanctus
that la. when the priest
•ays the prayer: Hoiy, Holy.
Holy, etc. This prsyer ts one
of praise and the striking of
one * breast is not required
to express praise. The bells
ar# rung to indicate that the
. congregation will knee! for the
Canon of the Mass
Next the bell is rung Just
before the Consecration of the
Mass. It Is in the nature of a
warning hell that all may ba
fully attentive and unite their
hearts with the priest at this
sacred moment. Here again
there is no need to strike one’s
breast.
Then the bells are rung at
the -Consecration, when tha
priest genuflects in adoration
and when be raises the Host
and chalice for our adoration.
ThU is a time for profound
adoration. If one finds that
striking his breast in sign of
humility will help his devotion
he is at liberty to do so; oth-
ers may find that quiet, sim-
ple adoration will be better (or
them, and this they may do.
The bells are rung again
when the priest says tha pray-
er: "Lord I am no) worthy."
Since at thU time the priest U
directed to strike his breast,
for it U a prayer of humility,
it would be suggested that tha
faithful do the same.
In summary then: one does
not have to strike his breast
each time the bell is rung. It
would be well for him to do so
when the priest does.
q. During the Christmas
shopping period I was ap-
proached la Newark several
times by wamea dressed aa
nans sad soliciting alms, bat
I could Mt tell whether they
were Catholics or sot. Is tho
"Order of Deborah, Shelter of
Hope" a Catholic order? How
about the "Slaves of the Im-
maculate Heart of Mary?”
These latter were canvattlag
some of the downtown office
buildings.
A The "Order of Deborah"
U not a Catholic group. In
fact, we never heard of it be-
fore. And the "Slaves of the
Immaculate Heart of Mary"
ar# the followers of Leonard
Feeney who. you may recall,
was excommunicated from the
Church about 10 years ago.
They are not approved by the
Church, and spread misleading
and false doctrine* about
Catholic belief.
q. Where can I get some
more information about the
devotiau la K. Jada Tkaddeut?
(I already have tha small aa-
veaa booklet).
A. We recommend the 32-
pege pamphlet entitled "St.
Jude Thsddeus" by Donald
J. Tborman published by Ava
Maria Pres*. Notre Dame,
Ind . for 15 cents.
For Vocations
Members of the Apoito-
lste for Vocations css gats
a plenary indulgence under
the ordinary conditions
once a week, if they recite
dally, srith piety, any pray-
er for vocations approved
by the ecclesiastical au-
thority.
A partial indulgence of
300 days may ba gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
Our Parish
"I know you pledged a lat, Ma'am, but we have to fol-
low the blueprintsl"
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God Love You
True Poverty
Seen at Council
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
What did I see at the coun-
cil? I saw poverty. I never
before saw such poverty in the
Church. I have seen the poor
throughout the world, but at
the council I saw the poverty
behind this poverty.
I saw the Bishops on whose
shoulders rest this terrible
want and hunger and suffer-
Often they lined up before
my council seat, begging a
few Mass stipends to keep
their priests alive. I saw the
poverty of Bishops from be-
hind the Iron Curtain, who
slept three in a room because
they could not afford separate
quarters; I saw one prelate
'without a pectoral cross he
sold it to pay his way to the
council.
I saw the poverty of another
Bishop who bad to leave the
council because a cyclone and
typhoon wiped out most of the
churches in hit missions; I
saw the poverty of on# Biatop
who gavo op the host diocese
in a country to accept the
poorest, after three had re-
fused the impoverished area.
THESE BISHOPS have suf-
fered more for the poverty of
their priests and people than
the priests and people them-
selves. Never before did I see
the poverty of Christ as I saw
it at the council. I taw the
Christ hungry at the Mount,
thirsty at the well and without
a cup. sleeping under the
stars, for the birds had their
nests but the Son of Man had
nowhere to lay His head.
I tried to help them. I told
them 1 was doing my best,
but I felt so inadequate. The
Holy Father has appointed me
President of his Pontifical
KMh Societies in the VS.,
end yet all I can d»—and this
U so iittie—is to collect an
average per capita contribu-
tion of V cente from U. S.
Catholics each year for his
misskn*.
Will you ant in Christ's
Name, and in Mary's name,
make an offering each month
for the poor 1 saw at the coon
c.l—and win see when I again
return? Thank you!
COD I.OVK YOU to P.M.
for $ll OS: 'To thank the Sa
cred Heart for helping me find
employment. I shall send addi-
tional checks periodically." To
LK. for $1: "To thank God
for my return to the Sacra-
ments, 1 want to help spread
li’e Faith in the missions."
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and addrrti
it to Bishop Fulton J. Sheen.
National Director, Society for
the Propagation of the Faith.
MG Fifth Ave.. New York, or
to your diocesan director:
niahop Martin W. Stanton. 31
Mulberry S«,, Newark, or
Msgr. William F. Louis. 24
DeGrasse St.. Paterson.
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Labor Relations Picture
Overdue for Updating
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Dirt dor, Social Action Drpt., NCWC
By the Ume this column ap-
pears the New York news-
paper etrike and the much
more serious Gulf and East
Coast longshoremen's strike
may have been settled.
Meanwhile, almost all the
a*lnr, newspapers and inde-
iwndent magazines which I
have consulted are up in arms
about both of these strikes. I
have yet to read an all-out de-
fense of either strike except in
official union publications and
1 have the impression that
even some of these are not
completely told on (he merits
of Um strikes.
I DON 7 KNOW whether the
two strikes In question can be
Justified or not. 1 am inclined
to think, however, that the
unions involved would be well
advised to get their men back
to work as soon as possible
If they can arrive at a half-
way reasonable compromise
with their employers They
would have little or nothing to
gain and much to lose if they
were to allow these strikes to
run on indefinitely. Even if
they were to win out against
their employers in a long
drawn out battle of nerves
they might well discover, in
the end. that they had scored
a Pyrrhic victory.
The New York printers
might discover that their “vic-
tory" bad driven two or three
New York newspapers out of
business and had thereby eli-
minated a number of Jobs for
their own members. And both
the printers and tho longshore-
men might discover they had
lost favor not only with tradi-
tional critics of organized la-
bor but with many old line
friends of the labor movement
as well.
THE EMPLOYERS involved
In these strikes would also be
well advised to meet the
unions half way. They would
have no more to gain than the
unions, and Just as much to
lose, If they were to get their
backs up and permit these two
strikes to drag on indefinitely.
I RECOMMEND that both
the labor leaders and the em-
ployers involved In these two
strikes take time out to read
a recent book entitled “New
Horizons for American Labor”
by Joseph A. Beirac. president
of the Communications Work-
ers of America (Public Affairs
Praia, Washington. D. C .
$3 23).
This is one of the most re-
freshingly honest and self-
critical hooka ever written by
an American labor leader. It
it particularly frank in Its re-
appraisal of strikes (and, by
implication, of lockouts).
Be;me is all in favor of
safeguarding the right to
strike and the corresponding
right of employers to call a
lockout. He is adamantly op-
posed to compulsory arbitra-
tion.
“But," said Bei'rne —and
this is the crux of bis argu-
ment “history has moved
on; the American Industrial
machine has become ever
more complex, and the new
technology is producing aucb
vast changes In industry that
the old methods are rapidly
becoming obsolete.”
He la convinced that both
labor and management are
headed for trouble if they re-
fute to keep up with the times.
HE POSSIBLY would not
agree with my conclusion that
his warning is directly ap-
plicable to the New York
newspaper strike add the
Gulf and East Coast longshore-
men’s strike. Both the unions
and the employers involved
have failed to keep up with
the times. They have made
a mess of collective bargain-
ing in their respective indus-
tries.
It will be to their advantage
if they voluntarily adjust
themselves to the vast changes
which have taken place in
American industry before they
do any more damage to the
insutution of collective bar-
gaining ai we have come to
know it in this country —and
before they tempt the govern-
ment to drag them screaming
into the second half of the 20th
c< ntury.
Is She Is or Is She Ain’t?
Agreed, It’s Hard to Tell
By REV. JOHN L. THOMAS. S.J.
Auhlant Profeuor of Sociology, St. Lonit (Jwtnily
How tut youJell whether g girl really loves you or is Just hanging on for thesake of aecurlty? Madge and I are Juniors In college, though not at the same school,
and have been going cteady for about two years. Sometimes she says, “Let’s Just begood friends, but later she becomes very affectionate again. Since we can’t marryfor several years, should we Just keep on going this way? My friends say If she is not
sure, she is really not In love. Maybe tjicy're right, but I’d like to be sure.
Judging from similar cases
with which I have had to
deal, I feel (hat the real
source of her uncertainty will
be found in the current mis-
conception of the meaning of
love, and of premaritallove in
particular.
Today If a well-matched
young couple start steady dat-
ing and eventually discover
that they have become deeply
emotionally involved, they feel
they have ‘'it” they're m
love.
They probably are, but what
does love mean at this stage?
IT INCLUDES a large ele-
roent of general sexual attrac-
tion. a considers ble dose of
mutual flattery tnd self-satis-
faction, amt a variety of af-
fective elements expressed in
sentiments of mutual respect,
teoderness. and concern and
in desires to share, communi-
cate. and seek more'intimaie
unity. This form of love is long
on emotional intensity and
short of depth and extension
This is not to demean it, but
it does indicate what a limited
strain premarital knre can rn-
dure. Thus if couples “fall, In
love." years before they can
hope to enter marriage, it
should not be surprising if one
or both partners experience
doubts, uncertainty or even a
complete change of feelings.
1 THINK your friend's un-
certainty and paradoxical con-
duct indicates both that she
has experienced some change
of feeling toward you and that
she has doubts about her read-
iness for marriage at this
time. She still cherishes your
interest, attention and affec-
tion yet feels somewhat guilty
about her doubtJ and conse-
quently piakcs half hearted at-
tempts to place your relation-
ship on a merely "friendship"
basis.
You should break at once,
awl break completely. And
don't make the common mis-
take of Interpreting this as
some kind of defeat or rejec-
tion Although your at-
tachment was probably mu-
tual and valid, it was imma
lure in the sense that you
were not ready for marriage
and the ensuing delay has
served to dissipate the emo-
tional intensity of your initial
involvement.
Don't try hopelessly to re-
vive it, for it will never re-
turn. Break clean, and make a
new start—but the next time,
wait until you’re ready for
marriage!
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THE ADVOCATE 7
SEEKERS OF
Epicurean
Cookery!
From Reid and Farm, Sea and Stream,
Victual* at the Molly Pitcher Inn are
specially prepar’d to empauion even
the most jaded Palate. Ye who wiih
to partake of this epicurean Cookery
shall be pleased to note that our
dining; room, completely refurbished
in the tradition of the famous Jersey
Bluet, is now open to serve thee from
7 A.M. 'till 1 A.M.
Be ye desirous of retervstloss, plots*
communicate with SHsdyiid* 7 2500.
GRIFFITH’S
USED
ORGAN
:bfey"% {•' «•.-fe ■ ". ;,
Asa result of unprecsdswtsd sales of now organs during the
Christmas saason ws hava on hand an unusually largo number
off tradod-in organs. Practically all of tho popular makes are
represented, and without exception they have been marked
’way down in price for clearance.
All off the usual Griffith services go with each instrument
unconditional new organ guarantee, free home lessons, music,
and full exchange privilege within one year.
For the best value ever, visit us earlyfor best selection I (Several
outstanding values, too, in new floor samples and discontin-
ued styles I)
HERE ARE SOME OF THE FAMOUS MAKES...
BALDWIN... CONN ... ESTEY.,. HAMMOND
HAMMOND CHORD ORGANS... LOWREY... MINSHALL
THOMAS...WURLITZER■im:£
’ '■ ' r . ■- ’■ '\
; J
v
Vsfe
PRICES BEGIN AT
.fe<: • r ’ l'-A
,
SQAC°o
vOJ ...NO MONEY DOWN...,
i-hi in V*- w •
TV »
3 YEARS TO PAY
► .
"Th. Music Csntsr ol N.w Jursuy"m
AND
WEDNESDAY
■
-
WURLITZER ORGAN REPRESENTATIVES
, •
STREET • NEWARK 2, NEW JERSEY
- ■
EVENINGS UNTIL
Branch*. at MORRISTOWN.
i§isi■
PHONE MARKET 3-5880 m
its
"
Film Children
Lift Spirits
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
Children may yet lead the
movies toward moral rejuven-
ation and artistic maturity.
Who can forget little Alan
Barnet and Diane Holgate
who, with Hayley Hills,
mistook the bearded stranger
for Jesus in "Whistle Down
the Wind?” Or the untrained
youngsters, Loretta Parry and
Philip Needs, In "Hand, In
Hand?” Or Diane Gardiner as
the waif Jackie Gleason be-
friended in "Gigot?”
Patty Duke deserves at least
• little Oscar for her wonder-
ful work in the Helen Keller
story, "The Miracle Worker."
Felix Aylmer -in Britain’s
fiendish molestation drama,
“Never Take Candy From a
Stranger," borrowed repellent
force from the little girls he
waylaid.
* NOT ALL Juvenile screen
characters can lift the spirits
and warm the heart as do
Mary Badham, Phillip Alford
and John Menga in "To Kill
n Mockingbird." There still
is room for a tumble-haired
Kevin Corcoran in a Disney
adventure comedy.
Recently, however, more of
these have taken on n deeper,
more realistic and satisfying
quality. If you have not noticed
be sure to see Stanley Kram-
er’s latest film, "A Child la
Waiting,” now on the way.
It takes us into the haty,
half-world of the "unusual,”or
brain-damaged child. Some
people may argue we have no
right there. Others that we aU
should be compelled to wit-
ness the tragedy with which 10
million American parents have
to Uve. The atory is true.
APART FROM one splendid
boy actor (Bruce Ritchey), the
children in the film are actual
inmates of a special training
home. A psychologist (Burt
Lancaster) and an inexpert
teacher (Judy Garland) try
desperately to bring to them
glimmers of understanding.
The atory has flaws, of
course. Director John Cassa-
vetes seems more concerned
with symbols than with souls.
And in reaching for a ray of
hope to lighten social pleading
(pathos and humor come nat-
urally from the children them-
selves) one great and consol-
ing, dramatic truth is missed.
Some dear children may suffer
for the sins of their elders.
These commit none of their
own. They may never know
the world, with its beauty and
ugliness, as we know it. But
they are sure to know heaven.
Reviews
Lawrence of Arabia (Excel-
lent; adults, adolescents) This
four-hour spellbinder does
nothing to clear up the mys-
tery that surrounds the char-
acter and exploits of Thomas
Edward Lawrence, British
scholar, adventurer, secret
agent, visionary and soldier of
World War I, who united Arab-
ian tribes in revolt against
the Turks—but it does enter-
tain in magnificent style.
To KID s Mockingbird (Ex-
cellent; adults, adolescents)
Seen through the eyed eg three
children, the story of n lawyer
who unsuccessfully defends an
innocent Negro charged with
attacking n white girl In Ala
bams develop* insight and
power that the angry moetas
on the racial problem have
lacked.
(Fair; family) Italian-made.
English-dubbed "history" 0 (
Constantine's rise, his gym-
pethy for persecuted Chita-
dans and events which fol-
lowed fata Edict of Milan.
Father Paul
TV Subject
NEW YORK A half-hour
TV program, "The Centenary
•# Father Paul of Graymoor."
win be preeeated in connec-
tion with Use Chair of Unity
Octave, Sunday. Jan. 20, at
1:20 p.m., Ch. 1L
Rev. Paul James Francis,
S-A., founder of the Graymoor
Fathers, originated the Unity
Octave dbeervance when he
wae a Protestant minister.
Rev. Alcuin Egan, S.A., will
be the commentator oo the TV
show, one In the series titled
Great Religious Leaders. It
will feature a film dip of Fa-
ther Paul's last birthday, and
tell the story in pictures of
his founding of the Society of
the Atonement at Graymoor,
as well as his work for Chris-
tian unity.
The show fans midway to
the Chair of Unity Octave
which begins Jan. IK The
100th anniversary of Father
Paul's birth was Jan. IK
I—— ~i am
Book Review
Dimension for Old Israel
DAILY LIFE IN THE TIME
OF JESUS, by Henri Daniel-
Rops. Hawthorm 112 pages.
#.
If you want to get the most
out of this book —and you
will want to once you start
reading it keep your copy
of the Bible nearby.
In "Daily Life in the Time
of Jesus,” Dsniel-Rops adds
to his reputation If It is
possible to add to a reputation
like his tor scholarship.
But don't let that scare you
off. The distinguished member
of the French Academy can
Interest the average reader
searching for understanding
■s well as the scholar.
IN THIS WORK, originally
published in French In IMI
and ably translated by Pat-
rick O'Brian, be breathes life
once again Into ancient Israel.
He has divided his book into
three parts, first considering
the land and its people, iU
politics, its geograjtfucal situ-
ation, its fears and Its history.
He then moves Into the cus-
toms, the life, the learning,
the law, and the family tra-
ditions of the people before
moving into a concluding sec-
tion on their religious life, the
Temple and Us symbolism,
belief in the Messiah and the
daily coosecration through
prayer. Asa topping he offers
a short consideration of Jesus
as "a Jew among Jews.”
Through it all DanM-Rops
weaves familiar BibHcal
stories, bringing new meaning
to them and providing
greater understanding of the
Jewish People today as well
as yesterday —and of our
own religious herbage as chil-
dren of Abraham.
REQUIREMENTS of the
Law, for instance, take on a
new depth under his guiding
b»nd. Thus, when be explains
that “between midnight and
noon the difference Is some
times extrema end the nlghta
ere often. . . cold,” who can-
not see the wisdom of re-
quiring the creditor to give
beck to the debtor at duak the
cloak which had been taken
as a pledge?
In one brief paragraph on
the geographic and climactic
conditions prevtiling around
the Sea of Galilee he is able
to give us new Insight into
the fear that struck the heart
cf Simon and the other fisher-
men Taught with the Master
in a fierce storm.
Given this new insight we
are able to come to a richer
appreciation of the teachings
of Jesus and the impact they
had on the people who beard
Him. The parable of the Good
Samaritan takes oh new di-
mensions even for our own
day when we become aware
of the deep feeling of hatred
between the Samaritans and
the Jews —and the reasons
for it.
Likewise the sinister
methods by which the
Pharisees, sought to entrap
the Master such as when a
coin bearing the likeness of
Caesar was presented to Him
and He offered the comment
about "giving to Caesar”—
take on more meaning than is
evident simply from the Gos-
pel account.
THE WORD became Man.
But li« became a Han of Hia
time*.
Thui an understanding
of thoaa Umei become* a
necessity for understanding
Hia life and Hla teachings.
"Daily Life In the Time of
Jesus," a companion to the
author** previous "Jeaua and
Hi* Time*," fill* the need
admirably. — Joseph R.
Thomas.
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Plays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
New Plays
Desire Under the Elms
Fiercely emotional revival of
o'Neill's New England drama
of love, hate and greed.
(Adults)
Oliver! . Catchy score,
stunning scents and engaging
troupe of young performers
make this very free adapta-
tion from Dickens an enter-
taining show. (General patron-
age)
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Legion Gave Most U.S. Films 'A'
-Restricted 'C's to 7 Imports
NEW YORK (NC)—The Na-
tional Legion of Decency In
1962 put most of the American
films it reviewed In one of its
three “A" classifications.
Of 197 U. 8. movies re-
viewed, 123 were placed in the
"A" group, according to a
statistical summary. The sum-
ary la part of a legion booklet
listing films reviewed from
October, 1981, to October. 1962.
THE LEGION rated M do-
mestic films, or 32.3% of the
U. S. films reviewed, as in
Class A-11, morally unobjec-
tionable for adults and adoles-
rents. Fifty-otw domestic
films, or 3737%, were rated as
Class A-l, morally unobjection-
able for general patronage.
Thirty-six or - 19.25% were
rated Gass A-111, morally un-
objectionable for adults.
Twenty-seven American
films, or 14.44%, were placed
In Class B, morally objection-
able in part for all. No Amer-
ican films were listed u “con-
demned" in 1962. Seven were
given separate classifications.
Of the 88 foreign films re-
viewed, 15 received the “con-
demned” rating, seven more
than in 1961 snd the highest
total for any year since the
legion began classing films in
1938,
It rated 22 foreign films as
Class A-I; 14 as A-II; 15 as
A-III; 19 as B and 2 as sepa-
rate.
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DecorI Dining
Superb French Cuisine
Loath
Cocktails
Dinner
Party Facilities
MAISON
BILLIA
RESTAURANT
im Terrill Rd. Scotch Plibte
FA 2-8242
Mttssr
BBIEVUE
K*t*V*SaUm-2 ML
Era.-Maa.Tln Sat 140 ML
*■** - 7iM fJL
ffIRWW
fno gowrot# 9 • •
UtftEE restaurant
724
7-2007
For LUNCHEON & DINNER
Restaurant
and Cocktail Lounge
MT. PROSPECT AVI., NEWARK
Private Banquet Facilities
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED HUmboldt 2-5019
For Persons Ovor 21
9:00 PAL to 12:30 A.M.
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CLUB ST. LED
Mark*! St., at tho Boulevard, lad Patoraon, N4.
Featuring Alternating
IP ORCHESTRAS
Dlroctionsi . ,
Driving South on Oardon State Parkway, Exit 158
Driving North on Oardon State Parkway, Exit 157
(One Minute from either Exit)
SfiS-'
ias^p«^L-.
To remember and be remembered
t ' VliHe mqiiUllu decor, our famou*
eoetinenul cuiiine, the auperb French terrice. Every glam-
eeooa detail arranged with impeccable taite. Select from 20.
beautiful function • room*, all fully air conditioned. Aooom>
■Mdating from 10 to 1500 pereona.
* OAP STREET AT LINCOLN PARK. NEWARK. NEW JFRSW
. 0I)R A1 11 NDA N T WILL PARK YOURCAk
thki:
abill
\
Pay bills with a
personal loan from
FIDELITY
UNION TRUST COMPANY
• fM MOOMN AM CONOITIONIO
EErobert treat a KNOn Horn
Invites your reservations
• COMMUNION MtAKFASTS
• ORDINATION OINNHt
• WIOOINO RICIFTIONS
• CONVINIIONS. SURINAM w 4
IALU MUTINO
, 1J Function Room. _ Top Copacity In Ono Room 1230
STANIiV A AKUS Monogor AIMRT W. STSNORR, Proiidont
50 PARK PLACE, NEWARK - MARKET 2-1000
Ml Siu PAM KINO FOR SCO CARS
AMI MICA S MOST FUNIHRKUI RESORT MOTEL
Diner* 1 Club on*
Amcrlcon Riofoti
» no P«rd*y.
•Jsp
sr*i
On ttM Ocoon at J«3rd Straat
MIAMI HMCM M, FLA.
r
FRKEi 21" TV, Pool Chaltat A Batch
Wrlta ter FREE Brochure or aaa your
NAME
address ; __
-STATE-CITY
NEWARK OFFICE: MA 3-!
CHURCH A MARI INFORMATION
Banda.
IMS
EXCIUMVC
NEWJEMEY
ENGAGEMENT
BROTHERS *■’
EVES.ISO SUH-f-M EM. SAT.I M '*~“rTrTTYTTi
MATS. WEB. SAT, 1M Wt tDEIMEN. HAH AND PHONE OAOIAI
CWidrn UitOir 12. 79c at
t*«r V . piIGHIM
WE
CHALLENGE
YOU
TO FIND
BETTER
FOOD
ANYWHERE!
FREE PARKING
AM CONDITIONED
tndi>«ln la HO Ml MAM
Ravioli Cavatelii
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925*31 West Side Ave.
M t - ' -
••ptrTMHte
m» nvtwro
Jersey City. HI J 4945
a
gt*
PHk
wv«» Vialt IM "V Marta." Jporlo. NJ
FAMOUS FOR ITS FOOD
OracaTvl Cevr.try Dauny at MadaraXa Irka*
rtitz*
FULL COURSE
DINNERS
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
LUNCHEON
American e German • Swite Cuisine
Os*" 7 Deyr W 7 A »VJ <t»a 12 naan HR cta«Ay
CLOUD IHUESOAYS
OH THE nAZA
LAKE MOHAWK
SPARTA. NJ.
Ctrl Out of Your Shell at the
Vnmk
a delightful change of pace for
DINNER and COCKTAILS
Catering to Parties A Banquets
American-ContinentalCuisine
Your Host: **F An.
"Chet" Grtbou ski WEST ORANOE, N. J.
LWI
tAxa* 1 Oeh u 4 Aaaanraa tuna Cradn Cute fl 1 ,ayla«
As You'll like *
It for
Your Pleasure
THfBRASS HORN
Banquet loams Available far
AB Ottatians e Open Dally
CAany SW. Ora*a In ISjxah.lti.Mj
BLUE SHUTTER INN
BANQUETS • WEDDINGS,
ETC., • DANCES •
COCKTAIL PARTIES
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Inside Soviet Russia:
Progress Without Happiness
By ANNE MAE BUCKLEY
HILLSIDE—After traveling
10,000 miles within the Soviet
Union and holding endless dis-
cussions with communist
youth leaders, Richard J. O’-
Neill, 22, American Catholie
youth leader, is sorting out his
impressions.
He talks of a land where
education is not the superla-
tive th'ng Americans have
made of it, where hardly any-
one manifests any interest in
religion, where the people
seem satisfied that the politi-
cal system is helping their
economic condition but where
nobody seems to be happy.
O'Neill, a poised and artic-
ulate 1962 graduate of Seton
Hall University where he rose
(u regional and national of-
fice in the National Federa-
tion of Catholic College Stu-
dents, was one of, a four-
member delegation sent to the
Soviet Union by the Young
Adult Council of which be is
vice chairman. The YAC,
which has headquarters in
New York, coordinates 2*
member organizations, includ-
ing NFCCS and the Young
Christian Workers.
,
He spent two months In the
Soviet Union. Oct. 20-Dec. It.
And returned to his home hern
Jan. 4. after a trip to Scan-
dinavia and Great Britain An
alumnus also of St. Benedict's
Prep, Dick is the eldest of
eight children of Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford O’Neill, and a man-
agement trainee with a New
York bank.
HIS WAS the group that
made national headlines in the
U.S. recently when they crit-
icized the Soviet Union for
striking from their itinerary
the Siberian city of Novisi-
birsk. The criticism was lev-
eled during a press confer-
ence, one of many the young
leaders held during their trip.
”We were upset when the
Soviets declined to let us go
to Novosibirsk because a year
and a half ago we had agreed
on the itinerary.
”lt is difficult to say why
they didn’t want us to go
there. They claimed it la a so-
called strategic city. We knew
it was a science city; we
wanted to go there chiefly to
see the fine university there.
When we said we didn’t know
much about science, they sim-
ply said that Americans sre
not allowed in Novisibirsk,
and that was that"
WHAT DICK and his three
colleagues were allowed to see
included I>ig cities like Mos-
cow and Leningrad, small vil-
lages of collective farms, rap-
idly growing Siberian towns,
rugged pioneer settlement! be-
ing carved out of the wild
Virgin Lands by enthusiastic
young people- he compared to
our Peace Corpsmen.
Paraded proudly before their
eyes were an endless succes-
sion of dams, apartment
houses under construction on
a 24-hour a day seven days a
week schedule, factories in
high gear, and “Pioneer Pal-
aces" where children aged 6
to 16 are taught dancing,
singing, woodworking, sewing,
mechanical repair, and athe-
ism. Then there were the end-
less discussions with local
Komsomol (Young Communist
League) leaders.
ONE OF THESE, on the
day after the Cuban crisis
came to a head, grew so heat-
ed and long that the Ameri-
cans’ guide and interpreter
bad to call a halt. As it was,
they, missed the first act of
the ballet they were scheduled
to attend that evening.
"That was before they know
much about the Cuban situa-
tion and the blockade," Dick
rccalla, “The Soviet papers
never did publish President
Kennedy'* speech. They used
•ome quotes, but not the
strongest ones. They never
quoted hia statement on retal-
iation aealncl Tinitiia
’"They played the whole
thing down really. It was re-
ported that Chairman Khrush-
chev had everything under
control. The people never got
too excited about it."
IN ADDITION to' Cuba.
Dick said the stock issues that
came up at the youth lead-
ers' discussions were racial
segregation and unemploy-
ment in the U. S., Communist
south festivals and why the
VS. won’t participate, con-
tacts and exchanges in gen-
eral between the two nations,
literature, American TV and
films and delinquency.
"They know- all the bad
points there are about us,"
Dick said.
ON THE OTHER hand, the
Komsomol souths refused to
acknowledge any flaw in their
t wo nation or its political sys-
tem, Dick noted. "Not even on
the point of Hungary . ..” He
said the strongest criticism
they would level against com-
munist Russia was that the
tangled bureaucracy was im-
peding progress.
Dick did detect the begin-
nings of discontent with the
intellectual blackout under
which the Soviet citizens live,
but even Dus they rationalize
by reasoning that “the west-
ern press is a warmonger and
hi it would be harmful to the
communist system if Soviet
citizens were allowed to read
it."
He predicts that this vague
discontent will mature once
the economic condition of the
people is brought to a high
standard, and then commu-
nism’s troubles will begin.
MEANWHILE, he says,
progress toward that high
standard of living is admir-
able. Although the average
family of four or five is al-
lotted only three rooms in the
new- apartments (rent-free- in
a society where the average
salary is *7O per month,
where all women are expect-
ed to work, but where con-
sumer goods are high-priced
and scarce) still it Is a vast
improvement over what th*y
had.
Dick noticed that "they
don’t seem to be able to make
cement yet—buildings that are
three years old are, terribly
cracked already” but he still
says, “you hive to givw them
credit—housing is what they
need most, and that'* what
they are rushing to give the
people. They put up a five-
story pre fabricated apartment
house in a week."
On the point of Soviet edu-
cation. since Sputnik I the ob-
ject of envious accolades by
Americans. Dick O’Neiß is less
enthusiastic than many. "Un-
questionably they are ahead
In science, and in languages,"
he admitted. "But their facili-
ties are inferior to ours and
the average person goes to
school for only 6 to 11 years.
"THE THING that disturbs
me about their educational
system,” he continued, “is the
idea that it is determined at a
very young age what kind of
job a person will have for life
—even as early as 7 years
old.”
He explained that if a child
lives near a textile factory be-
cause his father works there,
he will begin specializing in
school, learning to work a cer-
tain machine in sixth or sev-
enth grade. The odda are slim,
he said, that the child will
ever have the chance to do
anything but operate that ma-
chine in the textile factory
down the street.
“In theory it’s fine,” Dick
observes. "It provides every-
body with a skill, a way of
making a living. But there la
no real free chance to do what
you want to do."
DICK WENT TO the Soviet
Union prepared to face a bar-
rage of questions about reli-
gion. But he wga surprised
ihni InAat
n 9 Ilia iimw ft. a
L a.I
to bring up the subject him-
self. "They just dkln't seem
interested.’’ he said He feels
that "hero-worship” has been
substituted for religion.
"The Pioneer Palaces are
bung with endless posters and
pictures of t.entn and other
Soviet heroes. In the class-
rooms a picture «>f learn in-
variably hangs in the place
where our Catholic schools
would have a crucifix.
"There are no young people
in the churches in Moscow,
ami 1 only saw a few when 1
went to Mass in Leningrad
These may have been foreign-
ers. To get ahead in the Soviet
Union you have to be a mem-
ber of the fantastically power-
ful Komsomol and you can’t
ticking to that and believe in
religion.
"Only women over 63 were
at Mass in Moscow. They
seemed to have a great deal
of devotion But it looks as
though religion will die with
the few who are still attend-
ing church"
DESPITE THE FACT that
Dick and his colleagues wet*
exposed annost exclusively In
the enthusiastic young leaders
in Soviet Russia, he still canto
away with u impression of
Soviet Ul« as a drab thing.
Of the people, he observed;
"They are satisfied that the
system it increasing their eco-
nomic standard—but they are
not happy, they are no* en-
joying themselves the way we
do You ?ee only poorly dress-
ed people on the streets None
of them teem to be having
fun."
SOUVENIR - Kathleen O'Neill, 3, recognized as Pinocchio (or his Russian equivalent)
the doll brought by her brother Dick from Soviet Russia where he spent two months.
'MedievalLicense Plates'
Bishops' Crests Hark Back to Feudal Days
By ED GRANT
NEWARK - Why do Btsh-
ops have coats-of-arms? What
connection can there be be-
tween the emblems worn
medieval knights In battle am)
the spiritual office of the epis-
copacy?
On this psge are depicted
the coats-of-arms of the two
new Auxiliary Bishops of the
Newark Archdiocese, Bishop-
elect John J. Dougherty end
Bishop-elect Joseph A. Cos-
tello. They were designed by
William F.J. Rysn of New
York, who has handled this
chore for most of the present
American hierarchy.
"The simplest reason why
Bishops have coats-of-arms,"
explain* Ryan, "is that they
ara demandedby the Vatican.
Used as a teal, the coal -of-arms
authenticates episcopal acts.
Every Abbot. Bishop. Arch-
bishop and Cardinal in the
Church must have one. as well
as some Vatican officials.
“THE ORIGIN of the cost-
of-arms He*, of course. In
medieval dags. Knights en-
gaged idfcattM, waving heavy
armor and vHor. Ud to have
some way of distinguishing
friend from foe. The Bishops
of those days ws||l themselves
often feudal lords, whose prop-
erty had to be defended, so
they, too, adopted what I like
to think of as medieval li-
cense plates.
"Even after the introduction
of firearms rendered armor
useless, the coat-alarms still
served as an identification
mark. Its presence on official
edicts was an important sym-
bol in a day when the aver-
age person could neither read
nor write "
Ryan entered the field of
heraldry soon after he wa#
graduated from Konlhira
"heavy with the classic*.”
He has a library of W) vol-
umes on heraldry aod alao
calls on the public library of
New York which has some
7,000 books on heraldry and
another 70.000 on genealogy
He has designed all of me
coats of-arms for New Jersey's
Bishops, dating back to the
time when Archbishop BoUmi
was named Auxiliary Bishop
of Newark.
Perhaps the most confusing
part of the picture to the l«y-
-men is the "blazon’' whi-h
accompanies each cost-of-
arms. This is an exact de-
scription. izr heraldic trrin*.
which makes It possible for
anyone familiar with herald-
ry to sketch out the design.
IN THE CASE of Bishop-
elect Dougherty, the blazon
reads: Argent (a silver held),
s stag springing gules (in
red), on a chief (upper half)
azure (blue) a sward in pile
(upright) point to b**e be-
tween two crescents of the
field ti e. tilvereokized), over
all in middle chief another
lie. crescent) In or (gotdi.
the technics! term*—"argent."
"gules." "or"—are denied
from Norman French
Also accompanying each
coat of arms is the •’signifi-
cance.’’ which simply describ-
es the reasons for the design
selected Designs s re drawn
from both the family back-
ground and the priestly serv-
ice of Use Bishops When he
becomes ordinary of a dio-
cese. hi* coat of-arms changes
as it blends with that of bis
diocese.
In Btsbop-clect Dougherty's
design the stag in red on sil-
ver field comes from the
Dougherty family coat of-
arms The crescents and sword
are from bis priestly life: one
stiver crescent U from the
rentalarms of Immaculate
Concept ton Seminary, where
be spent no many years as
professor of Sacred Scripture;
the other Is from the coat-of-
arms of Archbishop Boland,
whom he wiU serve as auxil-
iary, and also from the arm*
of the Archdiocese of Newark.
The sword symbolizes the
Word of God, described by St.
Paul as the "sword of the
spirit." The golden crescent
derives from the coat of arms
of Seton Had University. The
motto, "Cui servire regnare ‘
("to serve Whom [God; is to
reign") Is from the Postcom-
munion prayer of the Mass for
peace. Bishop-elect Dougherty
chose this to symbolize the
thought that (he higher (he
rank a priest holds, the more
he la a servant.
BISIIOP-EI.ECT COST EG
LO’S eoat-of-arms take* its
go!d field and two lozenges
(diamonds) from the Costello
family of Ireland anti the blue
chevron from his mother’s
family, the Monahans. The
flcur-de-lls 1* the symbol of
the Blessed Virgin Mary un-
der her title of the Immacu-
late Conception and of her
spouse, St. Joseph, and is also
found on the coat-of-arms of
Archbishop Boland, whom
Bishop-elect Costello has serv-
ed as vicar for religious and
vice chancellor.
The silver circle charged
with a red cross which ap-
pears at the apex of the chev-
ron symbolizes the Holy Eu-
charist. Bishop-elect Costello,
who was a parish priest in St.
Bridget’s, Jersey City, for 15
years, has a particular devo-
tion to the Holy Eucharist.
He has chosen as his motto
"Emittc Spiritum Tuum,"
("Send forth Thy Spirit") from
the Allelulia of the Mass of
Pentecost and also found fre-
quently in the Divine Office.
Bishop-elect Costello called
his motto "a prayer on my
part that the Holy Spirit, tha
efficient cause of sanctification
in men. would form the like-
ness to Christ in the people
to whom 1 minister."
Both coats-of-arms have tha
external ornaments of the
episcopal rank: the pontifical
hat, with six tassels on each
side, ail in green, and the
mitre, processional cross and
crosier, all in gold. The pon-
tifical hat was worn before
1870 at solemn cavalcade*
held in conjunction with papal
functions, The colors of the hat
and the number and colors of
the tassels signify the rank of
the prelate.
HERALDRY - At left is the coat of arms of Bishop-elect John J. Dougherty, at right
that of Bishop-elect Joseph A. Costello.
CardinalTakes
Ski Course
VIENNA, Austria (C)
Francis Cardinal Koenig of
Vienna. 57, has returned here
after com plot mg a military
chaplains' ski training course
at tba village of Watteas.
The Cardinal, who U also
Military Vicar of Austria's
Armed Threat, wan an Aw»-
tztaw Army uniform far the
course which lasted several
days. ll* spent lour hours on
skis every day regardless of
the w rather
Latest Saint Sought Unity
VATICAN CITY - Theologian,
man of extraordinary charity, fare-
most champion of Cathobc Action,
and founder of a religious order that
Is now world embracing. Blessed Vin-
cent Pallotti will be canonized in St.
Peter’s Basilira by Pope John XXIII
on Jan. 20, two days before the U2th
anniversary of his death at the age oi
it in I*so.
It U significant that the canoni-
zation occurs midway in the IM3 Chair
of Unity Octave devoted to prayer for
Christian unity, because It was Blessed
Vincent PalkHti who began in Home
in the 19th century a unity octave
which became a universal observance.
An intimate of two Popes, Gregory
XVI and Pius IX (convener of the
First Vatican Council), Blessed Vincent
will be raised to the full dignity of the
altar by the present Pope who inaugu-
rated the Second Vatican Council not
only to bring about an inner renewal
of the Church but to promote the cause
of Christian unity.
Expected to be on hand for the sol-
emn ceremonies will be groups of pil-
grims from the U. S.. including direct
descendants of Blessed Vincent's broth-
er. They are Mrs Paul Mclanson of
College Heights, Loretto, Pa.; Paul
Slerbini of Cresson, Pa.; and Mrs. Ed-
ward Minium, all great, great-grand-
children of the saint’s brother. ‘
A DESCENDANT of the noble fam-
ilies of the Pallotti of Norcia and the
De Rossi of Rome. Blessed Vincent
founded in 103 the Pious Society of the
Catholic Apostolate known generally
as the Pallottine Fathers —with the
approval of Pope Gregory XVI. Three
years later be established a home for
poor and abandoned girls which led to
the creation in 1643 of anew Sisterhood
the Sisters of the Catholic Aposto-
late. Another development was the
Third Order of the Society of the Catho-
lic Apostolate through which laymen
were enabled to participate in the pro-
gram of the Pallottine Order.
Born April 27,1795, Blessed Vincent
was ordained in 1820. After earning a
doctorate in theology, he became a tub-
atitute professor in the Roman Archi-
gymnasium, where he gave promise of
becoming an outstanding theologian. In-
stead, the young scholar decided to de-
vote himself to pastoral work.
He soon became a familiar figure
in Rome, hurrying to the bedsides of
the sick in the hospitals, or bringing
aid and comfort to the poor in their
miserable homes. During a series of
cholera epidemics, he frequently re-
turned bsrefoot and without his cloak,
having given them to the poor. He
would pass the night in prayer, content
with a few hours sleep on a chair or
the bare floor. He constantly practiced
severe self-mortification. And be spent
long hours in the confessional.
Once, wanting to see a young man
on his deathbed who had tworn to
shoot any priest that came near him.
Father Pallotti disguised himself as an
old woman and reached the man’s
bedside. In 1648, he had a narrow es-
cape from anti-clericals who entered
the Irish College in Rome in search of
him. ~
FATHER P ALLOT 11 also worked
with Rome's tradesmen who earned
barely enough to live on and worked
under poor condition*. He helped the
men set up tradesmen'* organizations.
He started their meetings with a short
religious service and then discussed
with them their jobs and their prob-
lems. He also persuaded shop owners
to improve work conditions.
He started classes for the workers’
children and set up a boarding house
for orphan girls who worked in shops
and factories. For children who had to
work, he organized night schools.
/ Father Pallotti waa the confes-
sor and friend of Nicholas Cardinal
Wiseman of Weatminster, rector of the
English College in Rome.. The Cardinal
never forgot Father Pallotti’* insis-
tence on the importance to the uni-
versa! Church of England's conversion.
Some years later a young priest came
to him with ideas for a missionary col-
lege. and the Cardinal gave him every
encouragement The priest was Rev.
Herbert Vaughan later Cardinal
Archbishop of Westminster founder
of the St, Joseph's Missionary Society.
When he founded the Society of the
Catholic Apostolate, Father Fallout es-
tablished his first church outside Rome
m London st St. Peter's. Clerkenwell.
This wss to serve the Pallottine Fathers
as a provincial bouse for more than a
century.
A YEAR AFTER he founded hi*
order. Blessed Vincent started the spec-
ial observance in Rome o( the Octave
of the Epiphany, hi* chief desire being
to make the observance a means of
uniting the dissident Orthodox Churches
with Rome. The observance consisted
of the celebration of Mata in a differ-
ent rite each day of the Octave of the
Epiphany. The Octave was suppressed
in March, 1855, but the custom is still
observed by the Pallottincs in Rome's
Sant’ Aitdrea della Valle Church.
It was Father Pallotti'a labors dur-
ing the Octave of 1850 that brought on
the disease that was to cause his
death. He preached his last sermon on
his knees nine weeks before the end
came. He was buried in the churfh of
San Salvatore in Onda. which ever
unce haa been visited by crowds of
pilgrims.
His canonization cause began short-
ly after bit death and in 1887 Pope
Leo XIII declared him "Venerable."
The Holy Year of 1950 saw him beati-
fied by Pope Pius XU the first major
step toward the canonization which will
soon see him officially recognized by
the Church as among the blessed in
heaven.
HIS CAUSE was reopened in 1953.
Evidence of two miracles was intro-
duced. One wss the cure of Rev,
Adalbert Turowski, S.A.C., former supe-
rior general of the Pallottine Fathers.
Father Turowski was cured in Decem-
ber, 1950, of n postoperative infection
with acute heart complications.
The second was the healing of
Angelo Balzaranl of Roccasccca, Italy,
suffering with a malignant carbuncle
and blood poisoning.
The body of the new saint is pre-
served in the small Church of St. Sal-
vatore in Onda which is attached to the
present general holise of the Pallottine
Fathers in Rome.
Blessed Vincent
Pope Wants the Church
To Say: 'Come and See'
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
One of the purposes of the
ecumenical council is to make
the Church look like what in
truth the Church is—the bouse
not only of God but of all
God's creatures; the dear and
familiar hearth where every-
body is at home, and a* ay
from which nobody, conscious-
ly or unconsciously, is other
than at least a touch home-
sick.
The council, in effect, U to
make known to th* world
something that is nuishelted in
the story of the mother who
replied, when somebody eom-
plataed because her little cktl-
Ena were romping in the bas-
ilica while she prayed, “Where
should they be pit ring, a not
in the house of thtfr Father?"
ONE GREAT obstacle to
rttmmunicalson between the
Church and most of th# human
race ha* been the fart that the
Church really has looked
rather forbidding from outside
A fncod once exclaimed to me,
k few days after be embraced
the Faith, "Why didn't you
tell me bow pleasant it would
be”’ But he admitted that I
really couldn't have told him;
he wouldn't have understood it
then
Perhaps the element of
strangeness cannot he com-
pletely eliminated for those
not reared in the Church, but
certainly Pope John is deter
mined that it shall be mini-
mized. and that it must he
overshadowed by the at-
traction. the winningness, of
the Church's truth aod beauty.
This is the centra! reason that
he called the world council.
WIIAT THE CHURCH is to
do, then, is to go to the peo-
ple: to become more and more
approachable, like an old
friend—like indeed, what the
Church really Is, Christ stiU
bring among men. God did
not enter human nature in or-
der that we should stand apart
from Him in awe, but that we
might come cksse to Him in
love anil companionship
We are to be reminded that
Christ went fishing with His
disciples, that when they were
hungry he built a fire on the
shore and cooked for them. He
talked with the people in their
own language. He went into
their homes, observed their
customs, ate with them, and
illustrated His teachings with
homey reference* to sheep and
stone* and bread and flowers
of toe field.
THE CHURCH in essence
and in fact is like that, but
often has not so appeared,
l’ope John wants to sec that it
does so appear. One of his first
action* after his election was
to stroll to the offices of Os-
servatore Romano and the
studios of Radio Vatican,
where he suggested that flow-
ery references to the Pope be
omitted thenceforth. "Simply
say," said John XXIII. "that
the Pope did this or that, or
said (his or that." •
He emerged from the Vati-
can fair visits to hospitals and
prisons. He began going from
parish to parish on the Sun-
days in Lent. And in calling
the ecumenical council, he said
that be wanted to make visible
the simple attractiveness of
the Church, so that he could
open his arms to all people
and
t
tell them, "This is your
home; it belongs to you; come
and see for yourselves.”
THLS BEING the root rea-
son for the council, nobody
should be surprised that Us
first decision was to encour-
age more use of the language*
and the way* of the people in
the liturgy—in the Mass and
the sacraments. And tbit is to
be done with great flexibility,
so that in the various areas
of the earth, the Bishops of
the regions can adapt things to
the people.
The Church in the years to
come is going to be more in-
tensely interesting, indeed ex-
citing. than at any time since
the days of the early Chris-
tians. Unity will be in diver-
sity rather than in uniformity.
Writers and photographers and
travelers are going to find it
fascinating to go from region
to region to see —and de-
scribe—the various ways of
worshipping, teaching and
serving.
For a long time we have de-
fended the exclusive use of
Latin on the ground that a
chap could go anywhere in the
world and feel at home at-
tending Mass which some-
times meant feeling so much
at home as to be half-asleep
and little inspired. Once the
changes to come are made,
the traveler will feel at home
in anew way; in the way of
being intrigued with new
things which is surely a chief
reason for traveling at all.
TkeAHvocale
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Orthodox Patriarch
Got Council Papers
ROME (NC) Patriarch
Athenagoras I of Constantin-
ople, worldwide leader of the
Greek Orthodox Church, was
sent all the official material
that was printed concerning
the Second Vatican Council, it
waa learned here.
In addition, council officials
sent to the Patriarch's head-
quarters in Istanbul copies of
the addresses on the council
by Pope John XXIII and of
the daily council communi-
ques as printed in L’Osserva-
tore Romano, Vatican Citv
daily. The Patriarch was also
«ent copies of all the printed
matter that was given to dele-
gate observers, including cop-
ies of draft projects drawn
up by the preparatory com-
missions and revisions made
during the council.
MEANWHILE the Patriarch’s
Christmas and New Year's
message indicated that he is
considering sending a dele-
gate observer to the second
session of the Vstlcan Council.
While the Russian Orthodox
Patriarchate of Moscow sent
two priests as delegate ob-
servers to the first session,
there were no official repre-
sentatives of the Greek Ortho-
dox Church.
.
■
Patriarch Athenagoras paid
tribute to the work of the
Vatican Council in his mes-
sage. After speaking of the
progress being made by Orth-
odox, Anglican and Protestant
Churches in the World Council
of Churches, he said:
“Now as a parallel man-
ifestation of the Will of God s
Wisdom, believing the Second
Vatican CouncU of the most
venerable Roman Catholic
Church to have had a success-
ful beginning, and with the
happy expectation for its con-
tinuation. we direct new atten-
tion and esteem with the hope
that new and more concrete
conditions of mutual under-
standing and theological inter-
change and fruitful contact
will evolve, with the grace of
Our Savior.”
Berlin Catholics
Aid Hiroshima
BERLIN (RNS) - About
$13,000 has been raised in a
special fund-raising drive to
aid the Hiroshima Diocese
"adopted” by West Berlin
Catholics in 1961.
The return marks an in-
crease of more than 25% over
a similar collection last year.
HOSPITAL CENTENNIAL - Archbishop Boland and Bishop Stanton helped the staff of
St. Mary's Hospital, Hoboken, mark its 100th anniversary Jan. 10. Shown left to right,
following Solemn Pontifical Moss, are Bishop Stanton, Mother Provincial M. Bathildis,
S.F.P., head of .the Eastern Province of the Franciscan Sisters of the Poor; Archbishop
Boland and Sister M. Alphonsine, S.F.P., hospital superior
News From Europe
Says Pressures Bar Concordat
WARSAW (RNS)-There is
no chance of a concordat be-
tween the Polish Communist
government and the Vatican
unless religious freedom Is
restored in the country. Auxil-
lary Bishop Zygmunt Choro-
msnski of Warsaw declared
here.
Speaking at a New Year's
Eve service, the Bishop said
rumors of an impending con-
cordat had circulated after
Zenon KUsxko. a high-ranking
Polish communist leader, had
mentioned such a possibility
during s recent lecture in
Rome.
Bishop Choromsnski went oo
to attack “exorbitant” taxes
imposed on church property in
Poland, the eviction of nuns
from convents, and state in-
terference with the teaching of
religion in churches and at
catechetical centers.
"NEW ATTEMPTS are now
being made in Poland.” be
aaid. "to curb the teaching of
religion, and government offi-
cials threaten that unless each
teacher of religion submits ac-
curate. regulsr reports on
what is being taught to the
children and for how long, the
catechetical centers will be
closed”
Commenting oo the general
atmosphere to Poland, the
Btahop said: "Our people are
tired and are seeking various
amusements In Uwir efforts to
forget the grim conditions The
people amuse tbemselvee. but
they do nm know true gaiety.”
STEFAN CARDINAL Wy-
sxynski, Primate of Poland,
presided at another service
in suburban Warsaw the same
day and told his people that
Pope John has a deep "under-
standing of the situation of the
Polish nation and of the Catho-
lics or Poland "
In imparting a special papal
blessing, he said that Pope
John is "deeply impressed by
the devotion of Polish Catho-
lics to the. Faith." He asked
the people to pray for the
Pope.
Laity Congrett
ROME (NC) - The perma-
nent committee for Interna-
tional congresses of the
A postdate of the Laity has
scheduled a north European
conference for London May
3438
Thu wtl) be the the first at
a series of regional meetings
to prepare for a world coo-
tress of the Apostolste of the
Laity which will be held some-
time after the termination of
the ecumenical council to
study council decitMoa coo
cerrnng the laity.
•
Etue (.onMock Rule
BRUSSELS (NC) - Libera-
lised regulations on dental at-
lire, making "pastoral consul-
eraUons" the norm tor deci-
sion. have been issued by the
Belgian Bishops.
, Up to m« priests were ob-
liged to wear cassocks in all
circumstances Under the new
regulations, they are free to
wear either cassocks or cleri-
cal suits and Roman collars.
Seminarians and teachers,
however, may wear only the
cassock, according to the di-
rective
Drive Taps Goal
BERLIN (RNS) - The see-
ood Christmas campaign for
financial support of the Church
in Latin America brought an
exceptionally generous re-
sponse from West German
Catholics, according to pre-
liminary returns here.
Church authorities said Indi-
cations were that the S6 mil-
lion raised during the first
campaign in IMI would be
exceeded by td%.
Known as “Advcnlat,” the
drive appealed to the faithful
to donate 10®* of what they
spend on Christmas gifts to
help relieve the needs of the
Church ut Latin America.
•
(ontertiont Drop
LONDON (NC) - The num-
ber of conversions to the
Catholic Church in England
Sod Wales has been falling.
The ltd Catholic Directory
shows that the number of
Cathobc converts fell to ILITi
in IMI, the lowest number to
any year since 1957.
Cathobc population crept up
to J.TIS ior a gain of NSW
to the year.
•
Shrine Retlored
LINCOLN. England (NC) -
One of Eastern England's na-
tional pw-ltrformaUcn shrines
has been restored with the
recent opening of a church
dedicated to Our Lady of Ax-
holm e
v
Nerhertine Fathers staff the
church. According to a still
existing papal bull, the Nor-
berimes handed the original
ihnne over to the Carthusians
in taw.
The new church hi
part of the Nor berimes' par-
ish of Cowle which rovers 11
villages in the rural district of
Axbotme, Lincolnshire
•
Scott to Celebrate
EDINBURGH. Scotland
(NC) Both Catholics and
Protestants In Scotland will
mark next June the I. tooth
anniversary of the landing of
St- Colombo who brought
Christianity to the country.
The ceremonies will center
on the httie island of lons off
the Scottish west coast where
Cohimba or Columnlle
came ashore in so with u
companions with plans to con-
vert Scots.
Scottish Catholics will hold
sn open air service June IS
outside the restored ruins of
ro abbey the saint founded on
the island. For several cen-
turies. it was the chief sem-
inary for north Britain, and a
was tor a long time the bury-
ing place of the Scottish kings.
North Jersey Calendar
FRIDAY, JAN. IS
Newman Club Alumni of
New Jersey—Lecture by Rev.
Charles Stocker, St. Nicholas,
Jersey City, on "The Ecumen-
ical Council—lts Reasons and
Reflections." Scion Hall Prep
Library, 1:90 p.m.
Gregory Club of New Jer-
sey, Upper Montclair Win-
ter weekend. Buck Hill Falla
In the Poconos. Stay-at-home
party at clubhouse.
SATURDAY. JAN. U
LSwrenclan Catholic Club,
New York Dance, St. John’s
Hall. 8:30 p.m.
St Leo’s, Irvington’, Holy
Name Seclety—Smoker. World
Series movies, buffet supper,
7:90 p.m. Chairmen Tom Gal-
lagher and Jack Boland.
Our Lady of the Highway
Council, Little Falla Open
meeting for prospective mem-
bers, DePaul High School,
1:90 p.m.
SUNDAY. JAN. ZS
Dominican Third Order, St
Antoninus Chapter, Newark—
Meeting, Office and instruc-
tion, lower church. 2:90 p.m.
Greenville CouncU. K. of C.
Jersey City Eighth annual
Communion Breakfast follow-
ing 8 a.m. Msss. Our Lady of
Victories Church. Speakers
Rev. Robert Lennon and Bud-
dy Harnett. Chairman Thomas
Bums.
Rev. James J. Kelly Conn-
eU, K. of C, Verona Third
annua) Communion breakfast
following g am. Mass at Our
Lady of the Lake Church.
Verona. Breakfast at Robin
Hood inn. Speaker Rev. John
J. Anvbro, chaplain of Cald-
weU College. Chairman Stanley
W. Butter.
Noctnrnal Adoration Society
/of Sacred Heart Haworth
Communion breakfast. Horn
and Hardarta, Bergen Mall.
B a m. Speaker Rev. Hector
Lrmtcux. SSS
Sacred Heart Cathedral.
Newark Investiture of do-
mestic prelates and papa!
chamberlains by Archbishop
Boland. 3:90 p m.
Mt Carmel (.mild Center tor
the Blind, Newark Religious
service at St Patrick s Pro-
Cathedra 1. 3:90 p.m.. followed
by monthly social at center.
Merrier Club of MoaMetair-
Meeiutg for junior family and
senior single members. Grau-
Ikh's. Orange. 3 pm. Speaker
Thomas Mueller, head of nsr- e
codes branch of the Essex
County Sheriffs Office. Chair-
man John H. Quinn Jr.
MONDAY, JAN. 21
Star of the Sea Council, K.
of C., Bayonne Lecture by
Rev. Joseph W. Neslon, "Apol-
ogetics In the Atomic Age.”
8:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 23
Third Order of ML Carmel,
Tenafly—Meeting. Our Lady
of Mt. Carmel Church, *,p.ra.
THURSDAY, JAN. 34
Sacred Heart Cathedral.
Newark Consecration of
Bishops John J. Dougherty
and Joseph A. Costello, 10-30
a.m. Archbishop Boland con-
aecrator; Bishops McNulty and
Stanton co-consecratora; Bish-
op Curtis preacher.
St. Vincent’s Holy Name So-
ciety, Bayonne Testimonial
dinner for Dr. Walter F. Rob-
inson, recently named a
Knight of St. Gregory.
'Father Daniel'
Discussion Set
NEW YORK - Msgr. Jo ho
M. Oeatertvicher wfH discuss
"The Father Daniel Cm*” at
5 P m. Sunday. J*o 37. la
McKennon Hall. MUi St. and
Par* Ave
.
la a program vpon
aorod by the Edith Stem
Guild. Eatber Darnel Is the
Carmelite priest whose bid lor
automatic Israeli ciUreathip
was recently rejected by that
natioe s supreme court
Msgr. Ocstcrreicher. direc-
tor of the Institute for Judaco
ChrtsUan Studies at Setoe HaU
University, is one of the na-
turn’s lore most authorities m
the field of Jewish Christian
relations
Bayonne Priest
Guest Chaplain
WASHINGTON — Rer. Jo-
seph J. Fedorek. a native of
Baycame and now pastor of St.
Michael s Ukrainian Church,
Shenandoah. Pa., will deliver
tha invocation at the Jan. 33
session of the Senate.
He will serve as guest chap-
lain on the occasion of the 4Mh
anniversary of the Ukrainian
independence day. He was
guest chaplain last year.
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Court Upholds Law
Barring Church Suits
TRENTON The constitu-
tionality of a New Jersey law
which grants exemptions to
charitable Institutions from lit-
igation on behalf of beneficiar-
ies of the works of the institu-
tion has been upheld in
the Appellate Division of Super-
ior Court.
In a suit brought by Mr. and
Mrs. John Makar against St.
Nicholas Ukrainian Church of
Passaic, the constitutionality
of the law was challenged on
the basis that it denied rights
of equal protection (persons
not beneficiaries can sue, ac-
cording to a decision of a few
years ago) and violated the
religious freedom of Mrs. Ma-
kar, who incurred the injury
when she fell on the steps.
Superior Court Judge Harold
Kolovsky, In dismissing the
case, said "I cannot conceive
that immunity from suit
granted to a church could pos-
sibly constitute an Interference
with the free practice of reli-
gion by a person who attends
that church."
Lawyers for the plaintiffs In-
dicated they would appeal to
the New Jersey Supreme Court
and. If necessary, to the U.S.
Supreme Court The church's
lawyer. Theodore Geiser of
Newark, said that the church
will ndw waive immunity, hav-
ing established the constitu-
tionality of the law, and ask
that the case be returned to
the law division for trial.
Report Shootings and Vandalism by UN Troops
BRUSSELS (NC)-New de-
tails have been reported here
of the looting of Church prop-
erty and vandalism by UN
Ethiopian troops in Katanga
province, the Congo.
Earlier Archbishop Joseph
Cornelia, 0.5.8., of Elisabeth-
villc, capital of Katanga, had
confirmed reports of looting
and violence by the Ethiopians
on the basis of reports he
received here.
WORD RECEIVED here
' from mlialonera and other wit-
nesaei reported the following
incidents during the fighting in
Elisabrthville, Dec. 29 to Jan.
1.
Ethiopian troops entered the
priest's house in St. Augus-
tine's parish in the EUssbeth-
vUla district of Karavla. They
forced the priest to open what-
ever was locked, chased him
out of the house, stole what
they wanted and than drove
off in hla truck.
St. Benedict's Church in the
Kenla district was plundered. .
Soldiers entered the hospital
in Lubumbashl, the industrial
center of the city, and shot two
patients, wounding them ser-
iously.
The soldiers also broke into
houses and took whatever they
thought valuable.
Others looted Our Lady's
Church in Lubumbashl. A
truckload of troops entered the
Benedictine monastery there
and loaded a truck with booty
while others looted the nearby
seminary, throwing whatever
they did not want out the win-
dows.
TUNISIAN TROOPS were
■lso Involved In Incidents.
They stopped students return-
ing from Mass and forced
them to fill their pockets with
cartridges. Then they accused
the youths of carrying ammu-
nition and lined them against
a wall and threatened to shoot
them. A Tunisian officer who
arrived on the scene prevent-
ed a massacre.
Tunisian soldiers alio enter-
ed the priest's house in the
Katuba district tod stole all
his money. The pastor of St.
Vincent's parish in the Kasapa
district was forced to leave
hi* church and when he re-
turned he found the tabernacle
had been broken Into and all
the sacred vessels stolen.
IN AN EARLIER interview
here, Archbishop Cornells re-
reported that St. Bonlftce's
Church was hit by two mortar
salvos and the convent was
bombed.
During the fighting Ethiopi-
an troops roamed the streets
of the Kenla district firing
through doors and windows
and violating women. One vio-
lated woman was stabbed in
the stomach with a bayonet
and two others were also kill-
ed. Men who tried to defend
the women, the reports said,
were shot.
Asa result, reports contin-
ued, between 25.009 and 30,000
people fled without money or
supplies into the countryside,
overwhelming the mission sta-
tions which tried to aid them.
ETHIOPIAN troops returned
to Kenia and forced its re-
maining inhabitants to exhibit
all their belongings. Then they
drove off In trucks loaded with
radios, typewriters, watches,
blankets and other goods. They
stopped all passersby and
forced them to hand over their
watches and pay 1,000 francs
020) if they wanted to go on
unmolested.
Twelve people were killed
during a houae-to-bouse search
and looting in the Lubum-
hash! suburb, the reports
added.
Okays School Health Services
HARRISBURG, Pa. (RNS)—
Pennsylvania's local school
districts were told here that
they may expend more than
the state allots them for
school health services which
are provided to parochial
school students.
"Health services," under the
state’s education law, include
an annual vision test, a hear-
ing test, height and weight
measurements, chest x-rays,
and school nurse services.
Dental examinations and com-
prehensive health records are
required for each child of
school age In the state of
Pennsylvania.
State Atty. Gen. David Stahl
ruled that school districts may
use local tax funds to supple-
ment state reimbursements
for such health services. His
opinion had been asked by
Charles H. Boehm, the state’s
superintendent of public In-
struction.
Stahl said the constitutional
ban on support of a sectarian
school does not "prohibit the
rendering of health services to
ptrochisl school children as
the rendering of such services
does not constitute an appro-
priation or use of tsx monies
for the support of a sectarian
school."
“The protection and preser-
vation of the health of school
children is ■ proper govern-
mental function In the nature
of public welfare iegialation,"
be added, and health services
provided for "individual chil-
dren can hardly be found to
aid even remotely the sectar-
ian school attended by the re-
cipients of such services."
Theme Is Selected
ROME (NO—-'TheCommon
Good and the Individual in To-
day's Society" has been chos-
en as the theme of the 36th
Italian Catholic Social Week to
be held Sept. 23-29 in Pescara.
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EFFECTIVE THROUGH JAN. 19th
North Jersey Date Book
THURSDAY, JAN. 17
6t. James' Hospital Guild, Newark Opening
aoctal, l p.m., hospital auditorium; Mrs. Wil-
liam Gannon, chairman.
Court Patricia, CDA Twenty-sixth anniver-
sary dinner, Olympic Restaurant, Irvington;
Mrs. Josephine Rokosny, Mrs. William Bolton,
chairmen
Caldwell College, Essex Alumnae Meeting,
home of Charlotte Kunst, Nutley, 8:30.
FRIDAY, JAN. 1*
Bayley-Seton League Meeting-tea, 1:30, Seton
Hall University Little Theater, South Orange;
Rev. William N. Field, moderator, reviewing
a book. Mrs. Elmer H. Van Wagnen, East
Orange, chairman.
E. H. Albcrque Columbieltrs, Ridgefield Park—
Chinese auction, 8:30, Knights of Columbus
Hall; Beverly Wright, chairman.
Chestnut Hill, Essex Alumnae Dessert-bridge,
8 p.m., Stouffcr's, Short Hills.
SATURDAY, JAN. tJ
Caldwell College, Union Alumnae Luncheon-
bridge-fashion show. Far Hills Inn, Somer-
ville; Mrs. James Monahan, Fanwood, Mrs.
Robert Fahcrty. Westfield, chairmen.
St- Ann’s Immaculate Conception Sodality, Ho-
boken Dance, 9 p.m.. Union Club, Hoboken.
St. Thomas Aquinas Rosary, Newark Lunch-
eon. 1 p.m., church hall; Mary Ronckevics,
Margaret Ewart, chairmen.
SUNDAY, JAN. 2#
Benedictine Mothers League, Newark Mass,
9 a.m., St. Mary's Abbey Church. Newark;
breakfast, cafeteria. Sister M. Margaret, 0.P.,
superintendent of Dominican elementary
schools, speaker.
Court Bernadette, CDA Mass for deceased
members, 8 a.m.. Our Lady of Lourdes, West
Orange.*
St Castmir's Rosary, Newark Meeting. 4
p.m.; party, Mrs. B. Mazur, Chairman.
MONDAY, JAN. 21
CT!. Gn*x?\,CDA “ P,cka «* P«rty, 8:30, KofC Hall, Nutley.
E. G. Alberque Columblettes, Ridgefield Park-
Meeting, 8:43, K of C Hall.
TUESDAY, JAN. »
Central Chapter Columblettes Meeting, 8:30,
Trinity Clubhouse, Hackensack.
Court Immaculate Heart of Mary, CDA-Ori-
ental social, 8:30, St. Michael's School audi-
torium, Union.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 23
Court Cecelia, CDA Meeting, 8:15, Federal
Saving* and Loan. North Arlington; Mrs. P. J.
Kennedy, Mrs. Michael Kelly, chairmen.
Regina Muadl Columblettes Meeting, 8 p.m.,
K of C Hall, All wood; crasy hat social, Mrs.
Louis Bcngivenni, chairman.
THURSDAY, JAN. 24
Union-Westfield District Council of Catholic
Women Benediction, 8 p.m., St. Ann's, Gar-
wood; meeting following. Anna B. Hogan.
Jersey City attorney, speaker on Legion of
Decency; Mrs. William Rifino, Plainfield,
program chairman. Reports by district chair-
men: Mrs. Daniel Saporita. Mrs. Ch&rles
Kamuda, hospitality chairmen.
FRIDAY. JAN. 25
All Souls’ Rosary, East Orange Card Party,
8 p.m., school hall; Mrs. Joseph Norton,
chairman.
SATURDAY, JAN. 24
St. Vincent's Hospital Auxiliary, Montclair
Dinner-dance. Montclair Golf Club; Mrs.
James Dorment. Mrs. Emil Tietje. chairmen.
College of SL Elizabeth. Essex Alumnae
Theater party to "Mr. President Mary
Grace Neagle, Orange, chairman.
Sacred Heart Mothers’ Guild, Clifton - Bazaar;
Mrs. Henry Vuoncino, chairman.
SUNDAY, JAN. 27
Essex Newark District ConncU of Cathode Wom-
en Benediction. 3 pro., St. Augustine's,
Newark; meeting following.
NEW TIME - Gruffy and Trilly, the Maryknoll Sisters'
puppets, hove moved to ts new time with their TV pro-
gram, "Let's Talk About God," We con watch them on
Sundays ot 9 a.m. on channel 4.
Feb
. 9 Set
For CYO
Spelling Bee
NEWARK Grade spelters
in the four arrhdtocesan coun-
ties wiU he competing tor CYO
championships Feb. 8. The
»polling bees will be open to a
boy and a gtrl from each pa-
rochial school in the county.
The Essex County contest
wtU be held in Sacred Heart.
Ploom field, at 1:30 and the
Hudson County bee in Hob
Family. I won City, at 2 p m
The Bergen bee wid be at
Sacred Heart. Lyndhurst, at 2
p m. with the I'nico site to be
ann-mnccd.
The first place winner in
each county will revolt e a
prue. The champion and the
tune runners-up » each county
wid compete in the arebdio
etsaa spelling finals Feb. It
WEATHER-PROOF - The 24 patrol boys at St. Theresa's, Kenilworth, don't mind the cold
too much any more thanks to a gift from the lions' Club. The local organization gave
complete storm outfits to each of the boys. Checking the equipment ore, left to right,
James Rigo, Lions' safety committee chairman; Louis Klein, lions' secretary; Sister M.
Leo, 0.P., St. Theresa's, principal; Vincent Gribbin, patrol boy captain, and Rev. Sylves-
ter P. McVey. pastor.
SYMBOLS - God the Father is sometimes pictured as on
Eye in the center of a Triangle. The Eye represents His
fatherliness and watchfulness over the world; the Triangle
represents the Three Persons in the One God
Rosary Hobby
Adds up to 10,000
ALBANY. N Y. (R.VSI The
Rotary is brio* taki by chil-
dren throughout the world be-
cause of the bobby of students.
In four years the members
of the St. Catherine d* Ricci
Rotary Making Club have
made lOOtt Rotaries The
bead* are hand made by the
children at a weekly meeting
eaeh Saturday for three
hours at Ute Dominican Con-
vert here
The Rosaries have been Ji*.
tributed to foreign missions.
Sacred Music Grant
Offered at Caldwell
CALDWELL - The Arch-
bishop Walsh Collegiate Insti-
tute of Sacred Music, a divi-
sion of the Caldwell College
music department, has an-
nounced the Nicola A. Montani
liturgical scholarship will be
available in September, 1983.
The full four-year tuition
grant, worth 82,400, is open to
a senior in an archdiocesan
high school affiliated with the
St. Cecilia Guild.
HIGH SCHOOL principals
are requested to submit the
names of June graduates in-
terested in liturgical music to
Caldwell College or to Joseph
A. Murphy, archdiocesan di-
rector of the institute. The
grant leads to an A.B. in mu-
sic with a concentration in lit-
urgical music.
Candidates will be inter-
viewed by the college mualc
faculty. Final competition la
slated for Saturday, May 18.
DURING the eight-year ex-
istence of the institute, 80 per-
sons have taken courses in-
cluding 47 Sisters, 10 men and
23 lay women. The two-fold
program features a concentra-
tion in liturgical music as part
of the regular Caldwell College
program leading to an A.8.,
and non-credit courses lead-
ing to a sacred music diploma.
Two college students have
concentrated in sacred music
and two certificates have been
awarded, one to Josephine
Rossi, organist and choir di-
rector of St. Cecilia’s, Kear-
ny, the other to Daniel W.
Moor, organist and choir di-
rector at Immaculate Conccp-
tion. Elizabeth.
Mt. St. Mary’s Offers
Five High School Grants
NORTH PLAINFIELD - Mt.
St. Mary's Academy will
award five partial scholar-
ships on the basis of a com-
petitive examination to lie held
Feb. 2 at 1:15 at the academy.
Applications and a registra-
tion fee of $2 must be into the
academy scholarship commit-
tee by Jan. 26
To be eligible to compete,
an eighth grade student must
be a female with a general
average of at least this
year and must have recom-
mendations from the parish
priests and the principal. Only
four students from each grade
school will be accepted.
THE GRANTS include: (1)
Fathers' Club, 5400; (2) Mt.
St. Mary’s Academy. 5300; (3)
Mother Mary Catherine Carl-
ton, 5200; (4) Mother Mary
Cecelia Scully. 5200 and (5)
Mother Mary John Considme,
$2OO.
Grade Civics Clubs Active
In Hudson and Essex
NEWARK Bayonne Civics
Club members are heading
for Trenton and two other
clubs hate recently beard from
Washington in the grade school
club news this week
St. Joseph’s Students for
Democracy of Bayonne will
vutt the state capital Jan.
The day will include visits to
the legislature, the capitol
building, and the governor's
chambers where the club wiil
present Governor Hughes with
a plaque naming him the out
standing Catholic layman ot
the state
THE MISSIONARY Civic*
Club of St Patrick - !, Jersey
City, and the St. Peter Civic
Defenders Club of St. Peter *
Chape] School. Newark, both
announced receiving official
charter* from the Commis-
sion on American Citizenship
in Washington
Carl Yalicki head* the Jer-
sey City club assisted by
Thomas Hall, and Catherine
Kearny Anne Dyohkowski is
the Newark president assisted
by Stephen Marcelli, Marianne
Kreitag. Lynne Murphy and
Colleen Slattery
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Presenting
New Flexibility
In Group Protection
from New Jersey Blue Cross-Blue Shield
"Triple Choice”
Now, the purchaser of group health care protec-
M
‘tion can have even greater flexibility in selecting
the Blue Cross-Blue Shield program that best
meets the needs of his group.
This is possible through the introduction of
two Blue Cross programs which provide up to 365
days of hospitalization coverage per year and,
like thewell known Blue Cross Comprehensive, can
be combined with basic Blue Shield and "rider"
selections to tailor a program keyed to thespecific
group.
Compare these highlights of the programs
now available:
BLUE CROSS FOR HOSPITAL BILLS
i
GROUP COMPREHENSIVE
Up. to 120 full benefit days of
hospital care per contract year.
for members and their eligible
or idependents under the age f 65
NEW “365"
(Expanded)
Up to 365 days of hospital care.
Up to 60 days of hospital care,
age 65 through 69
.
to age 65
■ Up to 120 days of hospital care,
age 65 and over
Up to 30 days of hospital care,
age 70 and over
NEW “365-D”
(Expanded Deductible)
Offers, at lower rate, the same
expanded coverage as “365" ex-
cept for the following deductibles
payable to the hospital by the
member:
$2O per dey for the first five days
in hospital
$lO per day for the next five days
BLUE SHIELD FOR DOCTOR BILLS
Basic Blue Shield, offering benefits for surgical and medical services by physicians, can.be supplementedby
purchase of "riders” for broadened coverage. Rider B provides up to 365 days per year of medical care visits
in the hospital
... Rider C provides for surgery outside the hospital... and Rider J includes the features of
the other riders," plus a wide variety of diagnostic and therapeutic services available in the doctor’s office
or the hospital out patient department.
A Blue Cross-Blue Shield representative will give
you full details and help jrou work out the bestprogram for your group one or write today!
BLUE CROSS BUIE SHIELD
NEWARK 500 Broad Street
MArket 4-2600
CAMDEN - 130 North Broadway
WOodlawn 4-2925
•X
TRENTON 28 West State Street
LYric 9-4596
for Hospital Bills for Doctor Bills
Hospital Service Plan of Now Jersey Medical Surgical Plan of Now Jersey
Mtulfru Uatn-rs
A B C. HAT CENTERS
313 3rd Sr
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Ist Prize
WIN De Luxe !'"]■■■■&!
NECCHI JfTW
and a
DOMINICAN
STEREO HI-FI
IK Fun! It's Easy! It's Free!
2nd
Prize
UttScß*MftU
♦He 15 scrambled words (in coupon below)
MAIL
COUPON
TODAY
I
You know oil oI those word., and probably um thorn frequently. Only tho
o«d#f In which tho lotion oppear hoi boon chongod. for instance. tho firtt
o«o NSCSOSIS Whon unscrambled bocomo. "SCISSOAS. ‘ Entrant. mud bo
odultv 1* year. or 01d.,. Ut tho family |oi« | n fym . #f
ludgoo I. final, fir.l correct an.wor- with tho oarlio.t pad mark win. tho fir.t
prlto. Moot co,rod an.wo, win. tho .ocond priio. In oront of pod mork tlo
noodw.. of ontrf will determine winnor. Employ... of thit now.pa par. Notch!omployoo. of Ihol, advoditing agency omployoo. a,o not eligible to onto,.
CM’ ' !■'* Yr •' (Fl*nu Print!
Over 1,200 Christmas Cards Said, 'I Lorn You Jesus'
By JUNE DWYER
An interesting thing bu hap-
pened In our Young Advocate
Club Christmas card contest.
We can’t reprint a single one.
Each of the winning entries
Is so unique that we cannot
print them exactly as they are,
We received over 1,200 en-
tries and the quality of the
work is worthy of special men-
tion. We can only imagine the
hours and hours that were
spent in preparing these en-
tries —■ which were acta of
love foir the Baby Jesus on
His birthday,
TUB JUDGES finally de-
elded to award the first prize
check of >5 to Nancy Zegaren,
a seventh grader from St.
Catherine’s, King wood. And
what a beautiful entry she sub-
mitted. Her card is complete-
ly embroidered.
The scene is of the Holy
Family. Around it is embroid-
ered a tree and over St Jo-
seph’s bead is the star. At the
bottom of the cover in gold
it reads: “A Blessed Christ-
mas." The cover ia.stuffed and
edged in gold.
ON THE INSIDE is embroid-
ered in gold the following mes-
sage: "Once again this Christ-
mas morn in our beans the
Christ Child is born May the
blessings He grants on this day
of cheer last throughout the
coming year."
The back cover is stuffed
with cardboard to give it body
and is also edged In gold
which Nancy tell* us she cro-
cheted herself.
Our first place winoer lives
on Elm St.. Hewitt, and is
taught by Sister M. Gabriel.
Congratulations. Nancy, your
work is one of the most beau-
tiful we have ever received.
TIIE SECOND prise is equal-
ly unusual. The check tor SI ta
w wwmiv wuiuui AM, mu
eighth grader from Sacred
Heart, Rochelle Park. She lives
at 22 Grove Ave., Rochelle
Park, and Is taught by Sister
Alice Thomaslne.
The card la large and fea-
tures a picture of the Christ
Child lying In a manger. The
original art work shows a star
shining through the open sta-
ble window and the animals
in the background.
ALSO ON THE front cover
Is a scroll at the bottom which
reads; "Away In a manger,
no crib for a bed. The little
Lord Jesus laid down His
sweet bead."
The inside carries out the
holly design which surrounds
the picture on the cover and
has the following message;
“He came down to earth from
heaven. Who is God and Lord
of all, and His shelter was a
stable. And His cradle was a
stall; With the poor, ana
mean, and lowly. Lived on
earth our Saviour holy."
The card is truly a tribute
to the Infant King.
THE THIRD priie check (or
13 is going to Elisabeth Rev-
ens, an eighth grader from
Our Lady of Peace. New Prov.
klence, for a card that fee-
turea a map. Elisabeth, who
lives at 12 Primrose Dr. New
Providence, to taught by Sister
Theresa Irene.
The card to made on onion-
skin paper which makes It ap-
pear like parchment. On stain-
ed paper, Elisabeth hat drawn
the "Map of Holy Birth," u»-
eluding Bethlehem (which to
marked with a star), the flight
to Egypt and the path the
Wise Men took from the east.
THE COVER also features
a gold edge and the words
"And it came to past. . ."
Inside there to another draw-
tag of the outside of the city
aod the words: "May this map
of divine events guide your
steps to happiness "
How to that foe an original
idea?
Congratulations to each of
our winners We are to proud
of the quality of your week
and of the amount of time
ui«i you gave.
HONORABLE MENTION
certificates are awarded to
the following Senior Young
Advocatea (names are listed
In alphabetical order);
Barbara AUpertl, grade 5,
St. Francis Xavier, Newark.
Sister Rose Marie.
Julia Auguato, 7, St. Fran-
cis, Newark. Slater Mar-
guerite.
Marianne Beck, g, St. Aloy-
alus, Caldwell. Sister Claude.
John Blasko, 5, Our Lady of
Mercy, Park Ridge. Sister
Julia.
Linda Ann Caruso, 5, St.
Francis, Newark. Sister Rose
Marie.
Juanita Cosentino, «. Sacred
Heart, Dover. Sister Julia.
Patricia Casey. 7, Sacred
Heart, Lyudhurst. Sister Mary
Kevin.
Teresa Cera mi. 5, St. Pe-
ter’a, Belleville. Sister Fran-
cis.
Patricia Clark. 8. St. Aloy-
sios, Caldwell. Sister Claude.
Arlette Collins, 8. St.
Michael's, Union. Sister Louis
Marie.
GERARD Concilio, 7, St.
Francis. Newark. Sister Mar
guerite.
Eugene Conry, 8. St. Mi-
chael’s, Union. Sister Chris-
tine.
Robert Dantoni. 7, St. Jo-
seph'*. Lodi. Sister Angelica.
Albert DeLia. Our Lady of
Mercy. Park Ridge. Sister Re-
gina.
Robert DeRosa. 8. St. Fran-
cis. Newark. Sister Ann
Barry Ennis. A, Our Lady of
the Lake, Verona. Sister
Clara.
Patricia Fennell. 8. St. Aioy-
sius. Caldwell Sister Claude
Valen* Frey. J. St. Mary's.
Rahway. Sister Bonaventure
Kathleen Furlick, 8. St.
Atoytius. Caldwell Sister
Claude
DEBORAH Gregory. 7. St.
Atoyslus. Caldwell. Sister Ja-
mie.
James Hacker. 8. St Pe
ter's. BeUevtile. Mrs Salva-
tore
Anna Halabit. 7. St
Tbereia'a. Linden Sister Mary
Angela
Gerard Harvey, 7, Our Lady
of Morey, Park Ridge, Slater
Joanne.
Mary Hoagbcrg, 8, Our
Lady of Peace, New Provl-
dence. Slater Theresa Irene.
Sandra Irene, 6, St. Francis,
Newark. Sister Lois.
Dorothy Karl, 8, Our Lady
of the Lake, Verona. Sister
Marie Kathleen.
Barbara Kenna, 8, St. Val-
entine's, Bloomfield. Sitter
Alodia.
Maryann Kenna, 7, St.
Valentine's, Bloomfield. Sister
Mary Peter.
RICHARD McCormack, 7,
St. Theresa’s, Linden. Sister
Angela.
Kristine McDonough, 8.
Our Lady of Peace, New
Providence. Sister Theresa
Irene.
Maryelin McTigue, 8, Our
Lady of Peace. New 'Provi-
dence. Sister Theresa Irene.
Robert Munizinski. 8, St.
Valentine’s. Bloomfield. Sister
Alodia.
Patricia Murray, 8, Our
Lady of Mercy, Park Ridge.
Sister Angeiine Pepe.
Robert Padlowski, S. our
Lady of Mt. Carmel, Bayonne.
Sister Rosemarie.
Dennis Pannullo, 5, Our
Lady of Lourdes, Mountain-
side.
Gregory Perreault, 6, Our
Lady of the Lake, Verona.
Mrs. Dahl.
Joseph Quigley, 8. St. Aloy-
siua, Caldwell. Sister Mary
Claude.
MARY REISER, 6. Our
Lady of Mercy, Park Ridge.
Sister Regina.
Paul Sagarese. 8, St Vir-
gil's. Morris Plains. Sister
Mary Louise.
N. Andrew Sestokas. 5,8 t
Mary’s, Rahway. Slater Bona-
venture.
Maureen Shea, 8, St. Ml-
duel's, Union. Slater Chris-
tine.
Kenneth Swedler, 5, St.
Mary's, Rahway. Slater Bona-
venture.
Patricia Tavia, 8, St. Ml-
chaei'a, Union. Sister Chris-
tine.
Robert Torsicllo, 5, St.
Francis, Newark. Sister Rose
Marie.
Celeste Truskolowski, 6, St.
Stephen’s, Kearny. Sister
Mary Adele
Lynne Vitale, 8, St. Mi-
chael's, Unjon. Sister Chria-
tine.
PATRICIA Vitale, 8, Our
Lady of the Lake, Verona. Sis-
ter Marie Kathleen.
Paula Wiech, 5, Our Lady
of Lourdes, Mountainside. Sis-
ter Gertrude Agnes.
Suzanne Wrazen, 6, St. Stan-
islaus Kostka, Garfield. Sister
Mary Adelma.
John Zarra, 5, Our Lady of
Lourdes, Mountainside. Sister
Gertrude Agnes.
THANK YOU - In recognition of the
years of support given by Mt. Carmel
School, Bayonne, to The Advocate, At
Bradley (right), circulation manager,
prelented a plaque to the school and
Individual award* to the 14 top sales-
man. This year the students, under the
direction of Sister Mary Odilia, brought
in 1,000 subscriptions to honor Msgr.
Anthony A. Troika (left) on his 50th an-
niversary as a priest. Among those re-
ceiving individual awards were Pamilla
Dainiak, a first grader (pictured with
Msgr. Tralka), and Margaret Stanek of
the eighth grade.
HIRE'S HOW - Catherine Lewandosko,
Elizabeth Jedziniak, Leona Kopacz (left
to right) made up cheers for The Advo-
cate drive at Mt. Carmel . . .
Denise Lysaght, (left) and
Carol Puciul wrote a song
for the subscription drive...
Ernest Kaminshi broadcast
short Advocate commercials
over the public address sys-
tern...
THE THINKER - Bernadette
Kaminski wrote a speech
urging students to buy The
Advocate, "our wonderful
oaper."
Who Are You?
YOUNG ADVOCATE
CLUB HEADQUARTERS—
Honorable mention certifi-
cates have been won by
three Young Advocates
from the same school. Our
only problem is that we
don’t know the name of the
school or the address of the
students.
Our three mysterious
winner* are: Arthur Mar-
tin, Michael O'Donnell «»a
Richard Pirog,
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Seton Hall University
School of Education
READING CENTER
PATERSON
PURPOSE -
T° provide extra help and ipe<ial Instruction Tor
students who have reading problems and those
who desire to improve their reading ability.
PLACE
151 Ellison Street, Paterson, New Jenev ■
SEMESTER
‘
February 2, 1963 to Moy 25, 1963
Enrollment limitd
SCHEDULE
Pupil* will be scheduled for one hour each Saturday
, between 9:00 and 12:00
grade levels of children
Geode 2 through College
BASIS FOR ADMISSION
1. Interview with child and parent
2. Evaluation of reading ability
3. Psychological evaluation
GROUP INSTRUCTION
On the basis of anticipated needs pupils will be
ploced In groups of 3.4, or 5 students who hove
similar difficulties and who will profit by working
together
STAFF
Director, psychologist, and trained reading specialists
APPLICATIONS
Write to: Mr*. Margaret G. Murphy, Director
Reading Center, Seton Hall University
151 Ellison St., Paterson, New Jersey
or: Telephone LA 5-3425
The bank used by business...
Jti* a =i 'uu:
Jtational state Jlank
OF NEWARK
/>aS COMPLETE BANKING SERVICES
for individuals, too!
You can Judge a bankby the people who use It National State it
proud that it hat served every segment of the community ever since
it opened its doors 161 years ago. Business and professional men
•nd their famlllee, working people, homemakers end householders
a havo found at National State the wide range of eervicet they
need, and the friendly, competent people to help them.
The , WtASUSH© ISIS
NATIONAL STATE BANK
OF NEWARK
Irvington • Orange • Millbum-Short Hills
West Essex-Caldvyell
Mmitr Federal Dopoolt Insurance Corporation
Have You
Read...?
1. Winner* »re announced
ibis week in what contest?
(a) The Young Advocate
Christmas card
«b> CYO Basketball
<c) CYO Journalism
2. Why do Bishops have
coate of arms?
(a) Bishops were once
feudal lords
(h) Bishops are kings of
Heaven
(c) Bishops always carry
banners when preach*
ing
3. llow many new grammar
schools have been opened
in the Archdiocese in the
last 10 years?
(a) 20
(b) 52
(OTO
4. How many Archbishops
are expected to attend the
consecration of the two
*
new Bishops in Sacred
Heart Cathedral Jan. 21?
(a) none
(b) seven
(c) 17
•I eted ‘(q)-y iy
»Ud ‘(q)-f ill »*ed ‘(e)*!
ifl eted 4(e)*[ sH:I.WS\y
Caldwell Girls
In N. Y. Concert
CALDWELL Florence
Mercurio of Bloomfield and
Maria Del Vecchio of West
Orange, both seniors at Cald-
well College, will appear in
the Columbia Medical School
concert Fab. S in New York.
Edwin Barton, concert direc-
tor, extended the Invitation.
Misa Mercurio, who ap-
peared at Carnegie Recital
Hall last year, will sing ac-
companied by HIM Del Vec-
chio.
It
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In Paterson CYO
Eight Retain Undefeated Status
PATERSON - St. Mary’s
(Pompton Lakes) leads a
group of eight teams who re-
main undefeated and are driv-
ing toward championships in
district CYO basketball lea-
gues. -
With an 80 record, St.
Mary’s has the most victories
in the Paterson Diocese and
stands atop the Intermediate
Boys’ League in the Butlor-
Pompton District. Holy Spirit
(Pequannock) is running
ahead of the pack in the Jun-
ior Boys’ League with 7-0. St.
Joseph's (Lincoln Park) and
St. Anthony’s (Butler) share
the top of, the Senior Boys’
League with 6-2 apiece.
IN OTHER Butler-Pompton
play, St. Joseph’s (Echo Lake)
is in first place in the Inter-
mediate Girls' League with 7-0
and Holy Cross (Wayne) is
pacing the Junior Girls' Lea-
gue with 6-1.
In the Boonton-Dover Dis-
trict, Sacred Heart (Dover)
trimmed Mt. Carmel (Boon-
ton), 58-25. and St. Mary’s
(Dover) routed St. Michael’s
(Netcong) as the two victors
stayed in front in the Inter-
mediate Boys' League with 6-0
each. St. Christopher’s (Par-
sippany) beat St. Catherine's
(Mt. Lakes). 51-47, in another
game.
Mt. Carmel (6-2) moved
close to St. Mary’s (5-1) at It
posted a 25-23 win over the
leader in the Junior league. In
another game, SS. Cyril and
Methodius (Boonton) beat St.
Michael's, 28-7.
A DEADLOCK was broken
in the Junior Boys’ League in
the Patcrson-Hawthome Dis-
trict last week. St. Anthony’s
(Hawthorne) took sole posses-
sion of first place with a 26-24
victory against St. Thereto
(Patorsqp). . St. Brendan's
(Clifton) slipped to second
when it lost, 25-22, to Blessed
Sacrament (Paterson).
In remaining junior games,
St. Bonavcnture (Paterson)
beat St. George, 35-30, and St.
Agnes topped St. Boniface,
27-7.
St. Mary's (Paterson) and
St. Joseph’s (Paterson) are
running ahead of the field in
the Intermediate Boya' League
with 7-0 and 5-0, respectively.
A HOT BATTLE U being
waged in the Passaic-Cllfton
District’s Intermediate Boys’
League with St. Joseph's (Pas-
sale), Holy Trinity (Passaic)
and St. John Kanty (Clifton >
leading with 6-1 each. St. An-
thony’s (Passaic) ia cloae on
their trail with 5-2 and a five-
game winning streak.
In the Junior Boys' League,
Mt. Carmel (Passaic) dropped
St. Philip's (Clifton) to second
place as the former tesm scor-
ed a 40-21 victory in a meet-
ing of the leaders. ML Carmel
has 7-0 and St. Philip's has 6-1.
Kopil Seeks
Mile Crown
NEW YORK - Johnny Kopil
of Bayonne, former Villanova
star, will defend his mile title
at the metropolitan AAU in-
door track and field champion-
ships Jan. 18 at the 168th
Street Armory.
A surprise winner over
teammates Ed Moran and
Pete Close last year, the New
York A.C. star will be trying
to make It three in a row this
time. Hia competition is uncer-
tain, due to the NCAA-AAU
war, but one of the main rivals
could be Johnny Loeschhorn of
Wyckoff, an N.Y.U. freshman.
Two strong entries in the 60-
yard dash are Wellington
Davis, former St. Peter’s
Prep ace. and Sam Perry of
Passaic, now a Fordham
freshman. Fordham also has
basketball star John Stevens
of Hackensack entered in the
high Jump.
In 'Private' Race
Setonia Runs SwiftRelay
SOUTH ORANGE - Seton
Hall’s two-mile relay team
Jan. 12 turned in its fastest
performance since the world
record club of 21 years ago,
but the race was held in the
comparative privacy of Wes*
Point's massive field house.
Johnny Gibson’s boys paired
up with St. John’a in an in-
formal event following the
Army-Manhattan dual meet
and won by over 60 yard* in
7:35.7, less than two seconds
behind the record set in 1942
by the Chet Lipski anchored
Pirates. Tom Tushuigham
opened with a 1:55.6 leg,
captain Ed Wyrsch followed
with 1:52.9, Kevin Hennessey
ran 1:55.5 and George Ger-
maim waa clocked at 1:51.7.
SUPPOSEDLY, there waa to
be a full program of event*
for colleges barred from the
Boston K. of C. meet by the
Eastern College Athletic Con-
ference, However, only a hand-
ful of schools showed up. some
of them with incomplete
squads. They could not get the
use of the track until the dual
meet was finished and there,
were no officials on hand to
run the meet.
The Boston meet, is expect-
ed. provided some top indiv-
idual marks by athletes like
Bruce Kidd and John Thomas,
but suffered from the absence
of the college teams. However,
U is worth noting that the
ECAC action took this meet by
surprise and that future indoor
meets may be more ready to
fill the gaps left by the possi-
ble continued absence of the
NCAA-ECAC schools.
ONE BREAK in the ban at
Boston was the presence of
John BcliUa, a Maryland pole
vaulter from New Jersey.
Maryland is a member of the
NCAA, which'hat asked its
schools not to enter AAU-sanc-
tiooed meets, but is aot a
member of the ECAC. which
voted not to enter the AAU
meets until negotiations begin
Jan, 18 between the warring
track groups. To confuse mat-
ters further. Maryland does be-
long to the IC4-A. the track as-
sociation which is allied to the
AAU and to which most ECAC
schools belong
The voice of the athletes
began to be beard to the dis-
pute last week when Vic Zw©
lak. star ViUanova distance
runner, said, that, as far at
be was concerned, he wanted
to compete w th* AAV n.-...
and had no use for the NCAA
sponsored US Track Federa-
tion. Other eastern college aib
lete* were understood to feel
the same, though they remain
ed silent.
Cheerleading
Contest Sot
JERSEY CITY - Entry
blanks for the Hudson County
CYO's third anaoal cheer Is ad-
kng contest have been mailed
to more than too grammar
and high schools in New Jer-
sey. The contest Is scheduled
Jan 77 at Bayonne High.
Our Lady of Victories fJer-
sey City) is the defrodmg
grammar champion and St.
Peter r (NB) holds the high
school title. A third division,
the teenage class, has been
added this year.
news of
Catholic
Youth
Vocation Notes
Another Saint
Who Will Help
By MSGR. WILLIAM F. FURLONG
Students having trouble with their studies are told fre-
quently to pray to St. Joseph of Cupertino; and for very good
•reason* as we shall see. I should like, however, to
suggest theutfyaying to another taint also. The reasons for
the suggestion are different from those recommending St.
Joseph of Cupertino, but 1 think they are interesting, especially
tu young men striding for the priesthood or Brotherhood, and
for young women preparing to become’ Sisters. The other
saint is St. John Francis Regis, a Jesuit priest wbo died in
1640.
• • •
PERHAPS ST. JOSEPH OF CUPERTINO has greater
appeal. Hit scholastic career ia the kind of thing you might
read about in the dream world of make-believe as found in
story books. But in the esse of St. Joseph of Cupertino it
was for real. It actually happened.
It would be difficult today _ in fact impossible to
find in a major seminary a student for the priesthood with
less scholastic ability. He knew that himself. When be ap-
plied to a monastery of Conventual Franciscans all be asked
far was to be admitted a* a servant.
But U was made clear to Joseph's superiors that God
wanted him to become a priest. Cod's decision ia dilficuk to
imagine and. apparently, can be explained only by Hu words
to Isa is* the Prophet: "For my thoughts are not your
thoughts: nor your ways my ways. . . ” (Is 50 8)
‘l*. • • •
FATHER BUTLER, IN lUS BRIEF Life of The Saint,
tells us that when Joseph came up for examination (or the
deaconale an important examination he could speak
on only one text in the BihJe And what did the Bishop do
wbo was examining him? He opened the Gospel book at ran-
dom; bit eyes fell on that one text; and that was the text
Joseph was asked!
He knew bale more when be came up for bu priesthood
examination But all the candidates before him did to well,
that Joseph and all alter turn wet* pasted without an ex-
amination! I guess that make* It clear why students having
trouble with studies are told to pray to St. Joseph of Cuper-
tino
• • •
BIT WHAT A BOLT ST. JOHN FRANCIS REGIS? Why do
we recommend him to students in difficulty with studies?
When we lb ink of aspirants to the priesthood who are in
trouble with school work, we think, not of St. Joseph of Cuper-
tino wbo died in lid. we think of St. John Vianney who died
in 1*» When John first went to school —s private school
for boy* wanting to be priests he w»* about 19 years old.
and be did very poorly. But he found a good friend in St
John Francis Regu
• • •
ONE OF HU RECENT BIOGRAPHERS tells u* that "He
made a vow to go on foot —a distance of some eight miles,
through dangerous forests, begging his way to the tomb of
84- John Francis Regu to ask hu intercession
. .
Ida prayer
was answered and be went forward at * pace that astonished
..." hi* teacher. Father Bailey.
Another of SI. John Vtanaey* recent biographers hat
written. "He had asked for th* grace to be able to learn
enough Latin to become a priest. Ha received Just that . .
He had been granted what he asked no more ”
St. John Francs* Regu did a lot lor St John Vianney He
will do it for you. too
Hudson CYO
Sets Indoor
Swim Dotes
JERSEY CITY - Dal** fo*
faw indoor nlmnloi meet*
•t the CYO Center *tre an-
nounced ibis week by Msgr
Henry J Murphy, Hod»on
County CYO director.
Three of the meet* mil be
on twrj weekend*, the first
Feb. 24 and March 3. spun,
aored by the Jersey City De-
partment of Recreation and
the CYO
The second meet will be
March 17 and 24. sponsored
by the Jersey City Kiwanis
and the CYO.
The annual Hudson County
CYO meet is scheduled April
2d and 21 and the Newark
Archdiocesan CYO meet is
planned April 27-28 and May
4-J.
St. Anthony's
Paces Pinners
NEWARK — St. Anthony's I
(Belleville) stretched its lead
to three games in the Essex
County CYO Teenage Girl*’
Bowling League as It swept
throe garpes from St. Charles
Borromeo Jan. IS.
Holy Famuy t..uUey). which
has the top three individual
bowlgrs in Jane Shiies (140).
Pat Dimichino (133) and Car-
ole Lardier (130), ia tied with
Our Lady of Fatima (Newark)
for second place.
St. Benedict's holds a two-
game edge on St. Mary's (Nut-
ley) and Our Lady of Fatima
in the boys' league. St. Mary's
John lludiik Is the individual
leader with a 186 average.
Closed Retreats
On the Increase
NEW ORLEANS (NC) - An
estimated 1,009 additional pub-
lic and parochial school stu-
dents in this area will make
closed retreats during the cur-
rent school year because of
use of the KC-Abbty camp
near Covington, La.
The camp was used as an
experimental retreat center
during the 1M1-62 academic
year.
It has been used every week-
end since October and a re-
treat is scheduled every week-
end for the remainder of this
school year. *
Jewish Woman
AidsPriests
With Youths
MANCHESTER, N.H.(NC)-
A Jewish woman Is head of a
statewide drive to enable three
immigrant priests to estab-
lish ‘‘settlement houses" for
the rehabilitation of wayward
youths.
Mrs. Sarah Bresnlck is gen-
eral chairman of a $100,000
campaign for "Operation Sal-
vation of Youth,", started by
three member* of the ancient
Italian Community, the So-
maschan Fathers.
The SOY director is Rev.
Lorenzo Netlo, C.R.S., who
came here two years ago with
Rev: Tiziano Marconato,
C R.S. They were joined three
months ago by Rev. Cesare
DeSantis, C.R.S., who is the
superior of the Somaschan Fa-
thers' headquarters here.
Hardly able to speak Eng-
lish when they arrived from
Italy, the priests were sur-
prised when they were wel-
comed by Bishop Ernest J.
Primeau of Manchester,
speaking Italian. They said
they had come from Italy “to
repay in another currency —
by helping America with its
juvenile delinquency problem—-
for the way Americans helped
Italians rebuild churches, in-
stitutions and public buildings
after World War It."
The first of Hie SOY “set-
tlcment bouses” for pre teen
boys is scheduled to be con-
structed Dus spring on a do-
nated 39-arre tract here
Valley Girls
See String
Cut at 30
NEWARK—A victory string
which had been stretched over
39 games by Our Lady of the
Valley High School's girls'
basketball team was brought
to an end here last week by
Holy Family (Bayonne i. 47-
38
The defeat leaves the Or-
ange school in a three way tie
for third place, looking up at
Holy Family and St. Michael’s
(CO, which are 30 aptece
St Michael * gained its third
triumph on a 38 21 decision
against St. Vincent'* Academy
1Newark V
In other game* last week.
Oueen of Peace defeated St
Dominic Academy (Jersey
City). 41 28. and Mt St Dom-
inic Academy (Caldwell > top-
ped East Orange Catholic. SO-
38
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Boystown 11
To Be Honored
KEARNY — Members of
Boystown’* football team,
which won the Northern Divi-
sion championship and fin-
ished one point behind St.
Paul's (Jersey City) in the
battle for the Hudson County
CYO championship, wilt be
honored at a dinner at 6 p m.
here Jan 19 at Lyle'a
Restaurant.
Youth Corner
Striking a Blow
At 'Bad Image'
By ED WOODWARD
A suggestion was made here
last week that we turn the
spotlight upon teenage boys
and girls wbo have shown
courage, imagination and con-
structive leadership.
The intention, as proposed
by Rev. Joseph Baglip of
Minneapolis, is to help correct
a "bad image” which Ameri-
ca has of its teenagers.
DURING THE week, the
first such item came to our
attention. Rev. Robert P.
Egan, director of Boystown,
told us about a gift which
three of his students gave to
him at Christmas.
The gift, a missal stand
made by three young car-
penters—Charles SUnek, Hay
Carr and John Asperlund
is especially pleasing to Fa-
ther Egan. Not only Is the
gift itself valuable and useful
he uses it for daily Mass
—but it assures Father Egan
that the boys appreciate the
value of daily Mass.
"We are always trying to
encourage daily Mass, of
course.” Father Egan ex-
plains, "and it is wonderful to
see the boys here responding
”
The boys could only know that
he needed a missal stand. Fa-
ther Egan added, by coming
to daily Mass.
The boys, who are students
at Kearny High School, made
the stand there instead of at
Boystown so that they cwdd
surprise Esther Egan
WHILE IT LS strictly
statistical and can'! be applied
exactly to every individual, a
report from the U S Depart
men: of Labor figures shows
that a high school diploma is
worth about these
days
That's not the cost of the
diploma, but the amount that
the average person who drops
out of high school before
graduation will lose In hix life-
time as compared to the
graduate. A graduate will
make approximately $403,921
and the non-graduate will
make approximately $257,557
It's worth thinking about,
isn't it?
• » •
AS A PREPARATION for the
Newark Archdiocesan Science
Fair, students at St. Vincent’s
Academy (Newark) participat-
ed in a science display at their
school this week. It marked
the first time that they had
held such an event limited to
St Vincent’s students.
Tlie three top winners were
Immaculate Lamola, mathe-
matics; Elaine Pilkington,
chemistry, and Loretta Nalcw-
icki, biology. Immaculate La-
mola also took third in biol-
ogy.
Council to Plan
Snowball Dance
WEST ORANGE — Final
plans for the Essex County
.Snowball Dance Jan. 26 at Se-
ton Hall University will be
made Jan. 20 at a meeting of
the Essex County Teenage
Council at Our Lady of
Lourdes School Plans will also
be discussed for the coming
year
Anthony Pangaro of Sacred
Heart (Bloomfield), council
chairman, has requested adult
advisors to attend the meeting.
Dancing will follow.
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PLANNING A TRIP?
Call or Write
v
"" for VA
FREE Vacation Plant
j.jJJiuml ‘Qwmi, Inc.
BERGEN MALL
\
HU 9-1111-2
Located in Newberry's • Paramut, N. J. ,OPEN DAILY *OO AM. to 9.30 PAL. /
\ SAT. ifm 5:30 PJA. j j
hilly Arranged Trip* . . Eicortsd or Independent
vCRUISES • FLIGHTS • TRAINS
\ ANYWHERE
UNFORGETTABLE HONEYM
_
Groups • Incentives • Commercial
<iNsy
OONS
Memorable European Catholic Treasure Tours
Save SAFETY
CltltlPROFIT
1
m
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SAVINGS and Loan Associati
40 Commerce Street, Newark 2, N. J. Mitchell 3 0260
mi RAKKING AT KIMNH GARAGI ACROSS IMI STRUT
MR.
MERCHANT!
FLOOR
SPACE
COSTS
MONEY
So Uso It!
CIOMfTTt . . . CAMOY . . . MUSIC MACMIIOS
fOOI lAMJS . . . COMfUTI VINDING
»•» 1.1.nw,.. Cal U lAT77
Dierickx Vending Cos., Inc.
13H Springfield Av*., Irvington, NJ.
SETON HAU UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
South Orange, N. J.
/>
ANNOUNCIS
READING IMPROVEMENT
FOR COLLEGE STUDEnTS AND ADULTS
SPRING SESSION 1963
S*ton Hall Unlveriity offer* reading Improvement
course* for college student* and adults at it* reading
center located In McQuald Hall on the South Orange
Campus.
Classes will be held on Monday and Wednesday eve-
nings from 6i30 p.m. to 7i43 p.m., beginning on Mon-
day, February 4, 1963 and end Moy 27, 1963.
Applications will be accepted until February 1, 1963
For application and further Information, contacts
Professor Joseph Zubko
Reading Center
Seton Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey
Telephone: SO 2-9000, Ext. 171
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Vocation Retreat
In monastic silence & prayer, let us help you decide
your vocation.
Write to:
Retreat .Master
Sacred Heart Monastery
Box 3742
Baltimore 8, Maryland
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BROTHERS OF CHARITY
Teachers • Social Workers - Craftsmen
CONTACT;
UOTHIR STf PHIN APMSTPONO. P.C.
CARDINAL CUSHING ACADEMY
DIPT. I WK? NiWSUIT, MASSACHUSETTS
JESUIT BROTHERS
Ml ■ P*rdh>m Rmo llMtew 4AM* N«w Terlr M. N.
W.EASK SEND ME FREE BOOKLET ON JESUIT BROTHER LUX
=
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited Offering A.B. apd B.S. Degrees
Founded In 1899 by the Sisters of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A fully accredited Liberal Arts College
Conducted by the Sisters of Mercy
Applyt Director of Admissions, lakewpod, N.J.
The Christian
Brothers
invite you to devoto yourself to the
service of Christ in the classroom.
Sil j
Brothers are educators and leaders of
Of Ireland youth throughout North America.
For details, write: Rev. Br. I. C. O'Connor,
21 Pryer Terrace, New Rochelle, N.Y.
sports spot
Close to Home
by ed woodward
The long-smoldering AAU-
NCCA dispute hss burst into
flames which are burning
close to borne, as close as tho
South Orange campus of Scton
Hall University. It's no longer
a paper battle of words, it's a
real thing affecting young
athletes in North Jersey.
Just how much it will affect
these young men may be de-
termined further when a
heralded "arbitration” begins
Jan. 16 under Gon. Mac-
Arthur.
BUT, SETON HALL run-
ners have already felt the ef-
fects of the NCAA's unyield-
ing drive for power over
amalgur athletes. The Pirates
have a two-mile relay team
which many feel is of cham-
pionship, and possibly record,
caliber.
If any athlete is going to
perfect his skills, competition
the tougher the better is
obviously the best method.
When the NCAA, through the
ECAC, kept college athletes
out of the K of C games at
Boston Jan. 12. it denied these
Pirates a chance to sharpen
their abilities.
THE NCAA says that it is
better qualified for reasons
which it hasn't made too clear
to run our amateur athletic
programs. The AAU feels that
* it is able to conduct these pro-
grams and act as our official
body in international competi-
tion as it has done for so
many years.
Regardless of which side is
right, the athletes themselves
should not be to suffer
as they did by missing the
Boston meet. Unless some-
thing happens to change the
present NCIA policy, the en-
tire indoor track season, and
indirectly our 1964 Olympic
hopes, will suffer.
It is hoped that the two
groups or Gen. MacArthur can
bring this hassle to a swift
and just solution, a solution
which will benefit amateur
athletics.
* * •
IT APPEARS that St. Bene-
dict's Prep and Seton Hall
have a monopoly on nip-and-
tuck contests, regardless of
the sport.
The Gray Bees chopped
away a 21-point, third-period
deficit to squeeze out a 60-57
basketball victory with a true
"Merriweir* finish Jan. IS in
their most-recent meeting.
Trailing, 57-54, with about one-
half a minute to play, St.
Benedict'a pulled out the vic-
tory with a six-point spurt.
Those three points — as
slim a margin as it is — is
the biggest gap between the
teams since the 1961 baseball
season when St. Benedict's
scored a 9-5 win. That score
is deceptive though because
the game went 12 innings.
In the 1961-62 year, St. Bene-
dict's nipped.its rival, 21-20. in
football; the Pony Pirates
won. 41-39, in basketball, and
the Gray Bees posted a 4-3,
11-inning victory in baseball.
Episcopalians
Aid Cathedral
SAN FRANCISCO (NC) -
The dean of Sacramento's
Episcopal cathedral has sent
a gift "as a small token of
friendship" to help rebuild St.
Mary's Cathedral here.
Dean Malcom E, Mc-
Cicnaghan of Trinity Episco-
pal Cathedral sent the gift m
■ letter to Archbishop Joseph
T McGucken of San Fran-
cisco. whose cathedral was
razed in a $2 5 million fire last
September.
Dean MrCleoaghan w-rote
that the gift was "not a
mere bookkeeping procedure
through our parish treasury."
but that it was "made up by
smaller individual gifts of our
members of this parish "
Top Ten Threatened
Sernas Challenges Fate Schoolboy Cage Pacesetters
aJIOSELLE Just about every member of
Tbe Advocate'* top ten face* a serious chal-
lenge in the coming week with the possibility
of a big shuffle taking place before the next
list is published.
Crowding the other attractive garnet out of
the spotlight Jan. IS is a visit here by St. Mary's
(E) to take on Roselle Cstholic, the only un-
defeated Catholic team In North Jersey, at
Roselle High School.
Vying for attention will be a battle be-
tween St. Peter’s Prep and Bergen Catholic at
Oradell the same evening.
ROSELLE CATIIpIJC, with JO straight vic-
tories, is pushing St. Peter's Prep for the num-
ber one spot and could gain even more prestige
than it has already with a victory against St.
Mary's, which ranks third and has won seven
of eight games. The lone llilltopprr loss was in
double overtime to St. Peter's.
Roger Radecki is the top scorer and re-
bounder for Roselle, but he isn't far ahead of
Bob Costello and Bob Demsey in scoring as
the Lions concentrate on a team effort rather
than outstanding individual performances. Den-
nis Melofchik and Bill Pittman, the other start-
ers. round out a well balanced squad
During the past week. RoseUe Catholic add-
ed St. Chcilla's, 64-48, and ChrisUan Brothers
Academy, 29- 34, to its growing list of 1962-83
, victims.
St. Mary's, which also rellea on team ef-
fort and defense, is easily the toughest hurdle
for RoseUe to date. The Elisabeth team usuaUy
counts on Bill Hsjeski for consistent scoring and
Jim Murray for backcourt direction.
ST PETER’S, which holds a 9-1 record, his
one victory against Bergen CsthoUc this season,
but the Chisaders appear U> be a much-im-
proved team since that game and they wiU en-
joy the friendly surroundings of their home
court.
Evidence of just how much Bergen Catholic
has Improved Is its 76-St triumph against Don
Bosco last week. It was Don Bosco'* first loss in
the Tri-County Catholic Conference since the
1980-81 season and only Its third in 10 games
this year. Mike Sullivan is the key to the Ber-
gen Catholic attack. As he goes, so go the Cro-
wder*.
Since losing to Power Memorial. St. Peier's
has been running through its Hudson County
-opposition with esse, making another county
championship seem imminent for the Petresns.
THREE OTHER Independent struggles
which will attract keen interest Jsn. 18 will be
Essax Catholic at Seton Hall, Memorial at Holy
Family and St. Cecilia's at St. Aloysius
..
Seton Hall, shaken by St. Bene-
diet s Prep, 80-57, will try to recover againat an
Essex Catholic team which was slung by those
same Gray Bees, 51-42, two days before the at-
tack on the Pony Pirates.
Holy Family built a five-game winning
streak with a 53 36 triumph against Weehawken
and a 59-58 overtime decision against St. Mich-
ael a (UC) last week. That brought the Blue
Bishop*, defending North Hudson champions
Into a position to topple Memorial from the un-
beaten ranks in league play. Holy Family went
Into a game with Emerson Jan. 15 with just
one league loss.
A COUPLE OF resounding wins last week
raised St. AJoyslu* to sixth place and set the
stage for the always-interesting clash with St.
Cecilia's. The Aloysians best St. Mary’s (R),
85-38, and Immaculate Conception. 8134. to
bring their record to 7-3'
That's the same record which St Cecilia's
earned into a game with Harrison Jan t 6 A
personal duel between twno boys who have been
opposing each other for a few years, Bill Con-
nell of St. Cecilia's and Dennis Richardson of
St. Aloysius, will spice that game.
Threatened with a skid after three atralght
losses, St. Benedict's rebounded with three road
triumphs which quickly boosted the Grey Bee*
into the Essex County limelight and into fourth
place in the top ten.
The Newarkers knocked off Our Lady of the
Valley, 66-51, Essex Catholic and Seton Hall
last week to bring their record up to 7-3. The
Seton Hall triumph was a classic, come-from-be-
hind effort.
THE DEFEAT by Bergen Catholic dropped
Don Bosco to ninth in the standing, but the
Dons can be expected to recover and begin to
climb again. However, the rise may atart Im-
mediately since they must face Trenton Cathe-
dral Jan. 20 in their next outing.
Back to-back victories in the Passtic-Bergen
Catholic Conference pushed DePaul into sole
possession of first place last week and hiked
Die Spartans record to 8-1 with five consecutive
triumphs.
They stopped St. Joseph's (P), 68-47. and
St John's, which had been unbeaten in the
P-BCC, 62-51.
Hitting the Road
Tough Foes Await College Fives
Both Seton Hill anti St. Pe-
ter'* are preparing (or south-
era trip* of varying lengths
against mighty rugged opposi-
tion Jan. tl. Paterson Set on
Halt will alto be on the road
that evening to complete a
busy collegiate basketball cal-
endar.
The Pirate* will make their
*econd vUit to the Palestra m
Philadelphia, this time to take
on LaSalle, a team which i*
*parkrd by Bill Raftcry. the
former St. Cecilia'* (K) *tar
ST. PETER'S will also *ee
a familiar face when it tan-
gles with Miami in the first
game of a two-game Florida
tour. Rick Barry of Roselle
Park will be in the Hurricane
lineup. The Peacock* will play
Jacksonville Jan. 24
Paterson Seton Hall will be
cut to complete a »wcep of
Central Atlantic Conference
competition when it visita
King* College in Briarcliff
Manor, N. Y. The Pirate* have
beaten the other .three con-
ference member* in the first
time around and currently
lead with a 3-0 record.
Back tn action after being
out most of last season with
an injured back, Raflery ha*
been picking up his scortng in
recent games and is averag-
ing about M points per game.
His contribution* aren't all in
»coring, however. The Kcarn
T»!e is a good rebounder,
patecr and team leader.
SPEAKING OF tflm
leaders. Scion Hall will have
lU man tn that job. Randy
Cbave, in the lineup for La-
Ralle. lie was sidelined when
the Pirates km to St Joseph s
earlier this month st the Psl
e»tra. That »none of two
losses suffered by Seton Hail
in seven game* before a con-
test at Fairfield Jan 16
Since Chain's return to the
lineup, the Pirates have
beaten Rider. 79-47. and Fair
letgh Dickinson. 8163. for s
2-9. first-place record in the
Garden Site Conference.
In those victories, Nick
Werkman wa* held below hi*
average, but still climbed past
the l.Otgypoint level to 1,0t2.
That puts Mm fourth in all-
time Seton Hirtt Scorthj' behind
Walter Dukes, Dick Gaines
and Richie Regan. The Pirate
junior had 21 points against
Rider for Ms lowest total since
he scored (hat seme amount
against FDU in the second
game of his career. He tallied
27 against FDU last week.
With the pressure of reach-
ing that "magic number” re-
leased. Werkman may move
hack to his usual scoring pace
and help Pirate plans for an
upset of the Explorers. Richie
Dec and Harry Slaton, a cou-
ple of sophomores, have been
improving in recent games, a
factor which It bound to aid
Setcn Hall's hopes Sunny Sun
krtt, a junior veteran, con-
tinues to play his usual steady
game, both offensively and de-
fensively.
ST. PETER'S set the stage
for Ua trip south with two big
victories last week which
boosted it to tN? top of the
Middle Eastern Catholic Ath-
letic Association with a JO
record. The Peacocks, playing
without captain George Me
Nally who was out with an
Illness, stopped loot, 695*. at
Jersey City and trimmed Le
Moyne, the defending Cham-
pton, 66-57. at Syracuse
Tins Kchoe with 46 points
and Lou tnvrrio with 37
points set the two-game scor-
ing pace for the Peacocks, who
buried Iona with a fast break-
ing attack and overcame Le-
Moyne with foul shooting ac-
curacy.
It look two overtimes, but
Taterson Seton Hail extended
its winning streak to six
games last week as it nipped
Jersey City State. 90-78. on a
40-foot shot by sophomore Ed
Uuthcr. That raised 1 the
team's record to 74 and
marked the fourth consecutive
game in which the Pirates hit
so points or more.
Leuther shared the scaring
honors with John Baziotls,
each with 19 points.
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Catholic University
Started in Bolivia
LA PAZ, Bolivia (NC) _
Construction has started on
Bolivia's first Catholic uni-
versity. it wss announced here
by Archbishop Carmine
Rocca, Apostolic Nuncio to
this South American country.
The university, scheduled to
open in 1964, is located in
Cochabamba, Bolivia's second
largest city. Archbishop Rocca
said it will be "one of the
largest and most complete on
the continent."
Question Mark Shadowing Plans
Off Catholic Schoolboy Trackmen
NEW YORK - With a ques-
tion mark hinging over their
heads to bow much the
NCAA-AAli feud will affect
the indoor schoiattir track
season. New Jersey Catholic
Track Conference teams head
back into action Jan 19 a*
they take part tn the Car-
dinal Hayrs invitation meet at
the 168th St. Armory.
Meets such as this one are
not affected by the tragic
track civil war, but the na
tional intertcholastic rbam-
ptonships at ktadiion Square
Garden Feb 23 could definite
ly be hurt, perhaps fatally
This was proved when the Na-
tional Federation of High
Schools Athletic Association
forced Boston area high
schools (and junior high
schools) out of the Boston K
of C meet last weekend
SO FAB AS is known,
the New Jersey schools
have never been asked to vote
on the question of whether
they want to line up with tbe
AAU or with the new United
State* Track Federation
(backed by the NCAA and the
NFHSAA) Nor hat it ever
been announced bow NJSIAA
delegates voted at the cameo
Uasi which backed the USTF
The first scheduled action
for New Jersey schools st an
AAU-sanctioned meet in thu
area l* at the MiUroee Games
Feb. 2 in Madison Square
Garden There 1* a mile relay
for which three New Jersey
schools will be picked at Seton
Hall University in trials that
were to be held Jan 16. Rev.
John J Morgan, Seton Hail
athletic director, confirmed
this week that the school
would abide by its commit-
ment to ho id the trial*, but
mentioned that the schools’
participation in the meet
w-wuld be up to "the National
Federation "
GOING AI DSC, With the
idea that they wiii have to be
polled before they can be
barred, the NJCTC schools are
then aiming their best men at
tbe stiff qualifying require
mem* for the national meet
in the event* Saturday. To
date no NJCTC individual
runner has made the grade for
the Feb 23 meet
The top hopefuls include
Steve Ashurst of Our Lady
of tbe Valley, who will be in
the em this weekend. Gerry
Murphy and Paul Drew of St.
Benedict s, who will run the
60 and 60 yard high hurdles,
respectively; the two-mile re-
lay teams of Essex Catho-
lic (already in) and Seton
Hall; Jim Wolf of Seton Hall
in the hurdles; Gus Zilincar
of Christian Brothers Acade-
my and Tom Obrotka of Ber-
gen Catholic in the shot put;
Dave Faherty of Bergen Cath-
olic and John Eager of CBA
in the two mile run; Phil
Banaahek of St Peter s (NB)
w the 1.000 and St. Aloystus
in the two mile relay.
The NJCTC varsity relay
meet has been scheduled for
Jan. 29 at 4 p m at Newark
Armory. The freshmen will
compete at the same place and
hour Jan. 24.
The Top Ten
(Includes game* Jan. 13)
St- Peter'* prep *.j
Roselle Catholic it •
St- Mary'* (El y.y
SL Bewedirt't Prep 7-3
bet—a Hall g-j
St. Alov nu* 7.3
Holy Family g-j
Bergen Catholic 4.5
!*•« Bosco 7.3
llePaul X)
Basketball Calendar
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Parish Builds House
For Poorest Family
LA PAZ, Bolivia (NC) A
parish here. wMch plans to
build 100 homes for its needy
families, has completed ■ $2,.
000 five-room house for its
poorest family.
Mary Help of Christians par-
ish built the house for a cob-
bler, his wife and five children
who lived for the past seven
years lit a small room.
Brooks Nears
Scoring Lead
NEWARK — The race for
the individual scoring cham-
pionship among North Jersey
Catholic high school teams ap-
pears headed for a three-way,
see-saw battle with Joe Camil-
lery of St. Mary’s being
chased by Tom Brooks of St.
Joseph's (WNY) and Rich
Corsetto of St Booaventure.
CamtUery. who was side-
lined Jan. 13 with an illness,
bolds a slender lead with a
27.1 average. Brooks climbed
hack Into the runner-up spot
with 62 points tn two games,
bringing his average to 26 7.
Corsetto is close behind with
25 8.
Holy Family's Tom Greeley
poured in 33 points against St
Mlchael'a (L’C) last week to
reach his high water mark of
the season at 22.3.
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SPRING PROGRAM
READING IMPROVEMENT
SAINT PETER'S COLLEGE
FEBRUARY - APRIL
sth, 6»h, 7th grad* students
Bth grade students
FOR high school students
college students
adults
Enquire Department of Education
Jersey City 6, N. J.
DE 3-4400
spotted a
bargain?
• buy it now with a
LOW-COST FIRST NATIONAL
Don’t let ■ food buyfo by for lack of cash! Whether If. for
•n appliance, a car, bone fumtshinge—or any other worthwhile
purchaae-byall mean* come in and aee one ot our
Cndit RepteeenUUvee. He wiU be (lad to help you arran S elor a loan that’a conveniently auited to your particularrequire-
ment* and budget. Stop in at any on* of our eleven office*
throughoutHudaon County. The aarvic* is friendly, confiden-
tial and without red tape.
Ath u* about rint National Saving,Ctrtificalaa.
milk a guarar.L—dynrfy inUrtal of 1%.
Better banking begins at
your full-service bank!
the
FIRST I NATIONAL BANK
{(Mx)} orjKnsKVjcmr
Mali Office: One Exchange Place, Jersey City
...aid tM ether convenient office t ia
Jeney City, Hoboken. West New York, Harrison and Kearny
WILLOW
BROOK
RT.23
WAYNE
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STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
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All Makes
and Models
PACE MOTORS
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Dining At Its Best
GILHULY'S
RISTAURANT and lAR
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QUALITY
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CLOTHING
KINTALS
*UN. TILL 4iN
DENVILLE BOAT
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TRUCKS
New Jersey's Largest
Selection of NEW &
USED Trucks for
Crtrb««h. Truck Mof'ogcr
SIfVKC focililici to
HondU inry Sat Truck
KONNER
N. J.’t OUeil Truck Deal
473 Bloomfield Ave.
Caldwell, N.J.
CA 6-4664
ONE YEAR or 12,000 MILE GUARANTEE - WARRANTY
Our recently expanded service facilities and our select buying of
u»sd cars now onablos us to offsr this unhoard of 1 yoar or 12,000
milos guarantee-warranty on usad cars. Our buyers are instructed
to buy only low mileage one-owner automobiles of the highest
quality. *
SEE OUR LARGE SELECTION OF OVER 200 CARS
'SO RAMBLER SI 495 ’6O CHEVBOLFT $1395OMtatß. whit. rW. rad tm*y.
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Ills; MOTOR SALES
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H «fv i h
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U.S. News Roundup
New Impetus for Unity Octave
NEW YORK - Special serv-
ice* will bo held in dioceses
throughout the country be-
tween Jan. 18 and 2S as Cath-
olics mark the Chair of Unity
Octave—an eight-day period of
prayer for the reunion of
Christendom.
Similar prayers will be
aponsored by - Protestant
bodies. Likewise, there will be
observances under other
names in foreign lands, partic-
ularly in Europe.
The observance this year is
expected to take on added im-
petus because of the growing
interest in unity and inter-faith
dialogue sparked by the em-
phasis on Christian reunion
and the welcome accorded
Protestant observers at the
Second Vatican Council.
The Chair of Unity Octave
was inaugurated in 1908 at
Graymoor, N.Y., by Rev. Paul
James Francis, S.A., while he
was an Episcopal minister. A
year later he and other mem-
bers of the Society of Atone-
ment (now known as the
Graymoor Fathers) entered
the Church and the society
carried on the work.
A scries of Masses and devo-
tions will be offered at the Na-
tional Shrine of the Immacu-
late Conception in Washington.
Archbishop Egidio Vagnoxxl,
Apostolic Delegate, will close
the observance which will fea-
ture sermons by priests active
in the dialogue movement.
• 'V..Y; •* ' 1
• -
Ask Religion Ran
SAN FRANCISCO (NC) -
The California State Federation
of Teachers has urged
that religious practices of any
kind be banned in public
schools.
A resolution adopted at the
federation's convention urged:
"That recitation of prayers
in public schools be elim-
inated.
"That school assembly pro-
grams. musical and Christ-
mas programs, be planned,
emphasizing cultural themes
and putting religion in a social
and cultural context and not
for purpose of Indoctrination
for a particular sectarian be-
lief."
•
Plan Netc Schools
ALLENTOWN. Pa. <NC) -
Bishop Joseph McShea of Al-
lentown has announced a
school construction program
including three new high
schools, a diocesan men's col-
lege and additions to three
existing high schools.
The secondary school facili-
ties will provide space for an
additional-7,200 students. The
men’s college will be called
Allentown College of St. Fran-
cis de Sales and wIU be con-
ducted by the Oblates of St.
Francis de Sales.
Construction of the new fa-
cilities is expected to cost
some |l2_ million. A recently
concluded diocesan building
campaign sought a minimum
of $7.5 million and raised $lO,-
318,900.
•
Nixes BirthPlan
RENO, Nev. (NC) Gov.
Grant Sawyer said Nevada has
no intention of setting up a
program for distribution of
birth control information, ac-
cording to an editorial in the
Nevada Register.
The Reno diocesan paper
contacted the Governor after
a member of the Nevada State
Welfare Board had comment-
ed unofficially on the possibili-
ty of affording birth control
information to mothers of chil-
dren who are recipients of
state welfare aid. Such aid is
given under the formal pro-
gram known as Aid to De-
pendent Children (ADC).
The newspaper stated in an
editorial that “Governor Grant
Sawyer . . . informed the
Nevade Register that it (dis-
pensing of birth control infor-
mation) was certainly not the
intention of the present admin-
istration, and that the board
has plenty to do trying to meet
the basic needs of the com-
munity.* **
•
Ohio Suits Filed
COLUMBUS. Ohio (RXS) -
Civil suits against seven cor-
porations charging them with
violating Ohio's Sunday
closing law were filed in the
State Supreme Court here by
Ally. Gen. Mark McElroy.
McElroy said he was acting
against "traders in heavy
merchandising who are clearly
in violation" of the law. lie
said his department did not
plan to move against such
businesses as drug or small
neighborhood store* ami others
falling within the so called
"gray area."
McElroy said he was bring-
ing the litigation "because it
now appears certain that un-
less the present law is en-
forced. the ultimate end will
be e seven-day commercial
week for all Ohio."
•
Housing for Aged
DETROIT (NC) - The De-
troit Archdiocesan Charities
Office has announced the be-
ginning of construction on two
housing units to increase facil-
ities for the sged sod retired,
ities for the sged and the
retired
The two units, being erected
adjacent to the archdiocese's
Rochford Terrace, a motel-
like building for senior
ciiiieni, will include 38 units
each.
Completion is expected by
March 1.
J. C. Priest
To Air Force
JERSEY CITY Rev.
James O. Sheerin, formerly
stationed at St. Patrick’s
Church here, will leave Feb.
I for active duty as a chaplain
in the United States Air Force.
Father Sheerin is a native
of Hoboken and was educated
at Our Lady of Grace School
there and at Seton Hal] Prep
and University. He completed
his theological training at Im-
maculate Conception Semi-
nary, Darlington, and was or-
dained May 28, 1956. at Sacred
Heart Cathedral.
Since then. Father Sheerin
had been stationed at St. Pat-
rick’s. He was released for
duty in the Air Force Sept.
39, 1991, by Archbishop Boland
and wIU serve with the rank
of captain.
Father Sheerin will report to
Plattsburgh Air Force Base.
New York, for his first as-
signment
SERVICE-BOUND - Rev. Jamas O. Sheerin, canter, will re-
port for Air Force duty os a chaplain with the rank of
captoin Fab. 1. Ha receive* congratulations from the pas-
tor of his home parish (Our lady of Groce, Hoboken),
Rev. Daniel F. Meehan (left), and Rev. Francis X. Coyle.
Father Sheerin has been assigned to the 820th Combat
Supply Group, Plattsburgh AFB, N. Y.
Nurse Plan
Approved
PHILADELPHA (RNS) -
PtuladelphiV* Board of Edu-
cation voted to share its pub-
lic school nurse* with paro-
chial schools us the Philadel-
phia Archdiocese
Nurse* will be distributed oo
the basis of one to every
1.800 students in both the pub-
tic and. Catholic school sys-
tems Previously the ratio was
one to IJOO in public schools
and me to 3.380 in parochial
schools
Until now Cathotic schools
have paid their own nurses.
The school board acted des-
pite protests of teacher and
school nurse organisation*
who contended that the public
school program would mffer
with the tnchtason of the paro-
chial schools
The board acini after State
Attorney General David Suhl
ruled that local school dis-
trict* may use local tax funds
to provide the same health
services to private and paro-
chial school children that are
a variable to children in public
schools
Seniors Get Medal
JERSEY CITY _ Eleven St.
Peter's College seniors, rank-
ing in the tog 30% of the col-
lege and top 30% of the ROTC,
have been awarded the Dis-
tinguished Military Student
medal for academic and mili-
tary achievemenu during their
four years at St. Peter's.
Family Life
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College Adviser
Is Due in Newark
NEWARK Wrilism F.
Moran, director of student re-
cruitment for the Catholic Uni-
versity of America, wIU be
available at the Hotel Robert
Treat here Jan. 19 and 20 for
interviews with high school
seniors seeking college en-
trance.
Parents are also invited to
the sessions. Catholic Uni-
versity plan* to increase its
enrollment next fall. Moran an-
nounced.
Find Reference to Jerusalem
JERUSALEM (NC) Exca-
vators found the earliest known
Hebrew Inscription of the word
"Jerusalem” when they literal-
ly fell through the ceiling of a
cave in the Negev desert.
TIIE INSCRIPTION was
found scratched on the wall
of a burial cave near the an-
cient biblical town of Lachlah
in the north of southern Pales-
tine’s semi-desert Negev re-
gion.
The Negev was fertile and
well-populated in ancient times
and has recently been the
scene of major Irrigation proj-
ects.
Before the recent finds, the
oldest Hebrew inscriptions of
"Jerusalem" were found on
Jar handles of the fourth and
fifth centuries B.C. Transla-
tions of the name in Egyptian
and Akkadian, an ancient Sem-
itic dialect, have been found
which date back to 2,000 yeari
before Christ.
The newly found inscriptions,
which seem to have been
scratched into the wall quick-
ly, have two series of words
as well as sketches of three
human figures and two sailing
ships.
One inscription reads: "The
Lord God of the whole earth:
the mountains of Juda belong
to Him, to the God of Jerusa-
lem.”
An Antiquities Department
said the expression, "God of
Jerusslem.” appears only once
in the Bible. This is in the
second book of Parali-
pomenon, in the chapter de-
scribing the Assyrian king
Sennacherib’s siege of Juda
(701 B C.) in the reign of
Ezcchias. Only Jerusalem
withstood the attack of the
Assyrians.
Both the content and the
style of writing seem to indi-
cate that the inscription dates
from the reign of Ezcchias.
Firm’s Clothing
Donation Hailed
NEW YORK (NC) The
Bond Clothing Cos., Rochester/
has given 1,000 top coats
and 100 overcoats to Catholic
Relief Services NCWC for
distribution to needy Cuban
refugees.
The donation was made In
appreciation for CRS NC-
WC’s assistance in locs ting 20
tailors and seamstresses
among Cuban refugees to work
in the clothing company's
Rochester plant.
Castle, Art Works
Donated to Church
GLOUCESTER, Mass. (RNS)
—A feudal castle housing a
collection of medieval art
treasures will be donated to
the Archdiocese of Boston.
John Hays Hammond Jr.,
an inventor, announced that
Richard Cardinal Cushing of
Boston has agreed to accept
the Hammond Museum as a
cultural center for Catholic
college students.
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Take your choice...
NO MONEY DOWN—FREE MOUNTING
LANE’S INC.
659 Communipaw Ave., Jersey City
DE 3-6300
Today, EVERYONE knows
the value of SAVING!
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Practically nobody needs a fobl* that* days to
point out that It'* wit* to »av* for future n*«di. It’*
common knowledge and common rent*. And you
don't need much money to open a saving* account
with ui. Come in and lee how easy it is to start.
There's nothing quite like having money in the bankl
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“See me personally before you
buy any ear. I *lll five you
the deal that can’t be beat:"
TROPHY PONTIAC
UNBEATABLE DEALS NOW!
'63 PONTIACS
TEMPESTS • IE MANS • GRAND PRIX
EASIEST PAYMENTS • FINEST SERVICE
PUIS wonderful selection of Used Cora
988 BROADWAY
BAYONNE
HE 7-4900
Open Evenings
630 Main Street
Haackensack, NJ.
HU 7-3000
FREEZER OWNERS
No money down... 4 months to pay!
Full Hindquarter of
U. S. Choice Beef
Custom cut into enough delicious
Sirloins, Porterhouses, roasts, stew,
beef, chopped beef, etc. to serve ban-
quet meals to the average family for
four months. Flash-freezing, freezer,
wrapping and delivery included.
TERMS AVAILABLE
Avaraga Ordar Is Accompaniad by a Fillad Book of
TRIPLE-S BLUE STAMPS!
If you wanttheheat ...
tfhdwbU is the place
Latin American News Roundup
Priority to Farm Leadership
CARACAS, Venezuela (NC)
A special program to train
leaders among Latin Ameri-
ca's farming masses is being
given top priority in 1963 by
the Latin American Confedera-
tion of Christian Trade Un-
ionists.
The group based its pro-
gram on the principle that liv-
ing standards for industrial
workers cannot be raised until
farm problems are settled.
Latin America’s dispossessed
farmers are flocking to the
cities and adding to the
poverty already existing there.
THE . CONFEDERATION,
representing 1.2 million mem-
bers in 18 nations, has dedi-
cated itself to a farm reform
program that calls for the
breaking up of large landed
estates. It warns, however,
that parcelling such lands into
tiny plots is not an effective
solution to farm problems.
In pressing for agricultural
reform, the confederation is
calling upon Latin American
nations to support land redis-
tribution with better rural
schools, roads, markets, credit
and other assistance.
The confederation set up an
organization for farm workers
in December. 1961, with head-
quarters in Mexico City, and
regional headquarters in Brit-
ish Honduras, Chile, Ecuador
and Venezuela.
Chides Landowners
LIMA, Peru (NC) - An
Italian priest told a crowd of
1,500 hero that landowners
who fail to exploit their lands
while people are going hun-
gry "betray the motherland."
Rev. Riccardo Lombardi,
S.J., founder and director of
the Movement for a Better
World, tpeaklng at a cere-
mony which waa part of this
city’s first Week for Peace in
Christ, said:
"Tbey betray the mother-
land, those who deposit their
capital in North American or
Swisa banka while the mother-
land lacks funds to develop
her economy.
"They betray the mother
land, those who do not exploit
their lands while there are
people who lack work and
food.”
•
Day of Sacrifice
BUENOS AIRES (NC) -
Argentina’s Catholics have
planned a National Day of
Sacrifice for March 23 In con-
nection with the World Week
for the Campaign Against
Hunger.
The observance is sponsored
by the Argentine Catholic
Commission for the' World
Campaign Against Hunger.
The World Week is sponsored
by the UN Food and Agricul-
tural Organisation.
•
Halt Publication
MONTEVIDEO. Uruguay
(RNS) El Bien Pubhco.
Montevideo’s Catholic daily
and Uruguay’s oldest newspa-
per, has stopped publication
here because of financial dif-
ficulties and increased de
mands of printing workers for
higher wages.
In a notice to other papers.
Dr. Cesar Luis Aguiar, editor
of El Bien Publico, which was
founded in IST*, said the de
cision to cease operations was
prompted by a workers' de-
cision to stage a sitdown
strike until their wage de-
mands were met.
' •
Party Recognised
SANTO DOMINGO. Domini.
c»n Republic (NC) - The So-
cial Christian Revolutionary
Party, whose platform is
avowedly based on Catholic
social principles, ranked third
m the recent national elec-
tions. and won recognition as
a continuing political party
The national Electoral Coun-
cil, in certifying Dominican
Revolutionary Party leader
Juan Boich president-elect,
also gave formal recognition
Ranking first is the
to four parties.
moderate-left Dominican Rev-
olutionary Party. Second
place went to the conservative
National Civil Union. The So-
cial Christian Revolutionary
Party waa third and the Dem-
ocratic Revolutionary Nation-
alist Party, a moderate con-
servative group, fourth.
More than a score of par-
ties had entered candidates,
but only four gained the mini-
mum S% of the electoral vote
which is required for classifi-
cation.
•
Suits Forbidden
RIO DE JANEIRO (RNS)—
Priests who abandon tradition-
al robes .to wear “civilian''
clerical garb are prohibited
from celebrating Mass or par-
ticipating in other Church
rites in Rio de Janeiro.
Jaime Cardinal de Barrns
Camara of Rio de Janeiro de-
clared that “any priest who
presents himself without robe
will be automatically prevent-
ed from celebrating Mass or
exercising any other religious
function."
The order exempts only mil-
itary chaplains in service and
priests in transit “coming
from countries where other
customs prevail officially."Tax Ruling Hurts
CARACAS, Venezuela (NC)
The existence of Catholic
schools and welfare in-
stitutions in this South Am-
erican nation has been
threatened by a government
decree ruling that donations
to them are no longer tax free.
Most of Venezuela's 361
Catholic schools and 112 wel-
fare organizations have been
receiving large contributions
from individuals and bus-
inesses. These are expected
to decline sharply as a result
of the new ruling.
Further difficulties have
been created for Catholic
schools by another new gov-
ernment ruling that starting
in September all school direc-
tors will have to be graduate
teachers. Catholic schools in
this country are educating
cloae to 20,000 students, more
than a third of them free of
charge.
The Venezuelan Catholic
Secretariat for Education has
released figures showing that
43 r» of pupils attending Cath-
olic grade schools pay no
tuition.
Education is given free to
9*3- of Catholic high school
students
"Private Catholic schools in
Venezuela," the secretariat
declared, "will become en-
tirely free, according to the
wishes of the Bishops, when
the state gives them an equit-
ahle share.. .of its educational
budget."
Church Schools
Share in Grants
NEW YORK INC) - U. S.
Catholic colleges and universi-
ties continued to share in Ford
Foundation grants to strength-
en private higher education
and the preparation of teach-
ers in 1962 * .
This is revealed in the in
nual report of the huge phi-
lanthropic association, which
allocated I12J JM.9BB for edu-
cation in the V. S
,
last year.
Total grants for all purposes
came to mi 7 million
Actual 1962 payments to
U. S Catholic institutions of
higher education, at distinct
from pledges, came to a total
of tl.109.lM. the report showi
The foundation's biggest
general education program
pledges support for the devel-
opment of selected private lib-
eral arts colleges
Would Block
Birth Plan
SPRINGFIELD. 111. (NC)-
Among the first measures In-
troduced In the Illinois Legis-
lature were bills lo prevent the
use of tax funds to support
birth control programs.
The legislation is designed to
■top the Illinois Public Aid
Commission from carrying
out its recently adopted policy
of giving birth control infor-
mation, devices and related
medical cane to those on
relief.
ONE BILL was sponsored by
Sen. Morgan M. Finley of Chi-
cago. He represents the dis-
trict in which Chicago’s pow-
erful Mayor Richard Daley
Uvea and is the mayor's politi-
cal protege. He was Joined by
several other Chicagoans as
co-sponsors.
In, the House. Rep. Ralph
Smith of Alton, who introduced
a biU similar to Finley’s fore-
cast victory for such legisla-
tion by a two-thirds vote.
Knights’ Bulletins
In State Content
UNION CITY A contest lo
select the best publications of
New Jersey councils of the
Knights of Columbus was an-
nounced this week by State
Deputy Charles W. Gardner.
January. February and March
issues of the council bulletins
will be judged on a diocesan
basis by members of the state
public relations committee and
the staff of the state publica-
tion. the Cavalcade
Two best-in-the state winners
—one printed and one Don-
printed will be selected
from the diocesan winners by
John J. Dane, slate public re-
lations chairman.
DEPAUL WING - Architect's drawing shows 12-class-
room, two-story addition planned for DePaul Diocesan
High School. Wayne. Bids on this and a second wind add-
ing locker rooms and gymnasium storage area will be
received Jan. 23. Rev. John P. McHugh is director of the
school, Opened in 1957.
Charges Portugal
Neglects Missions
LUANDA, Angola (NC)
Angola's main Catholic paper
declared that the Portuguese*
government has left the work
of educating Angola’s nstlve
people to Catholic missionaries
without giving them help.
O Apostolado said in an edi-
torial that Portuguese law
leaves entirely to missionary
personnel the task of teaching
the natives of this African ter-
ritory. This is “a tremendous
burden from which the state
seems to have wished to rid
itself." the paper saw!.
BACH MISSIONARY re
reives an average subsidy of
only 130 a month, according
to the paper It called it ridl'u
Sous to expect a priest to sup-
port a school as well as him-
self for such a sum
“The stale has left the re.
sponsibillty of education of the
natives to us without, how-
ever, giving us eilhor teach-
ers, teaching equipment or
schools." said O Apostolado
"At this very moment, there
are district governors and ad-
ministrative authorities who
claim that the Catholic mis-
sions should distribute free
school materials to the pupils
and who tell teachers that the
missions have the obligation
to distribute them free of
charge. But where is the mon-
ey 7"
The paper was taking to task
Angolan Journalist Horacio
Caio for his new book. "Aug-
ola, It* Days of Despair: Th*
Muttons and Catholic Mission
aries." It said Caio seemed to
be blaming the ineffectiveness
of Catholic missionary work
for recent subversion.
An Early Start
PORTLAND, Or* (NC)-In-
formal instruction in geom-
etry beginning as early as the
Irst grade will be introduced
into elementary schools of the
Portland Archdiocese next
year.
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is first in theresearch andproduction ofchemicalsl
Talk chemicals, and you must say “New
Jersey”, for in our State we produce a
greater value of chemical products
than any other state in America. The
annual sales value is over $3 billion a
year or one-tenth of the national total.
Over |1 billion has been spent in the
last ten years for new plants and re-
search facilities. We have more than
1100 chemical plants and laboratories
employing 81,000 people with a total
annual payroll of 8600 million. Forty-
six of the nation’s fifty-three largest
chemical companies have operations
here.
The chemical industry likes New
Jersey because our State has a highly
skilled labor force, deep-
water ports, fine trans-
portation facilities, a
good educational system,
is near to raw materials
and is in the heart of the
world's richest market.
PUBLIC BRRVICK ELECTRIC AND QAB COMPANY’
Taxpaying Servant of a Great State
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Just Being a Catholic
Mate You a Missionary
A Catholic by his very na-
ture roust be missionary, for
the word ‘‘Catholic’’ means
“universal." Catholics arc
blessed with the Faith in or-
der to become the medium of
blessings to others.
The Society for the Propaga-
tion of tho Faith provides the
medium for all Catholics to
become missionaries. All your
Kitts and sacrifices for the
missions go to the Holy Fa-
ther. The beauty of the So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith is that it never sin-
gles out for help any one so-
ciety, area, mission —■
any
one country more than an-
other.
Missionary work is divine.
It prospers by sacrifice - the
denial of self for the love of
Christ Who died for every-
body all over the world. The
generosity of American Catho-
lics to the poor of the world is
bound to. bring down many
blessings upon them and their
land.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark t, N. J. Phone (23-UM.
Hours: Daily, • a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, t a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrasse St., Paterson 1. N. J. Phone ARmory 4-940#
Hours: Dally, a a.m. to 5 p.m.: Satarday, a a.m. to it
Donut ions to lbe Society /or lbs Propugution of lb*
b'uitb *r* income tux deductible.
'Big Celebration'
In Safotulafai
Rev. Ted Ellis, S.M., a bit
wary over the outcome of the
“biggest celebration" ever ob-
served in Safotulafai, Sawaii,
was much gratified at the re-
suits. Instead of being In debt
at the end of the festivities,
the people had a little money
left over. >•
"It took more than 10 years
of hard work to build the
church," Father Ellis writes
from Sawaii.
"Since ours is one of the few
villages having chiefs with
high titles, the village families
worked hard to provide hous-
ing and food for the visiting
dignitaries. It seemed like a
terrible waste for afterwards
the people would go hungry
for a while. Yet, this is their
way.
"We were a bit worried
about the debt, too. because
after the celebration the peo-
ple rest on their laurels. But,
all went off well according to
Samoan custom, featuring a
pantomimed history of the
Church. When it was over we
found they had made enough
money to pay all the debts
with a little money left over.
"Please keep us in mind as
we sorely need all the help we
can get.”
Mission Appeal
In N. Arlington
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal on behalf of the
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith on Jan. 20 at
Queen of Peace, North Ar-
lington. Msgr. Leßoy E.
.McWilliams, pastor.
Bishop Stanton thanks
Msgr. McWilliams and oth-
er pastors of the archdio-
cese for making these ap-
peals possible.
Plea From Malaya:
‘Pray, Pray,Pray’
"The children here are be-
coming more and more num-
erous," writes a Sister in
Pemang, Malaya, "and you
would wonder where they
come from." Explaining that
Sisters’ schools in that area
average about 2,000 pupils, she
says that "first and above all
we have to work for their con-
version."
"To get them all to sray has
already been accomplished,
and now that this has tran-
spired they want to be bap-
tiled." she writes. "But, of
course, the real trouble is to
get the parents' consent. I
know you do pray for our mis-
sion, but now I ask you again
to pray, pray. pray, as it ts
only prayer that will move
hearts.
"We have some poor priests
here who are building
churches in different parts of
the diocese, but of course, as
it Is with us Sisters, more
could be done if there were
more money. While we need
money for food and school
supplies, the priests need ehal-
ices, ciboriums, vestments,
end so forth even a part
of any vestment would be wet-
come.
"If you hear of anyone wbo
would like to do a deed of
charity, please refer us to
them. We hare just come out
of our beautiful retreat. Al-
though we were tired when it
started, we are glad now, as
it gave us some days more at
the seaside which we badly
needed for a chance from
our hot climate. Please help
us over here so far from you,
our dear friends."
A Quarter a Day
Cares for a Leper
There are still 12 million
lepers in the world in spite of
the modern ace of medical
progress. In Africa, alone,
there arc more than two mil-
lion afflicted with the disease.
Writing of St. Francis Mis
sion in Northern Rhodesia.
Rev. Aloysius M. Jacoby.
O.F.M. Conv,, states that "We
have a smalt colony of 30 na-
tives afflicted with leprosy,
"hut our people are more for-
tunate than most. We have the
services of a doctor and a Sis-
ter-nurse well versed In treat-
ment of the disease.
“Thanks to a relatively new
drut. Dapson, leprosy can be-
ar rested Administered daily
and ui the early stages of the
disease, this drug has given
new hope to thousands. Un-
fortunately. many natives
come to us too late. One male
patient, for example, hat lost
half of one foot and the toes
of the other.
"Our catechist is a leper
who teaches twice a day. Be-
cause the people can neither
read nor write, everything
must be taught by word of
mouth.
“We can take care of each
patient for about 23 cents a
day. That does not seem like
a big expense, but right now
with the 30 in the colony, you
can figure out the approximate
cost per day and per month
Would not someone Uke to
provide one or more of our
poor, dear tick with the means
to improve their condition —
spiritually and physically?"
Asia Leadership
Drive Planned
FRIBOURG, $«tUerUod
(RNS) — Flans for establish-
ing an itinerant team of ex-
perts to lour Asian countries
were discussed here by the ex-
ecutive committee of the Con-
ference of International Cath-
olic Organisations (C1CO).
The team would be organis-
ed in cooperation with the
Permanent Committee for In-
ternational Congresses of the
Lay Apostolate (COPECIAL)
and would include representa-
tives of both organisation!.
The committee requested the
CICO'a social commission to
plan a series of training
courses for young leaders in
developing countries. Including
one for English-speaking Afri-
ca.
It also approved proposals
for closer contacts between in-
ternational Catholic organiza-
tions and missionary orders
and congregations.
New Turkish Stamps
Honor Virgin Mary
ANKARA. Turkey (RNS) —
The government of Turkey haa
issued n set of four stamps
which picture the last homo of
the Virgin. Mary.
The home in which the Virgin
la believed by tradition to have
ipent her last daya ia located
near tha biblical city of Ephe-
au*.
DEPUTIZED - As part of a civil defense program in-
augurated at the Academy of the Immaculate Conception,
Opelousas, la., the Christian Brothers on the faculty were
mode special deputy sheriffs of St. Landry Parish (county.)
Above ore Brothers Anthony, Kenneth and Ignatius,
wearing their deputy sheriff badges. Seated Is St. Landry
Parish Sheriff D. J. Doucet.
Latin American Countries
Asked to Resettle Cubans
WASHINGTON. D. C (RNSI
American voluntary agen-
cies meeting her* with
rcsentstives of the U. S gov-
ernment's Alliance for
Progress urged th»t help be
given m resettling Cuban refu-
gees in Central and South
American countries
A committee report on find-
ings of the two-dsy session
said Cuban refugees and emi-
grants from Europe have
"skills and professions that
can make a significant con
tnbufion to national develop-
ment in Latin America."
Till: REPORT urged Ihq,
U. S, government to work with
Latin American governments
on a program to help volun
tary agencies which are con
cerned with the problem of
Cuban refugee resettlement
It said voluntary agencies
"rejoice in the spirit and the
fact of partnership" between
the private groups and the Al-
liance for Progress in carry-
ing forward the programs of
training, development, and
technical assistance
It wai recommended that
councils of local voluntary
agencies be formed in each of
the Latin American countries
to work with the program.
"The voluntary agencies ap-
prove heartily file ideas and
goals of the Alliance for Prog-
ress." the committee said,
"particularly for stimulating
reform of social and economic
structures of our sister nations
of the hemisphere
"Despite certain criticisms,
as private groups of the
United Slates we applaud (be
overall initiatives taken by
our government within the Al-
bance “
School Mission Gifts Increase
NEWARK-School children
of the Newark Archdiocese
gave $287,728.28 to the mis-
sions during the 1961-62 school
year, it has been reported by
Bishop Stanton, archdiocesan
director of the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith. This
was an increase of $719.33.
Bishop Stanton revealed that
Immaculate Conception Semi-
nary, all three local colleges.
49 high schools, one hospital
school of n.ursing. 222 gram-
mar schools and 32 CCD
schools achieved Honor Roll
status for 100% membership
in the pontifical mission-aid
societies.
PROPAGATION of the Faith
dues came to $30,562.50, an in-
crease of $150.96. Dues for the
Association of the Holy Child-
hood came to $13,660.24, an in-
crease of $61.54.
The Society for the Propa-
gation of the Faith also re-
ceived mite box offerings of
of $50,752.59.
Besides the annual dues, the
$54,120.45 and other donations
Association of the Holy-Child-
hood received adoption offer-
ings of $55,945.21, Christmas
seal offerings of $59,387.92 and
donations of $425.
MARYLAWN of the Oranges
School, South Orange, led all
schools In per capita contribu-
tions with an average of
$15.99, an increase of $2.60 per
pupil over the previous year.
Students at St. Dominic's
Academy, Jersey City, gave
an average of $13.97 and those
at St. Aloysius Academy, Jer-
sey City, an average of $11.45
to place second and third.
Other divisional leaders
were: Regional and parochial
high schools, Sacred Heart,
Elizabeth; grammar schools,
St. Anthony’s, East Newark;
institutions. St. Anthony’s Or-
phanage, Arlington, and Con-
fraternity schools, St. Peter’s,
Belleville.
Invite Retired
To Join Corps
WASHINGTON - The Peace
Corps announced here that it
will require some 6,000 volun-
teers in the next 12 months
and estimates that up to half
that number could be selected
from among people planning
to retire during the period
Teachers, health workers,
technicians and professions!
workers are the chief occupa-
tional groups from which re-
tired people could be selected,
it was announced
Persons planning to retire
may secure further informa-
tion by writing to the Peace
Corps. Washington 25, and ask-
ing for the brochure "Older
Volunteers in the Peace
Corps "
AUTHORITY. infallibility
and indefectibihty are the at-
tributes of the Church.
Still Say Mass
In Canton
HONG KONG (RNS)—Mass
is still being celebrated at the
Canton Catholic Cathedral, but
only in the early morning
hours before priests go to
work in factories, a Catholic
refugee from Communist
China said here.
The priests must work to
earn a meager ration to keep
themselves alive, the refugee
said.
In the country/Sde in Kwant-
tung Province, the religious
situation is worse. Practically
all churches and chapels have
been taken over by the com-
munist authorities and turned
into public meeting halls or
warehouses, the refugee re-
ported
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WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
S«ND A WIIKENO WITH 000
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
Ntnbentf A WH, Retreat Jan.
Conduced by the meekt el
Pout i Abbe,
PI*OM make t«ur«ofiom early
Write for information fat
DIRECTOR or RtmtATl
Om*h el hm Retreat Hem
*l. feefe Abbey, Newton. NJ.
As long
As Yob Live
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tHU-ENDABUC
GOOD INCOMX
FDS
SOCIETY OF
D**.
STONY LODGE
Ossinlng-on-Hudsoa, New York
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely equipped lor
Diagnosis and Treatment of Mental and Nervous Conditions
InsulinComa Electroshock Psychotherapy
Masses and Sacraments Available
LEO J. PALMER, M.D.
Medical Director
Charies A. Bright, M.D. Maurice J. O'Connor, M.D.
Associate Director Associate Director
Telephone 914 Wl 1-7400
END MARKET UNCERTAINTIES
ENJOY
A SECmtE IB BMITE INCOME FOR LIFE
MISSION CONTRACT
YOVmBBQMA*
«nrUb
DETABS TO
Zoo« State
REV. FATHER RAI PHir. n rcm.rrl s.v.D. catholic universities
316 N. MICHIGAN / CHICAGO 1
DOILY MOUNT
NURSING HOME
U»4»» t>»H Uwu
*» nHthM k»«i H Q.«'
•w'W wd V»K«M lm««d •-
i»n«W*f ill tKnWutfn
14 HOW* HUIVNO lIWI
SYLVIA NOU BOLSTER. I N
C-«t'nl
* lA-4.H WAIT
» VAun *oao. cimoH n j
INDIA: THE MONSOON BLOWS
TWICE EACH TEAR DM ■»»—«— (Mi nt*» *W India. On
their way ImitD lb* huh HuwatayM peaks they Irl tall llulr
h*a»y kirirM I i aim. irtatklH UM
nnlntUi Ml« . . . To the rM
of Mu. th* H>UH knar*
# lh*W MtM IkUl make Um inUIt** *• Um «*■*« cm make iml forIk* uagl* dally mil . . . Bal Um »y-W»mm ilm l*u in* ihetr triill*
ahrllrrv la Ik* tillage of VAEOOR. la
Ik* diwreao *f TIBI VALLA. Kerala,
-ckucch' to * bat imlM by Btohap
ku AUumiU* . . . Hkra Ik* Mtoalaa
aUttow *t**r4 ■ few mmlk« no. a*(
■ *la<l* ('alkali* Ut*4 la VAROOR.
Already Mar* Um mi haadrrd bat* b**a eaaierted ... Bal
lb* Muaaaaaa Urratoa aad UM Calhafies ml VABOOB tear ikelr
fr*U chapel aUt aaf stand up U U< U«ra A stranger building
«m b* creeled far MAH-ftJM far Ik* land. HIM far ewa-
•UktUaM- Waal yaw help now. brfar* lb* big wind *UrU to
klrt*
ThtU) factor) Mmm Ajd
firdtOm*JOmd
WHEREVER ST. PAUL'S TRAVELS TOOK HIM. dram* and
viol roe* teemed ta brrak out* At Phllllpl, hU word* put him in
prttoa. then an earthquake destroyed th* walls ... At Epheiui
a whole dip row In anger and cootuiion at hia talk; on lb* way
to Malta h« waa shipwrecked
. . . Having escaped thto. hr wet
bitten by a viper. Then at Putroli ho auyed on* week within
the tbadowr of Mount Vesuvius, not far from Pompeii and Hrr-
tulaneum . .
.
You know what happened to those ancient ettlea
ahortly after Paul passed by. This eery dramatic man had a
world-shaking menace the doctrine of the Mystical Body of
Christ . . . Many of our missionaries walk (much more quietly I
In St. Paul's footsteps In the Holy Land today. You tan help by
sending us a STRING LESS GIFT which we can use where most
needed.
DO NT FORGET! Jwst l!M frwen yen will send a blanket ta
a Redentn. an* at th* PALESTINE REFUGEES wk* feel tkelr
homeletaaru even mere the** cold winter alfhUS
■The tragic beauty of the face of Christ
Shines In the face of man;"
So saya Ft. Daniel Berrlcan. gj. in a poem from hts new book
fThe World far Wedding Blag; Macmillan Cos ) . . . The young
missionary DAMIEN DE VEUSTER had nothing of the poet
about him that day when be first landed at the MOLOKAI leper
colony snd looked at the crowd before him. Yet where moat
men would have seen only ugliness, th* scan of sickness, hs
saw the fees of Christ, trifle yet beautiful ... Today 1 this dis-
ease has lost much of IU age-old dread due to medical advance*
that make possible a cure. BUII, throughout our NEAR EAST
territories wo must provide cars for IU victims . . . Join our
DAMIEN CLUB snd send 91 a month for this great cause.
KINDLY REMEMBER THE CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WEL-
FARE ASSOCIATION IN YOUR WILL. Mm stipends are
aften swr missionaries' chief support. Day by day they depend
■pan we. Membership In our society to 91 ■ F*«r far a single
perssni $9 far a family.
DEAR MONSIGNOR:
Inclosed Is my donation of for
Mamo -
Amu
atr Zona Stats
(mL
<RearEast (Dissions
WANOT CARDINAL iPfiLMAM. President
M*W Jseepb T. Ryan/Mah Res'*
CATHOLIC NIAR lAST WHPARI ASSOCIATION
410 UxlngtonAv#. at 46th St. Now Yorfc 1 7, N. Y.‘
«
.I,
.
ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
RLAIRSOIN. PIAPACK. N. J.
Oueat Him for Wotnon ano
Retreat Ham
ArtieUe French Chateau of breath-
takina beauty tn the Someraat little
Ultra modern faetlltlee. Healthful
climate. Kacellent meala. Open year
round to Coovaleacenta. Vacationlrtg
and Permanent Goeela
He treata from September to June
eacept the Thankaatetne. Chrtatmaa.
and New Yeare Weekend!. Dari
and Cvenlnaa of Recollection.
Directed by the lletere of tt. John
the Rapt tat. Plane ch HIM tail
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-2266-A7
JW-HI «•<*»♦ Iwd (Oppot.lt Hoi, CfOii) No. Arl.ogtoo
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
4 1 ""*' ’•*'» H. Hoppof h Hit lorgotl•MoofsOoror of Montrol, m> Now forvo.
• W# po»« N•• twr (wt*om«r« a
el vf te XT. by m<U|
fa tke yenketff.
• AU wa*k i« dene by tacai tfeae-
Cftlw* A carvart Kara at aar
F*aat. attar.nf yaa al named-
afa datrrary.
• taa caa in*pact tke memorial
Kara at work prtfrniM
* W# Wove at ear plant a lerpe
•tack al raw notarial, enabling
at fa <a*plate year dieite an
fKarf aatka.
In Time of Seed
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose cjreful and understanding service is inaccord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
m innessey
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATIo, 8 1362
TRtNKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD • BOGOTA
lirriE PERRY
HUbbord 7 3030
VOUC FUNERAL HOMES
JEANICK: TE 6-0202
BOGOTA: HU 9 2202
JOHN J. FEENEY A SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOO. N. J.
Gilbert 4-7630
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. NJ.
HUbbord 7-1010
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKI
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Monomer
'
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEb»fer 9-0098
ESSEX COUNTY
OORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE. -
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
East Orange, N. J,
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUEISENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Hueltenbeck
Director
EStex 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
DECAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
GEORGE AHR A SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
' Irvington, N. J.
EStex 2-8700
STANTON FVNERAI HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N, J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3 0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
EStex 3-6053
JOHN J. OUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange ? 0348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY.
Director
206 BEL LEVI HE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
GORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L V. MUHIN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
HUDSON COUNTY
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jertey City, N. J.
Charlet A. Stevent,
Manager
OElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE G. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
SW 8-8114
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 45th STREET
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAL HOMI
20th ST. A HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENIINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNion 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM.
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266 •
WILUAM SCHLEMM. INC
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N. X
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEnderton 4-0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
- Oldfield 9-1456
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plaint, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
BERMINGHAM
FUNERAL HOME
249 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WHARTON. N.J.
FOxcroft 6-0520
PASSAIC COUNTY
GORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
,
MUlberry 4-5400
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRetcott 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetcott 7-0141
UNION COUNTY
GORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
Advocate,
. '
MArkot 4-0700
List Prelates Who Will Attend Consecration
NEWARK - Archbishop Bo-
land will bo joined by seven
Archbishops snd 57 Bishops at
the consecrations of Bishops-
elect John J. Dougherty snd
Joseph A. Costello as Auxiliary
Bishops of Newark Jan. 24.
Archbishop Boland will be con-
secrator and Bishops McNulty
and Stanton will be co-conse-
crators.
Bishop Walter W. Curtis of
Bridgeport will preach the ser-
mon.
THOSE ATTENDING in-
dude Archbishop Patrick A.
O'Boyle of Washington, Arch-
bishop Karl -J. Alter of Cin-
cinnati, Archbishop Celestine
J. Damiano of Camden, Arch-
bishop John F. Dearden of
Detroit, Archbishop James P.
Davis of San Juan, Archbishop
Lawrence J. Sbehan of Balti-
more, Archbishop John P. Cody
of New Orleans and Archbishop
Ambrose Senyshyn, 0.5.8.M.,
of the Archeparchy of Phila-
delphia.
Bishop L. Leech of
Harrisburg, Bishop Vincent S.
Waters of Raleigh, Bishop
John King Mussio of Steuben-
ville, Bishop William A. Scully
of Albany, Bishop J. Carroll
McCormick of Altoona-Johns-
town. Bishop Russell J. Me-
Vlnney of Providence, Auxil-
iary Bishop James H. Grif-
fiths of New York, Bishop
George W. Ahr of Trenton,
Auxiliary Bishop Alexander
M. Zaleski of Detroit, Auxil-
iary Bishop David F. Cunning-
ham of Syracuse.
Bishop Leo A. Pursley of
Fort Wayne-South Bend, Aux-
iliary Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
of New York. Bishop Joseph
McShea of Allentown, Auxil-
iary Bishop John J. Board-
man of Brooklyn* Bish-
op James J. Navagh of Og-
densburg. Bishop Joseph H.
Hodges of Wheeling, Auxiliary
Bishop John F. Hsckett of
Hartford. Bishop Walter P.
Kellenberg of Rockville Cen-
tre, Bishop Bernard J. Flana-
gan of Worcester, Auxiliary
Bishop Joseph M. Pernicone
of New York, Auxiliary Bish-
op Jeremiah F. Minihan of
Boston.
BISHOP ROBERT F. Joyce
of Burlington, Most Rev. Nich-
olas T. Elko. Apostolic Ex-
arch of the Pittsburgh Greek
Rite; Auxiliary Bishop Philip
J. Furlong of New York, Bish-
op John L. Morkovsky of Am-
arillo, Auxiliary Biphop Lau-
rence F. Schott of Harris-
burg, Bishop Richard H.
Ackerman, C.S.Sp., of Coving-
ton, Auxiliary Bishop Stephen
J. Kocisco of Pittsburgh
(Greek Rite). Bishop Joseph
Schmondiuk of the Ukrainian
Diocese of Stamford. Auxiliary
Bishop Joseph B. Bruninl of
Natchex-Jackson.
Bishop Andrew G, Grutka of
Gary, Auxiliary Bishop Ed-
ward J. Maginn of Albany.
Auxiliary Bishop John M.
Feams of New York, Bish-
»i Michael W. Hyle ofilmington. Auxiliary Bishop
Charles R. Mulrooney of
Brooklyn, Auxiliary Bishop Jo-
seph P. Denning of Brooklyn,
Bishop John W. Comber,
MM., of Maryknoll, N.Y.,
Auxiliary Bishop John J. Mc-
Guire of New York, Auxiliary
Bishop Thomas J. Riley of
Boston, Bishop Ernest J. Prl-
meau of Manchester.
Auxiliary Bishop James J.
Hogan of Trenton, Auxiliary
Bishop James W. Malone of
Youngstown, Bishop William
G. Conn a re of Greensburg,
Bishop Edward J. Harper,
C.SS.R., of St. Thomas. Virgin
Islands; Bishop Alfred F.
Mender, C.S.C, of Areelbo,
Auxiliary Bishop Francis J.
Furey of Philkdelphia, Auxil-
iary Bishop Edward E. Swan-
atrom of New York. Bishop
Vincent McCauley, C.S.C., of
Fort Portal. Uganda; Auxil-
iary Bishop John F. Whealon
of Cleveland, Bishop Jaroslav
Gabro of the Eparchy of Chi-
cago (Ukrainian), Bishop
Thomas J. Drury of San An-
gelo. Auxiliary Bishop T. Aus-
tin Murphy of Baltimore, Aux-
iliary Bishop Vincent J. Bald-
win of Rockville Centre, Aux-
iliary Bishop Gerald V. Me-
Devitt of Philadelphia, and Ab-
bot Alban Boultwood, O.S.B.,
of Washington, D.C.
Inquiry Class
In Union City
UNION CITY—6t. Anthony's
pariah here will sponsor a 12-
week inquiry program open to
residents of Union City and
Jersey City starting Jan. 25 at
S p.m.
The sessions will be held
every Tuesday and Friday
(hereafter.
Rev. Dominic Marconi and
Rev. Michael Prudent! wilt
conduct tlie program. Regis-
tration will be held at St. An-
thony's on Jan. 21 at > p.m.
The program is intended to
give non-Catholics an oppor-
tunity to find answers to tbeir
questions about Catholicism
and Jo instruct Catholics de-
siring to know more about
their Faith.
Council of Trent
Inter-Faith Subject
VATICAN CITY (SC)
Catholic and Protestant schol-
ars will trade ideas on the
Council of Trent at a Church
sponsored congress next Sep-
tember in the northern Italian
city where the major Catho-
lic response to the Protestant
Reformation was initiate)
THE FIVE DAY congress is
being orgarured by the Pon-
tifical Cotnmittion of His-
toncal Science* It opens m
Trent Sept J and closes just
before the reconvening of the
Second Vatican Council here
on Sept (
The year !«3 is the 400th
stuns rnars of the conclusion
of the Council of Trent, which
mapped the Church's reply to
the half century okJ Protestant
rev oil ami Uunrhrd needed
reforms within the Church it
self That council, the longest
ecumenical council In Church
history, opened in 1343 and con-
cluded Dec 4, 13453,
Twenty lectures are sched :
uled for the Trent meeting.
Among the Catholic speaker!
will be Rev. James A O'Doo-
ohue of the Bostoo arch-
diocesan seminary, who will
speak on the council's legisla-
tion establishing seminaries,
and Stephan G, Kuttner, pro
lessor of canon law history at
the Catholic University of
America. Washington, who is
tj talk on the Tridentine
changes in the light of the
canon law of the preceding
centuries.
PROTESTANT speakers will
include Peter Mruibold. of the
Evangelical theology school it
Kiel. Germany, who till dis-
cuss the work of Protestants
who were present at the Coun
cd of Trent; the Rev. Thomas
M Parker, longtime chaplain
of University College. Oxford,
comparing the Cathabc re-
form begun at Trent with Use
Anglican reform, and Henry
II erased of Cambridge Un-
iversHy, on English con-
tributions to hlsioncal studies
of Trent.
The idea of the conference
was approved by Pope Plus
XII in s letter dated Oct. 4.
I*s* five days before his
death.
Plan Addition
In Kenilworth
KENILWORTH _ Rev Syl
vestec P McVeigh, pastor of
St Theresa's Church here,
has announced that construc-
tion will soon begin on a
school addition
At present some of the *OO
children enrolled at St. Ther-
esa's are attending classes at
the old boro ball. There are
eight classrooms and a kinder-
garten m the present school
and the addition will have
eight classrooms, a library-
room and a visitors' room.
Cost of the project is esti-
mated at 5230,000. It is expect-
ed to be ready for use m Sep-
tember. The architect is Neil
J. Convery of Newark.
Bishop-Elect
Guest at Lunch
CLIFTON - Fellow gradu-
ates of the North American
College in Rome honored Bish-
op-elect John J. Dougherty
with a luncheon here last
week, with Rev. John J. Ans-
bro of Caldwell College serv-
ing as toastmaster.
Those who spoke included
Rev. Donald B. Zimmerman
and Rev. Russet! G. Ruffino,
both of Immaculate Concep-
tion Seminary, and Rev. Ber-
nard C. Schlegel of Sacred
Heart, Bloomfield.
Pray for Them
Sr. Mr Conauela* O.P.
CALDWELL Sister Mary
Conaucla Weber, 0.P., a mem-
ber of the Siatera of St. Domi-
nic of Caldwell for 60 years,
died Jan. 11 at the mother-
house of Mt. St. Dominic here.
A Solemn Requiem Maas will
be offered Jan. 18 at St. Cath-
erine of Siena Infirmary Chap-
el here.
Sister Consuela was bom in
Jersey City and entered the
Sisters of St. Dominic Feb. 2,
1903. She received her habit
Aug. 4, 1903, and made her
profession Aug. 4, 1904.
She was a music teacher and
served the community as su-
perior in St, Mary's, Dover;
St. Joseph's, Union City;
Blessed Sacrsment, Bridge-
port. Conn.; St. Margaret's,
Bayou la Batre. Ala.; lmelda
Kindergarten. Jersey City,
and Siena Hall, Jersey City.
Sister alto taught music at
St. Dominie Academy, Jersey-
City; Our Lady of Mt. Car-
mel. Boonton; Mt. St, Domi-
nic Academy. Caldwell, and
St. Ann's, Newark. In 1959.
Sister Consuela came to the in-
firmary at the motherhouse.
Surviving are three sisters,
Mrs. Katherine Boumhocr of
Butler, Mrs. Mary Persuitti of
Kearny and Sister M. Alphon
so, 0.P., of Mt. St. Dominic.
Sr. Mary Zozima
WOODIIAVEN. L.I. - Sister
Mary Zozlma of the Sisters of
St. Francis, who was formerly
stationed at St. Mary's Hospi-
tal. Hoboken, died Jan. 8 at
St. Anthony's Hospital here
after a short illness. A Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered in
the hospital chapel Jan. 11.
Sister Zozinia was a native
of Bayonne and had been a
member of the order for 62
years.
She is survived by two lis-
ters. Mrs. Anna Fitzpatrick of
Bayonne, and Mrs. lmelda Nel-
son of Roselle, and a brother,
John Burnell of Bayonne.
Sr. Catherine Cecile
CONVENT—Sister Catherine
Cecile O'Connor of the Sisters
of Charity of St. Elizabeth died
at St. Anne Viile here Jan. 10
after a long illness. A High
Requiem Mass was offered at
the villa chapel Jan. it.
Sister was bom in Ireland
and entered the Sisters of
Charity from Jersey City in
1918. She was first stationed
at St. Mary's, Elizabeth, where
she taught the elementary
grades until 1932 when she re
turned to Convent. She was
transferred to St. Anne Villa
because of illness in 1933.
Surviving are two brothers
and a sister in Ireland.
Sr. Loretta de Sales
CONVENT Sifter Loretta
de Sales Ryan of the Sisters
of Charity of St. Elizabeth,
who taught at Sacred Heart
School. Jersey City, for more
than 30 years, died in St Anne
Villa here Jan. 13 A Solemn
Requelm Mass was offered
Jan 13 in St. Anne Villa
Chapel.
A native of Ireland. Sister
Loretta entered the commun-
ity in 19C4 Following her
novitiate, she served as a
teacher 4t St. Joseph s Hos-
pital, Paterson. St. Mao's
Orphanage. Newark; St.
Mao’s School. Water buiy.
Conn , and finally at Sacred
Heart. She bad been living
her* since October. 19C2.
Other Death*
. . .
Charles Kiley of Jersey City.
father of Msgr. John J. Kil-
cy, executive director of The
Advocate, Cooperative Supply
Services, the Mt. Carmel Guild
Social Service Center and arch-
diocesan CYO director, died
Jan. 13.
D, Frederick Horigan of
Millburn, brother of Sister M.
Rosella of Holy Rosary, Eliza-
beth, died Jan. 5.
John McVicar, 62, of Jersey
City, brother of Sister M. Vera
of the Sisters of Charity of Mt.
St. Joseph, Emmitsburg, Md.,
died Jan. 7 at St. Francis Hos-
pital.
'Mary 11. Krebs, 73, of Jersey
City, sister of Sister Helen Do-
lores of the Sisten of Charity,
died Jan. 7.
Mrs. Ellen Bottner of Or-
ange, mother of Rev. Charles
F. Buttncr, pastor of St.
Mark's. Rahway, died Jan. 12.
Rev. Benedict J. Rodman,
S J., 80, president of John Car-
roll University from 1928 to
1937. died Jan. 4 at Colombiere
College, Detroit.
In your prayeri alto remem-
ber iheie, your decerned
pneili :
•Vetcark ...
Rev. Hugh P. Fleming, Jan.
19. 1917
Rt. Rev. Msgr John A. Shep-
pard. Jan. 19, 1925
Rev. David B Muicahy, Jan.
19, 1956
Rev. Edward A McGuirk.
Jan. 20, 1959
Rt Rev Msgr John A. Staf-
ford, Jan. 21. 1913
Rev. Thomas F. Graham, Jan.
21. 1913
Very Rev. John E. Lambert,
Jan. 24, 1926
Rev. Berthold Lauzau,
O.Carm . Jan 24. 1928
Rev. Augustine V. Dunn, Jan.
24. 1935
Puternon
. . .
Rev. Joseph E. Snyder, Jan.
23. 1941
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FURNITURE
Barney's Throws In
Everything But The
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Oar 1 Room OCTTITS,
Bedroom. Lb to* Room,
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S Room Traded la Homo,
oiraßoal riedWno IIM.
HO DEPOSITt Yra. la P» y
Bde a Wo» Sole CeevertlMa tit)
laaaropria« Mettraao (m
Mopte Bunk Bod Sot U.W
FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE
Pork aa oar Framuae
BARNEY'S SUPERMARKET
DISCOUNT FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE
m PraUafkapam A»e.
a(I Route XL NEWARK
Opea Moa. Wad. aad Prl. NHaa
IN PATERSON:
«7 River k - U Mala St.
Op— M—. Tkttrc. aad PrL Nitre
Pbona XIMOM. AW lor Ed.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
AUTO DBALOS - NIW CARS
BUICK
North Euex Bulck Cos., Inc.
AuUiorlaad Bulck Rartrlca
la Bloomfleltl at 401 Bloomfield Avi
* pi mho
Ib Montclair at 10 Laekaaranna Plat
- Pt S-OTOS
BUICK
Z Mudaon County Bulck Cos.. Inc,
STnllii aaKENNEDY BUICKAuUwrtiad Dealer
■ALES . SERVICE . PARTS
am HUDSON SLVD. JERSEY CIT
Kl OL M4H
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
BROGAN CADIIIAC-OLDS
N»w Lartfit CadUlaa
Dutnbular
AuUtorlttd CADILLAC - OLDS
BALKS It SERVICE
m Pauaie A*» CUftoo. K, 1
Own Etva'nli la t l>.M. <nc»pl W#4J
OR JUCO
CADILLAC
SALKS A SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
n»a Salactlas of l »»d Can
I*o Caatral Ai« Npwark
Phone MA 4-2255
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS INC.
AuthortMd
SALTS A SERVICE
1*» Rid*. Rd. WY 1 9000. S A fit flat on
CHEVROLET
THo P*«;*r
WALLACE CHEVROLET
SALES SERVICE PARTS
Samoa Th* AMmmSi'4 Put:.*
Mm in*
OR L’&KD CARS
U. S Hilhwiy Mai, *1 WtftMLi *if.
HUhiJhmTaROO
CHEVROLET
CORVAIR CORVETTE
•CONNER CHEVROLET
"<>*•* <1 AmnnT UrtM
PuiilC
ST] UnaJloM Ai# c*M.»i|
CA 66666
CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH . VALIANT
TOWNS MOTORS INC j
l*»rt 1x1.7 I)MMr
**t»o PuU Ittiln
L*od Can Bodr ibtp
Phona HUnler 6-1400
IS S». Cwn A*.. W. li<*n. H. J.i
FORD
NAPPA FORD
*•" oad <m* Palm* Ford* Tho»
jAft-r rdi *n-d t’UAka
«U XtAAtk An. niuMtk. X J.
EL 4-6030
FORD
FALCON • TMUNPERRIRD
roaxr TRI CKS
OnmtltM C md Can
FOREST MOTORS INC.
ITS Carta! At* Chakra. N. J
OR 3-2917
FORD
SHERIDAN FORD. Inc.
SALES SERVICE - PART*
TORO CARS ind TRUCKS
IM RELGROVE DR. KEARNY
WY 1-5060
«'wd Car D»*t. <«< Kaamia Art.
Ter Th* lU«t Daal lb
OLDSMOBILE
JOYCE OLDSMOBILE
A Audio rirrd Salaa A Sortie*
A OuATAntAAd L'AAd CaH
PI 4-7500
ITS Cl An Rid*. At*. MontcUi
PLYMOUTH
- CHRYSLER
VALIANT - IMPERIAL
MURPHY BROS. MOTOR SALES
SALES A SERVICE
M»-» CunaMM UMd Cat*
Elizobath 5-5600
M» N. BroAd St. ELlAbtth. X. .
PLYMOUTH - VALIANT
FULLER MOTOR CO.
Aulhortaad D**l*r
PLYMOUTH * VALIANT
SALES A SERVICE
HudAOB Bird.. Union City. N.
UNion 6-6300
PONTIAC
N.w Car S*la* - Sartlc. ■ Part*
OiuniiMd UMd Can
rinart Bods Work A Rapait Sorvt
TROPHY PONTIAC
NS BNasp, Co*. Wth SL Bayou*. N
HE 7-4900
PONTIAC - TEMPEST
RAMBLER
MROZEK AUTO SALES
AtthertMd Sal** and Sortie.
Otar SO Y.at* of Quality
U*ad Can Body Shop Eapaln
tho
r= Pf U *T,V £3a '
“hu /£**“*“• ,l
RAMBLER
Boa J.rry Stssoro
ELM AUTO SALES
SERVICE - PARTTO
11 Kaamy At* Kearny, N.
WYman 8-7311
VOLKSWAGEN
Audio rl**d Factory
“
SERVICE • PARTS
Alrcoolad Automotlva Corp,
"Eue* County’* Old**! noalcr"
1M Valley St. South Or»n
Phonai SO >4567
AUTO SERVICE A REPAIRS
G. M. Trommlulon Service
IMrmoulh. »>rd. Chrriolcl Bum*. Old*
awMI«, Cadillac. nuk* tut*. **
Kill Intull a rebuilt trinmiaa***. mr
**l**d • MattU*; l MM *u#t*4. M
«bi U I»U'I Idw MnK*. t>t lb)
a
FUEL OIL
E’"J
OIL BURNERS
JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
"Matin* * Sar.ln* friend*
Star* I*S1“
01l fturMn Uu)«tM A WnV«t
Matared IVli.crvr. M Hour Mnlrr
Dioli Ml 2-2727
IS* IJ* Mmi St Nrotrl. N J
PETRO
« »»*!» *f Laadrrrhin a (M HrtlUi
rwtst quality nm. on.
OU RtltNUI SERVICE
Petroleum ><**t and r*«i r. motor
W int* St Nnrrt Ml |4U|
FLOOR COVERING
DUFFY'S
Serein* (otoott* famllx* t-o
Imuiuiimu tor Oof M Vrtx
ICortot* Lino toon Vi&rl
oi»Wr TU* R«* cimtaa
Soor.lt »4 lIMnBMt
Nr* Ratal) Mar*
J fro* ft. Jmrr CM*
Ut*n>e« rum to Lasne At*.
Phone HE 5 6600
FLORIST
U Intro n
PLA2A FLORIST
Ibrro A Vluio I* Cteranai.
Modern roril Mrtowarou
f«r Star* o.<mm
m> S»hi l*m*rr ******
rtw HU INTI
•r U ea ****** HI e«M*
>)• Wood At* X «•—~ r _ X, f
HARRY J. BURKE
twin t« AB*Orrta■ or
frroo m* •*• ttoroAoiMß* ta UNION
far trratt Dotrrarr Can MU
Dm • AM iripx*
■ I fMUtIIMU A**
JONES THE FLORIST. INC.'
NuUar* OHM ttaW Cat ISM
C«a V* fr* Yaw f tar at Vnlr
■» NOrth 7-1022
HARDWARE • PAINTS
THOMPSONS
HARDWARE STORE
• Caah A Dona • nttrrrai** Faint*
r luat A tnm • lu«l*> Itarda.r*
ft** bdhtit Paaoa ft taut
Oat* frvtar t>u
111 f ARK rr LPTER MONTCLAIR
MOVING A STORAGE
ENGEL BROTHERS
INCORfORATEO
TART LOAD? a* fVU. LOAD*
Dual V on Irrnn ta AU Se tuirt
low rates nuts estimates
Camalita XrAn Maras*
PWm. EL AIMS
Ml iLXIA ST. EIJZARimL H. J.
CHARLES FEAR CO.. INC.
moving and storage
n Yrait at RallaM* Sam**
Lara) A La
Coll PI 4-1167
lIS UJrr RmU* Ar» MmUUIt
NURSING HOMES
CRANFORD BROOK LODCK
, NURSING HOME
Mra A ’Want**. P*H«e*raur*. roar.
Irrcrnt. laraDda. a* ad Rr* a urea IB
chars* at all lima*. A flraunt n**r*
ful ha*»-
‘
GLADYS REILLY. R.N.
«10 ORCHARD ST. CRANfORD
LAUREL MANOR A CERTIFIED
HOME ta* a Marl* aw* a*4 *antrai
doa* altaaOaa tad «*r*i rata* rattan
tW*) ELmaaad »t)0». I*. O. Boi Ist.
SartßS VaU*a Nrr lrrt
In Newark. NJ.
ABBEY NURSING HOME
COMPLETE SERVICE
ts*d. tonrai* treat. chraeicsllr Ul
86 VAN NESS PLACE
tort Clinton A**J
Bigelow 3-0303
PLUMBING A HEATING
TRAVEL AGENCIES
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
TKAVCL tut VICK
■•mac IIM PvMi* Sue* IMM
_
* Air Ratorvatlaai
7"" Cnd—i llonarmooa TriM
*• *ro«d »t , Nawirk HA Ml4o
RIAL ISTAn AGENTS
ESSEX COUNTY
HARRY J. STEVENS, INC.
REALTORS
SO Yt*r» «t Rum Location
afeSßa -*
«10 Mila St., Orau* on
S-3MO
ERR
CHATHAM
_
To Buy or Soli la Chatham
Township. Madtaon «nd riorham Park
f|l|
MILUCENT M. UNDERWOOD
Realtor
“WJ I.latino ServiceMambor Multi*
IW Main
ELIZABETH
V. J. GAMBINO AGENCY
a Baal Rat ala k Inaaraneo
Proparty Mil a Uortaaioa
Phonki El 5-5863
Summer St.
GLEN RIDGE
NATHAN RUSSELL. INC
KiUbbtiwO Riec* 100
MAI. Mr ATE - tN*VRANC*
vn Ki4i««ooO A** C,Un *ldo*. N. J
PI 3-5600
IRVINGTON
LARSEN A FISH INC.
• rNM'»ANCK
A1 ' Tt J*IfMIA!*AL
PKooo: ES 3-1122
t»a twiwrtliM An . trtteoi—. ft
MOWTCUMR
•ALE*"- BEST At*
X ANAGtMtXT
JOS A. KEIIEHER. JR.
» ». HBwiw (w. ttmUSST w. j.
MOUNTAIN LAKES
MULLINS • RASMUSSIN INC.~
A ** *1 1 *ln Dt »Mol
Sondor* & Brockin. Realtor*
<*• IWWH «*w«i*ia U*m
Mumm • mo
ROSEUE
GORC2YCA AGENCY
• . l\%t Run
luMLaMd hsiwntM 4 &Ui-
PKono: 241-2442
A Vtmu 1
SNORT HILLS
* n * coup* «. #t *»an «iuirt
***‘“o *»«i ksba mkomm*
*■•«>*« M Vna,
i^E5u ,rax# *'* • *‘-w
RIDOFWOOO
gusenan a company
I** I «*I«Q1 n !*• hM
«»*
r
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■tftcKtwt. * vcwm
w (tnu «r or iwrvnti
W »■» Miinrut
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RUTHERFORD
FRED P. KURGAN
*'» «-»«•• n •». Pntpaa
W r«» A>a*aa RaMarfird
«»: •<»
UNION
•V l '**** Cauata * ■rrwMlM uta
La( u hrtp im it wlart a tana* r«
*J'* r r-ntort iM MCuaa.
Ouf aiwMwta a raw ataaaoaa ta
**r « nil rattaa
John p. McMahon
IMS Mama 4a. Cataa lit: tMM
WAYNf
iOMN «r.[Vi CO. ftaa.uu
!*•» N'tnaa Hafttaif Tafta Wajftft.
OX aCM
SPARTA
NO STAIRS
* *«•• «*• u
*a Ifta flra flair a tftaa Man ) to*
!*•** f —<«4n*r»ar liar* a a HI dry
if”" 1 tor dag aad (ft* rftddra. a aw.
**s*s **” toar ifta Lam c.r. KXrtoa
•a al cahMi< aad uta W fannljr ftaaar
'TU* ."** t* <>«♦*«• 1 car tar an•Mi Un * ntda o M dam Aft Urn
**• ■*« M« «| M Mtf lAa liia
FOX HOUOW FARMS
Ua*» Caanntaarty kc.'rt m
“f_stor Uaßr a ifta (aft* (Ami H
<>»toa a tmarta. hamti town
■M* •*- »au (ram Qaa
LAKE MOHAWK
n«4 U iuMiiii knar. 1 ML
£**• Cod. gar a1». lift ftalfta, haft l>ll
itun.
***£■-.*••*• cm CM ntcda aIM HM
E. O. ANDERSON, Realtor
Want bar MuttlpU I
•ft •Laha Making Marla Ana
ftL U. Ofaaaftt Marta Lanai PA Mitt
CURK
B-l-G RANCH
Oalp I nar aid. Ifta liaaat M aaa-lant
ft«to*. IT a IS Utrtag mom; dining iombi
■clanon kltchan; aaparala rirat-Oaar Iftsa-
4r» naan a badmaui lift bntkai toll
dr* kaaamaat; allackad garagai UftilS*
All thia plua combination alorau and
•mm: Mada* aa all wtadaati knaUtt-
IMi lam OOP laomdla ptep ana nttk
awtaf ami a mat daadaad auaali patad
drtnarn*; and wanaM la boa and
fata iraaapartallaa. lava knkar'a laa,
•alp BUM can awaar KMOM.
WESTFIELD
Da rou trial a trad kapt aldar Hama »Kft-
in ailklns diattaca ta ■ biaklp accradltal
parochial (rantmar aad high .achoal? (
rooma, lift hatha, rac roam, (ftraga, lon
laaaa. tIgJM. Call atnar A0 t-BOS.
ROOMS FOR RENT
gaa. metric. haal auprllad t«
». Oranga or call MU g-Mg.
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JERSEY CITY
VALINYI 1 PHARMACY
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WESTFIELD
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NUTIEY
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DAILY TRIPS TO FLORIDA
. . .
. . . COAST TO COAST MOVERS!
n i
7Fj6
a»
MOVING SINCE 1885|mT,s«
CARE COMES FIRST
To dial locally, ter Mow
Cliiabeth (l 1 7800
New York WO 1 0060
Newark MA 2 1170
Summit CR 3 3200
Ploirtfield PI 5 7440
Morristown Jf 8 6900
Paterson AR 1 9898
DIRECT SERVICE TO All 50 STATES
ENGEL BROTHERS, INC.
tta*«~rTu** aria
GILL
Realtor*
No Down Payment
3% Down
rr l **• l<4 »K» inm >Vt t>TM
*« 1 <*> miK Tin Itaa) unt
<»» » )•» lUtru |un u
mkUba mii|>rn
$15,700
nix tm
Vrtwn mra l*t Tun* in
fflanjrj *nt Wm 4
MATTHEW J,
•SALTO*
~Tto ln*« «*• IM»» KiUdm-
Kk*«»t b. mtmrnrn
Out to Hint Mana t tiruuli
OSborne 1-3200
M«n>»r to Nattort MnainU
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
K>* CMUtCMES. SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
SPECIALISTS IN
* Residential Roofing
* Leaders & Gutters
* Siding
EL 3-1700
MS NIW POINT lOAO
ILIIAUTM. NJ.
ESTASUSMED 1913
Joseph H. Browne
Company
1904 OU« 39* TEA* 194)
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
• ASM CANS • MATS • SOA9
• POLISH • ItOOMS • MUSHES
• WAX 9 SPONGES • SAILS
• TOILET 9A9Et
• MOPPING EQUIPMENT
PAPEt • PAPEt TOWfIS • CUP)
278 Wayne Street
Jersey City, N. J.
Hln4«rvoit 14171
WE WON’T KID YOU!
We Challenge You to Beat Our Low, Low Prices
FREE! send Fok our new
1963 CATALOGUE . . . FREE!
"tiHta ur*
a*
r
YEAR WRITTEN
GUARANTEE
100 OARAGE
STYIIS...
CUSTOM-BUILT
AND GUARANTEED! NO MONEY DOWN
UP TO 7 YIAtl TO PAY
CUP mil COUPON AND MAIL TOOAVI
Mt. Carmel Guild Outlines
Wide Range of Activities
NEWARK A wide range
ot charitable activities occu-
pied the attention of the Mt.
Carmel Guild in the Newark
Archdiocese during the year
ended Sept. 30, according to
the anual report released by
Msgr. Joseph A. Doollng, di-
rector.
THE REPORT showed that
physical relief was provided
to 1,014 families and that there
were 1,988 referrals to other
agencies. Employment for 205
persons was secured and 2,500
pounds of surplus food was
distributed.
The agency also assisted 169
new arrivals in this country
and distributed more than
9,000 items to 521 families with
1,829 children at Christmas.
Among items under sewing
and outfitting it prepared 10.-
000 dressings for the Cancer
Society and made 850 altar
linens and vestments for chap-
lains' aid. More than 4,000
items were given to 16 public
and private charitable institu-
tions during the year.
UNDER SPECIAL services,
the hearing and speech depart-
ment reported that It held
93 classes in four centers
and that 111 schools requested
its services. Two research
projects were initiated.
The psychological service
had 340 referrals, the report
said, and conducted 12 clisses
for 162 children in seven loea-
lions. Fifty children were be-
ing educated under the pro-
gram of instruction for blind
children and parental counsel-
ling waa also provided.
The department for the blind
reported that it now has a
staff of to supplemented by
300 volunteers and that it con-
ducted 10 classes in such sub-
jects as cooking, nursing, car-
pentry, dancing and braille.
T1IE .AGENCY’S guidance
institutes reported 414 refer-
rals. The three hearing and
speech centers provided 268
evaluations and provided ther-
apy In 244 cases.
The guild’s training and
placement service offered pro-
grams for girls of all races
and creeds.
Four centers for adults and
four catechetical centers for
children were conducted by the
Apostolate for the Deaf, which
marked its 23th anniversary.
It has seven priests and 103
volunteers on its staff and
served 1,000 people.
Thirteen centers for the
Apostolate for the Mentally Re-
tarded are now In existence,
the report said. It also noted
that six priests are now as-
signed on a part-time basis to
care for the spiritual needs of
youngsters detained at youth
houses in the four counties of
the archdiocese.
Montclair Man
Award Winner
WINDSOR, Ont. John Q.
Adams of Montclair has been
named the 1963 winner of the
Christian Culture Gold Medal
by Assumption University
here.
Adams will accept the award
and speak at ceremonies on
Feb. 24. The award, given an-
nually for 22 years to an "out-
standing exponent of Christian
ideals," will be presented by
Rev. E. C. Leßcj. C.5.8., uni-
versity president.
Among previous winners
have been Jacques Maritain,
Philip Murray, Frank J.
Sheed, Henry Ford 11. Christo-
pher Dawson, Dr. John C.H.
Wu of Seton Hall University,
Charles Malik. Barbara Ward
and John Cogley.
ADAMS IS president of the
Manhattan Refrigerating Cos.
of New York and of the Union
Cold Storage Cos. of Jersey
City. He is being cited as a
"Christian humanist and busi-
nessman," who has demon-
strated “that professional and
managerial excellence can
implement the demands of
that social responsibility so
lauded by Pope John XX1I1”
in his encyclical. Mater et
Magistra.
Married and the father of
two children. Adams is a grad-
uate of the University of Notre
Dame and in IMS became the
first recipient of the Quadra-
gesimo Anno Award given by
the Association of Catholic
Trade Unionists in New York.
He is a director of the Na-
tional Catholic Social Action
Conference and helped found
the National Catholic Employ
era and Managers Study
Group, the Catholic Institute of
the Food Industry, and the
Serra movement tn North Jer-
sey.
He Is also chairman of the
public relations committee of
the Essex region of the Arch-
diocesan Council of Catholic
Men.
JOHN Q. ADAMS
Finn Named
By Hospital
Sl'FFERN. N. Y - Thomas
J. Finn of Jersey City, former
administrator of Jersey City
Medical Center, has been
named to the newly-created
post of associate administrator
of Good Samaritan Hospital
here Announcement of the ap-
pointment was made by Sis-
ter Miriam Thomas, adminiv
trator.
Finn Is currently director of
professional placement of I ha
Catholic Medical Mission
Board
FINN, A FELUm of the
American College of Hospital
Administrators, was also form-
erly administrator of B. S. Pol-
iak Hospital for Chest Diseas-
es, and the Margaret Hague
Maternity Hospital. Jersey
City. From l»» to mi. he
was state director of classifi-
cation and organisation far th«
N J. Civil S*rrrlee Commission
Last year Finn was the re-
cipient of the Annual Pro Deo
et Juventute Nesrark Archdio
cesan CYO Award for his out-
standing work with youth
A native of Jersey City,
he was graduated from Seton
Hall University Us 1933 and he
is a former member of the
faculty of St. Peter's College
of Industrial Relations. Ha is
a member of the beard of
governors of the Seton HaU
Alumni Association.
Archbishop's
Appointments
SUNDAY. JAN. 26
3:M p m.. Investiture cere-
mony, domestic preistes sod
papsl chamberlains. Sacred
Heart Cathedral.
THURSDAY. JAN. 24 '
11:26 a.m.. Ceremony of
consecration of the Most Rev.
John J. Dougherty. S.S.D.,
and the Mott Rev. Joseph A.
Costello. S.T.D., Sacred Heart
Cathedral
SATURDAY, JAN. 24
2 p.m.. Confirmation, Qneen
•f Peace, North Arlington
FEAST DAY - Bishop McNulty diatributes Communion during Moss on the Feast of the
Epiphany, assisted by Rev. John B. Ly (left) and Rev. Stanislaus Chang. Mass was cele-brated at Our lady of Providence Mission, which serves Patersons Spanish-speaking
residents.
Setonia Ranks Sixth in Size
WASHINGTON tNC) - A
federal survey shows that St.
John's University, Jamal.'*.
NY. :* the biggest U S. Calh
olic institution ot higherlearn
ing. I's enrollment is 1J.54M.
Second largest Catholic in
stitution in the number of full
and part-time students is lov-
ol* University of Chicago with
an enrollment of 10.3 M Seton
"s'i University ranks sixth
with 9.087 students, the survey
showed.
Toese figures are taken from
the V, S. Otfire of Education s
report on fall enrollment in
higher education in IWO
The survey also shows how
college students are divided
between public and private
institutions.
The survey reports that
7 596.904 students are in pub-
lic colleges and universities,
while 1.6(8.768 are in pritale
institutions
'Don’tCa11 Me Father'
Rabbi Instructor
At Jesuit College
SEATTLE, Wash. (RNS)
At Seattle University, a Jesuit-
conducted school here, stu-
dents read the Old Testament
from a Protestant Bible and
arc quizzed on their readings
by a rabbi.
This unique study program
came about when the Catholic
school named Rabbi Arthur
Jacobovilz to the faculty. ll#
is believod to be the first rab-
bi to teach in an. American
Catholic university. /
AN ORTHODOX graduate of
Yeshiva Seminary in New
York, Rabbi Jacobovilz
teaches Old Testament at Se-
attle University. 'Previously
he taught introductory courses
in Hebrew in the Jesuit
school's evening division.
"We were impressed then by
Rabbi Jacobovitz's compe-
tence as a teacher," said Very
Rev. Webster Patierson, S.J.,
the university’s president. "He
has the wave length of the
students. And we certainly
couldn’t find a better author
ity on Jhe Old Testament.”
Rev, James W. King, S.J.,
another faculty member,
pointed out that the rabbi
gives an historic perspective
to the Old Testament in keep-
ing with Catholic beliefs.
Rabbi Jacobovilz said he
feels "right at home" on the
Seattle University campus.
RABBI JACOBOVITZ said
he accepted the university's in-
vitation to its faculty because
of the importance for students
to understand their Judaeo-
Christian origins.
The rabbi said he enjoys his
freedom of teaching at Seattle
University. But he said there
was one difficulty.
"It was a long time," he
said, "before the students
stopped calling me Father."
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PUBLIC NOTICE
THE CREDO SHOP
4* PARK PLACE, MORRISTOWN, N. J.
Mofrit County', Rotigioo, Good, Sloro I,
GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS
EVERYTHING MUST IE SOLD
H«r» Art Som* Typkol lt«ms and Prica*
143 Rosaries
.
29<
56 Religious Pictures 49*
17 Metal It Ebony Crucifixes 49*
n 12" Staten M9
I* Sterling Sll. Modal, A Chain
.
1.49
9 24" State*, 7.50
HUHDKUS Of omit IM6AINS
Growing for 73 years!
purauant to Internal Revenue Code and Regulation*
HUDSON TRUST COMPANY
5 ConvenientOffices Serving
Union City and Hoboken, New Jersey
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
MEMBER NORTHERN NEW JERSEY CLEARING HOUSE ASSOCIATION
PRINTING
HARRY F. MURPHY
7S CLINTON ST., NEWARK 2
Phon#: MArktt 3-2831
Borgos & Borgos
Insurance
of all kinds
593 KEARNY AVENUE
KEARNY, N. J.
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SO SAM OMEN STAMPS §1
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RIB ROAST
Style) lb -
Oven-Ready » 69c
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Fancy Large
ROASTING
CHICKENS »45
Smoked. Short Shank
CALAS Nell TrianeE! lb. 35c
CHUCK ROAST IT0 “ 49c
GROUND CHUCK laxa.su i mano “69c
CHUCK STEAKS IAXASttt hand “59c
STEWING BEEF «*» “ 79«
PLATE SOUP MEAT “ 23c
SAUSAGE LAMCA4UI HAMO—MJtf root “49c
SCRAPPLE LAX AS Tit MAX “29c
CANNED CHICKEN ~ 99c
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GREEN GIANT PEAS 5 '£’l
STAR-KIST WHITE TUNA
7 ~
31c
GOLD MEDAL'lou, 4< 0,f 5 £p49'
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CONTEST ENOS SAT, JAN. 19th
YOU MAY WIN $lOO CASH
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Velveeta KRAFT 2>fe. laaf 79
“YOU NEVER HAD IT SO FRESH" FROZEN FOODS
SHNKIST RAVEL GREEN BEANS French Cut
Oranges *-#f i, *b# 10**49' SPINACH Chapped
GRAPES FANCY EMPEROR J 29c BROCCOLI Meal
—— Spoon
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CANNED CHICKEN
or S«MI tbkken A Dumpling.
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